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SUMMARY 
Research into the tonal influence of the materials in which organ 
pipes are fabricated, far from clarifying the question, has contributed 
to the confusion. The results of experiments appear at variance with the 
practices of organ builders and the conclusions of different workers are 
often uncorroborative. Due to this, in literature aimed at musicians, 
the question of the tonal implications of materials is dealt with 
superficially and often reflects the prejudices of manufacture and players. 
This project aims to relate empirical understanding and analytical 
study, to demonstrate the tonal implications of Pipe-Metal - alloys of tin 
and lead _ on organ pipe tone, and to investigate the possibilities of 
fabricating organ pipes in alternative materials. 
The work includes a survey of relevant literature about other wind 
instruments as well as the organ, from which aspects of the controversy 
which require further experimental work are identified. It also shows 
that the experimental approach shouldjnvolve the analysis of onset 
transient and that physical analysis should be related to the auditory 
capacity of humans. A method of analysis, detail of the equipment designed 
and the criteria for relating analysis amd physiology are presented in 
the text. 
Experimental work, in which an organ builder was involved, 
investigated the influence of resonator material on steady pipe tone, the 
extent to which voicing operations modify tone, and the relative effects 
of material and wall thickness on pipe onsets. The experimental results 
are equated with the ideas reviewed in the initial survey and first-hand 
information about pipe making practice. 
Conclusions indicate that only in the region c to c 2 does wall 
material influence tone perceptibly. The extent of wall thickness, lip 
material and voicing effects are conjecturally related over the whole 
range of open pipe frequencies, and criterion for the choice of materials 
for pipes of various pitches are suggested. 
finally, consideration is given to the possibilities of using 
other materials for pipe resonators and how new wall thickness scales 
might overcome tonal deficiences. 
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Chapter 1. 
HJTRODUCTIO~J 
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1.1 Reasons for the Study 
Although it has long attracted the attentions of musical instrument 
makers and musicians, with the advent of electronic synthesis of 
traditional instruments and the production of some orchestral and band 
instruments in non-tradition'al materials, the effect on the tone of 
musical instruments of ,'all material has been increasingly discussed and 
research work carried out. Despite the experiments of studious workers, 
the question is still far from resolved: it is not clear from stUdies 
,of organ pipe'resonator materials, whether or not material does in fact 
influence the tone, since the reports of different researchers do not 
corroborate each others findings. Furthermore, the practices of organ 
builders are at variance l'lith experimental conclusions. It is nat 
surprising therefore, that otherulise scholarly literature about 
instruments and musical acoustics aimed at musicians, fails to present 
a clear picture of this aspect of instrument design, reflecting instead 
the prejudices held by musicians and instrument makers alike. The 
project is undertaken by a musician keen to understand the relationship 
between emoirical and acoustic reasons for the choice of materials. 
,~ .. 
- ~ -
Resonator. 
, 
QY/er Lip-. 
I Foot. 
Fig. 1.1 Open Labial Organ Pipe. 
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1.2 Labial Organ Pipes and Their Materials 
Physical differences in pioe design divide organ stops into lingual 
or reed stops in which a vibrating tongue initiates movement of the air 
in the resonator, and labial ar flue stops ~herein the lip is stationary 
and the air passing it excites the standing klave in the resonator. It 
is this tyae of pipe which is considered in this project. The parts of 
a labial pipe are shown in figure 1.1. Labial stops, which dominate 
the speci fi.<:atians of most organs, may be divided into three broad 
)" ',"",·"'classi ficatlons according to the length/cross-sectional-area' ratio, or 
'scale' of the stop. So called string tones are elicited from narrokl 
, .... '- scaled S:ops,. and from blide ones, flute tone. 8etkleen these extremes is 
the dominant organ tone colour, produced by intermediate scaled labial 
piDes, called diaoasons. 
Cylindrical organ piaes are usually made in allays of lead and 
tin referred ta as pipe-net ai, though large pioes are often made from 
zinc sheet. Pioe metal alloys rich in tin have. a plain bright aDoearance, 
and those rich in lead, a dull grey finish. 88h/een about 40 per cent 
and 80 p~~, cent tin content hOklever, the metal has a spotted appearance 
attributable to the alloy's lack of homogeneity. The spots, whnse cares 
are rich in lead and outer edges rich in tin, are joined in a net-like 
structure of. eutectic material which is much stronger than the material 
of the spots themselves. The metal has a low melting Doint: 1830 C for 
70 per cent tin and 30 per cent lead alloys. Sheets are cast and the 
metal is thlcknessed by planihg, Rolling softens the all~ys which are 
already near the 'limit of softness for oractical Quroases. The sheets 
are easily formed around mandrils into cylinders and are readily 
joined by soft soldering. 
1.3 Scn!Je nf the I;Jork 
Gy building on the basis mf pertinent acoustical reports about 
orJan pipes and ot~er instruments, using ideas set out in musical 
literature and collecting first-hand information about organ building 
h . survey is made of research and de~ate about practice, a comore enSlve -
L-______________________________________________________________ ~ _____________ ., 
,-
• 
--- ----
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materials and musical tone quality. Those aspects of the contrnversy 
which reouire further experimental wQrk far clarification are thus 
defined. Further consideration is given to the method of studying these 
and to the exoerimental techniques involved, before a programme of 
experiments is decided. The results:of the experiments are combined 
with the ideas reviewed initially, and an overall picture of the tonal 
influence of wall materials on open labial pipes, relative to the 
influence of other factors, is formed. 
The study has three objectives: 
'-'" ',1. To relate empirical understanding and practice to 
analytical and experimental work. 
2. 
3. 
To demonstrate the tonal implications of pipe metal 
on organ pipes • 
To investigate the possibilities of fabricating 
arQan pipes in alternative materials. 
,--------------------
- 5 -
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8ACXGROUr:D 
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2.1 Int~nductinn 
Serious study end articulate debate about the role the materials 
from which musical instruments are made has in determining tone quality, 
is far from new in attracting the attention of researchers. Although a 
paper by 8iot 1 is probably the' first published report, the question has 
been of importance to instrument ma~ers and musicians from earlier times. 
Organ builders in particular, and also flute and other woodwind 
manufacturers, have investigated the properties of new materials to 
"assess their sui tabili ty for instrument fabrication. "',:,, ' 
,. • _,' _1 ,_ ' -. _. ". .,'. _ ,'.,. 
The myths surrounding manufacturing practice, together with the 
prejudices of players and musical writers, have contributed to the 
debate by attracting attention to the points at issue. Whilst 
contributing valuable knowledge and practical skills, they have often 
frustrated attempts to resolve the questions. r'lany of the stUdies 
relevant here are from recent years. Since the second world war more 
oowerfu1 methods have been available for the study of tone-quality in 
the form of dedicated computers and spectrum analysers. Kno"dedge from 
experimental psychology about subjective judgements has also made neh! 
acoustic stUdies viable. 
Although organ pioes figure prominently among investigations into 
the effect of materials on musical instrument tone qua1ity,2 and studies 
of organ tone contribute considerably to the total body of i<nol.,ledge 
about the acoustics of music, studies of other instruments are relevant 
to this study and are included in this review. Other than the effect of 
material on oipe-tone,' consideration is given to stUdies .,hir:h have 
oroduced infnrmation about the voicing process, '3 transients,4 and .'all 
. b t· 5 11 d t th h •. t· ft' 1 . t 6 Vl ra lons, as tt'e as a a on e c arac .... erl.s lCS 0 oar lCU ar Pl:J8 ones. 
1 Miller (85) 164 
2 ~iller (85) Lottermnser (70) Boner & Newman (15) Glatter-Gotz (46) 
Lottermaser & Meyer (72) Lottermoser & ~eyer (73) Backus & Hundley (3) 
3 Mercer (79) f'1ercer (81) r~eyer (83) 
Rakawsi & Aichardson (101) 
4 F1 etcher (40) 
Keeler (61) 
5 3,made (11) 
Caddy & Pollard (20) 
Nolle & Boner (R9) 
8nckus & Hundley (9) 
6 Fletcher, Rlacknen & Christensen (43) 
Raner (14) ~eyer (84) Tanner (116) 
Danzer (32) 
- 8 -
Theoretical and experimental considerations nf the pines' sound oroducing 
mechanism,1 studies on theoretical aspects of constructinn,2 and external 
. 3 
influences including architecture on organ tone' are other areas from 
h.hich information has been collected. Among studies of other instruments 
considered, wind tone, including transients, has figured prominently.4 
In common· t"Hh the organ, a lot of h'ork has been carried out on the 
influence of wall material on woodwind tone. 5 
Literature from musical and scientific sources, which reflects 
both serious study and also prejudice, is reviewed here. The previous 
... work is evaluated and aspects which appertaindirectly to the relationship 
.' •• ~ •• -.; .- ",< 
beth'een sound and materials are considered and discussed in relation to 
the current work. Also presented is an appraisal of organ building 
practice as it effects the choice of materials and, in the organ builders 
estimation at least, .the tone of the instrument. In the sections' 
conclusion, the review is used to identify areas "'here knowledge is 
lacking, development possible or where approach should differ. The 
implications of each are outlined. The way each has influenced previous 
"'ork and the role it should ha\le in this and further work cnnsidered. 
1. CoHman (25) 
Po".ell (99) 
Elder (36) 
2. Fletcher (42) 
3. Pollard (77) 
4. Richardsnn (102) 
Strong & Clark (113) 
Beauchamo (10) 
Fletcher (39) 
Bawtree (8) 
Ingersleu & Fro~8nius (55) 
:<ienst ra (104) 
Luee & Clarit (75) 
Freedman (44) 
5. Hall (49) 
Mill er (85) 
Col~nan (26) 
Par!<er (94) 
Backus (2) 
r,orman (90) 
Rnnavia-Hunt (17) 
,' .. 
_ 9 _ 
2.2 ~l\Jsical literature 
The interest of musicians in the historical and tonal development 
of instruments is reflected by the number of scholarly books and articles 
in journals about instruments. This is due partly to an aopetite for 
the performance of classical and romantic music as it would have been 
played in its composers day, and to a curiosity about the tonal value 
of traditional materials brought about by the adoption of new materials 
for orchestral instruments such as recorders, clarinets and sousaphones, 
:and also for reconstructions of ancient instruments such as krumhorns,> 
and bagpipes. Unfortunately, confusion about the influence of material 
on tone has been perpetuated by otherwise authorative ,.riters "'ha more 
often reflect the prejudices of players and instrument makers rather 
than entering into more complex and less definitive discussions 
involving the evidence of those who have seriously set out to shed light 
on the controversy. 
The follo,,,ing statement by Jeans 1 illustrates the s'lrt of 
unsubstantiated romarks "'hich are made: 
" Organ builders usually specify the orecise nature of the metal 
or ~ood of "~ich their oipes are to be built, the reasons being that 
the quality Qf tone depends an thA material of the oioe. For instance, 
pioes of ",ood produce a heavier, but also a Warmer and more mellow 
tone than pipes of natal, while piDes of nearly oure tin oroduce a 
richer tone than pipes of cheaper metal; a silver clarinet sounds very 
different from one of h'ood, just as an orchestral flute sounds different 
from a penny whistle. T' 
Certainly the absurdity of the final argument is surD rising from 
this author. It is not untrue that exaonents of tbe orchestral flute 
elicit from their intru~ents sounds diisimilar to those usually 
produced by a psnny ",histle, but equally, a flautist ,·,ill find marked 
differences in the ti"bre of any h,o flutes, e\Jen if both are silver. 
Other than this, three significant ooints emerge fro~ Jeans' statement. 
First, nc'<no",ledging the care taken hy organ builders in the choice nf 
materials, he subscribes to the supoosition that Dine tnne and materials 
1 Jeans (56) 147 
., .. 
-~-------.~-----.--------- ------------------------~-- - --
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are inextricably linked. This is the predominant opinion am'1ngst authnrs, 
1 
most of whom also agree about the value of tin oipes. Sarnss writes; 
tt Of all the materiels used in the cnnstructian of organ Dipes, 
that which ranks first in point of excellence is pure tin. It is almost 
indisoensable in the oroouction of keener toned stops. For duller 
toned pines ..... a very large percentage of lead is introduced. tt 
Sumner2 cites as an example of this the: work of Silberman and 
Cavill~-Coll, who used alloys of oVer 95 per cent tin for their narrow 
scaled, harmonically rich flue pipes, though he is unable to 
.-: s!-,bstantiate his claim, that silver and golD are inferior to pioe metal 
for organ pipes. 
Audsley, despite his statement that, " there are fel" matters more 
imp<:Jrtant in an organ than the quality of the metal used in the 
construction Qf the pices, " writRs;3 
" ['le have heard t'Jnes in every "lay satisfactory oroduced,'from 
pipes constructed of practic.olly all classes nf pioe metal and allnys 
from the poorest alloy of lead and antimnny, to the richest alloy of 
tin and lead. We have heard the most perfect imitations of the violin 
and violincelln oroduced from oines of spotted-metal; such imitative 
tones as we have never heard from pines of tin. ,,4 
Thlo exam::Jles are found of musical ,,'rHers using the results of 
exoerimenters "'ork to SUDonrt the notinns of instrument makers al thnugh 
the conclusions tn the stUdies state otherh'ise. Desoite their findings, 
5 the results of a ::)2Dsr by Boner and Nel.Ll~an havp. been used tn Argue 
that ,'all material does effect the tnne both of <:Jrgan nirlesS '.and also 
7 8 the oboe. Sumner states; 
I' n physical analysis of the effect of oi08 materials nn tone 
quality has c'lnfirmed k1hat arti~t organ builders haV8 found in centuries 
of empiricism. Of the various alloys used in the experiments, a fifty-
fifty ~ixture of tin and lead gave the best reinforcement of the first seven 
harmonics, \}.Iith \J.IDod second and galvanised irnn and nther materials far 
bohind. Steel only served to reinfnrc8 the eighth to the eleventh oaTtiels. n 
1 Oarnes (5) 30-37- 2 Sut:lner (114) 277 
3 nudsley (7) S01 4 J\udsley (7) 509 
5 Snn?r ~( :"~811Im8n (15) r; Sut:lr1er- (11/1) 
7 Bate (6) -131 8 Sumner· (114) 277 
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Boner and 
as regular pine 
r':ell1man 
1 
metal 
ho~rever, used one alloy only "'hieh they refer to 
and "'hi ch they intimate contains a larger Quantity 
of lead than tin. They concluded that there was very little difference 
in the steady analysis and even listening tests revealed very small 
audible differences. 
2 Anthony ~ood refers to this article and states: 
.. It has sometimes been held that the 'sound produced by ffl 
air-cavity such as an organ pipe depends only on the geometric form of 
the cavity. This vieb' has never been popular among musicians, and has 
now been universally abandoned. 
'--, . --: .,' .' 
The material of ~hich a pipe is made .... ' . 
does affect the quality and, for piDes identical in shape and size, the 
pitch. In general terms it is agreed that there is justification fnr 
the vieh's of organ builders h'ho claim that heavy. lead alloys emDhasize 
the lOb'er oartial tones, ",here as b,ith zinc the higher partials are 
amolified and the quality of the tone is brighter and more strident. The 
results of attscn"ts so far made to confirm this vie .. ' by Dhysieal analysis 
ShOh' clearly t~at the material used does affect the quality, althclU;h the 
measurecnents indicate less decisive differences than cnight have been 
anticipated. It 
BOh'sher's revision of Dr. luood's bonk (1961) contains a footnote' 
3 
referring to " contradictory view set out by Knauss and Veager .-ho 
maintain that .'all material has no effect on the tone quality of the 
C"I"!1et. 
The sgconc ooint arising from Jeans' statement, c~ncerns the 
relative merits of .'ood and metal pipes. Those authors h,h') illustrate 
the extent to "'hieh pipe tone depends ''In material by c')ntrasting t!'>9 tone 
of !.rood ~i!')p.s t:lith metal ones (Sumner and I;Jilliams are 8r1nng :t'1em) must 
note that metel aipos are cnmmnnly construct inn as cylindrical tubes ,." 
"'hich havp ohvsicnl modes 'If vibration .so different tn th.,se ,aSS'lciat ed 
lltith the angular tubes of 1J!ooden pipes, that t'Jnal C:1moarisnn is quite 
a 
imoossible. 
lastly, :Rans' statement il1u!;trates the 'lsychn-eC'"1iV1mic fectcn' 
inv,lved with 8 musician'R comnrehension of musical sounds. Althnugh this 
f ~ . p, l'm,~~rtance for orqan pipes than for any other instrument, aC",r)r 1S 1")1 ~ess ..J'-' _ 
it is int8rAstin9 that rich tnne is ~ssociated l:fith exoensiv8 metal. In a 
similar ~Iay, visual considerations might account for the imnrRssivp 
1 ~aner t, "~e1J~an (15) 86 
3 Knauss & Yeager (63) 
2 \!lnnd (130) 124 
4 Nolle &. Boner (ag) 
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burnished tin pines lc,hich form the front Screen of many continental 
organ facades. 
The modification of pipe 
upon by many musical writers. 
careful v<Jicing: a point "'hich 
tone possible by voicing is not commented 
Audsley 1 e'1lDhasises the importance of 
. 2 
Sumner takes up ",hen discussing the use 
of zinc pioes. He m8intains that, " in the hands of any but a skillful 
voicer it (zinc) tends to produce e. hard, desiccated and hungry tone, 11 
and therefore infers that a variety of tone is passible from any 
. . 
particular pipe and that this can be adjusted by voicing • 
.. : .. ,The large number of references to organ piPI3 .material and tone 
certainly reflects the interest of musiCians in the subject, but 
reflected also, in the studies themselves, are the traditions of instrument 
makers and the aesthetic orejudices of musicians· and admirers. It is 
correct for instance, that the assumptions about the imDortancs "f tin 
should be oresented, substantiated only by the practices of organ 
builders, but to ignore "'orks "'hich attemnt to clarify its role by 
scientific study sho~ls a reserve which borders on prejudice. The 
misconstruction of exoerimental results also exemolifies this. The 
variety of tone passible from aiDes is not debated to any extent, but 
there is a certain' lack of unanimity about the assnciati:ohof particular 
tones hlith specific metal alloys. 
1 ,~udsley·(7) 
2 Sumner (114) 
.'. 
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2.3 Scientific Studies 
2.3.1 Wind Instruments in General 
Despite experimental work on the influence of wall materials on 
various wind instruments, clear answers about the role of materials in 
achieving a particular timbre are not found. Instead, a variety of 
opinions are expressed reminiscent of the confusion and lack of agreement 
found in the literature from more musically biased sources. 
Perhaps it was the success of Boehm's flutes, made in hard drawn 
silver at a time when flutes were only made in wood, which has led to 
our questioning whether material does effect the tone of musical 
instruments, especially since Boehm also made flutes in wood. He had 
little doubt of the influence of material on tone: 
" The greater or less hardness and brittleness of the material has 
a very great effect upon the quality of tone. Upon this point much 
experience is at hand. Tubes of pewter give the softest, and at the 
same time the weakest, tones; those made of vary hard and brittle German 
silver have, on the contrary, the most brilliant, but also the shrill est, 
tones; the silver flute is preferable because of its unsurpassed 
brilliancy and sonorousness; compared with these, the tones of flutes 
made of wood, sound literally wooden. " 
The eminent professor Carl van Schafhautl, who worked with Boehm 
at the University of Munich, in 1879 describeo how he made seven cavalry 
trumpets with internal dimensions exactly alike, but different 
thicknesses in brass, lead and gypsum sheet as well as three types of 
paper having different thicknesses. They were blown bya professional 
trumpet player and the sound carefully assessed by attentive listeners. 
He concluded, " What a difference in the tone quality! The most 
brilliant tone was given by the trumpet of brass 0.85 mm thick. The 
tone of the trumpet of lead was heavy and dull, while the tone of the 
1 
paper trumpets was papery and excited general laughter. " 
Blaikley's demonstration involving, " a straight horn, or bugle, 
of metal; another one of exactly the same proportions, made of brown 
paper; and a third of metal of somewhat different proportions, in fact 
more like a cornet or bugle, " conflicts with this latter opinion. He 
1 Miller (86) 168 
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states, " you find it very difficult, or even impossible, to distinguish 
between the metal bugle and the paper one, but the slight difference in 
form between the two metal horns causes unmistakable difference in 
1 '\\.>0 qUality." Thus~similar experiments produced apparently opposite 
conclusions about the role of material in the production of sound 
quality. 
Another similar experiment by Victor C. Mahillon of Brussels, head 
of the celebrated musical instrument company and curator of the museum 
of instruments of the, Belgian Royal Conservatory of Music, involving a 
cavalry trumpet made wholly of wood, led him to conclude that, " It 
gives exactly the same brilliancy as the instrument of brass, so that 
it is impossible to distinguish the one from the other. ,,2 
The essence of the controversy seems to come from the opinion held 
by Mahillon and others of his persuasion, that, " the sonorou¥ body is 
the column of air contained inside the tube, whose metal, wood or other 
material, has no office except that of determining the form and 
dimensions of the mass of air imprisioned within it, which is itself and 
itself alone, the vibrating body. ,,3 Boehm and his followers held that 
the column of air could be to some extent modified by the material as 
well as the geometrical shape of the tube. 
Miller, writing on flute tone in 1909, stated that the influence 
of wall thickness and the condition of the inner surface were well known 
but he concluded that it was conceivable that, tI the presence or absence 
of a ferrule or of some support for 
disappearance of a partial tone. ,,4 
a key might cause the appearance or 
The effect of loading organ 
has however been shown to have very little measureable effect on 
tone. (cf. section 2.2.2) ~liller continues, tI The traditional 
pipes 
its 
influencea of the different metals on the flute are consistent with the 
experimental results obtained from the organ pipe. Brass and German 
silver are usually too hard, brittle and stiff as to be little influence 
on the air column, and the tone is said to be hard and trumpet-like. 
Silver is heavier and softer, and adds to the mellowness of the tone. 
The much greater softness and density of gold adds still more to the 
soft-massiveness of the walls ••• permitting a greater influence of the 
walls upon the tone, and increasing the richness of tone by augmenting the 
fullness of the partials, as is the case with the organ pipe. 
1 Blaikley (13) 
3 Lavignac (66) 
2 ~liller (85) 
4 Miller (85) 170 
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However, as en example of what is apparently the opposite point of 
view, Coltman's statistical analysis of the judgements of listeners and 
flautists - who were allowed to play the keyless flutes made from 
silver, copper and wood _ concluded, ,,1 
" No evidence has been found that experienced listeners or trained 
players can distinguish between flutes of like mouthpiece material 
whose only difference is the nature and thickness of the wall material 
of the body, even when the variations in the material and thickness are 
very marked.... flloreover, the results suggest that even careful 
attempts to produce identical sounds on the same instrumant produce 
variations that are more perceptible than any that might be associated 
wi th the material. " 
One is led to surmise, if trying to reconcile these two standpoints, 
that Miller's conclusions about the relative merits of the metals 
fevoured by flute manufacturers end players, may be due to the associated 
modification of the tone brought about by the presence of the keywork 
and not to acoustical advantages claimed for tubes made from particular 
materials. 
Parker's experiments in which metal and wood clarinets were 
carefully compared, found that wall material was, among other factors, 
an important influence on tone. Backus' work on the relative importance 
of sound radiation from a clarinet's body and end, concluded thus,2 
" although the walls of a woodwind instrument do vibrate lIhen the 
instrument is sounded, these vibrations are insufficient to effect the 
steady-state tone quality either by radiating sound themselves or by 
altering the form of the internal air-column vibration." 
He found that the sound pressure level radiated from the open end 
was 48 to 49 dB above that radiated from the body and was therefore 
negligible. He also points out that the vibrations in the clarinet body 
are due to the reed beating against the mouthpiece and not to radial 
vibrations due to the internal standing wave within the tube. 3 
Earlier, KnausS and Yeager4 had studied the vibration of the 
walls of a cornet and showed that the walls of this instrument also 
were unlikely to radiate sufficient sound to affect the quality of 
sound. They also, using putty, attempted to dampen the wall vibrations 
and found that vibration was reduced when the substance was affixed 
1 Coltman (26) 523 
3 Ibid 1883 
2 Backus (2) 1887 
4 Knauss & Yeager (63) 
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inside the bell but, " the sound of the instrument Was far from 'dead'. " 
The presence of putty outside the bell made very little difference to 
the sound. 
2.3.2 Grgan Pipes 
From the number of studies about organ pipes among the literature 
reviewed, it would be reasonable to assume that the role of a material 
in sound production should be well understood. In fact, whilst organ 
pipe making practice has been questioned, discussed and experimented upon, 
many studies do not present corroborating material and overall 
understanding of the subject is still largely abstract or conjectural. 
The subject has four principal facets. Experiments involving pipes 
made in various materials are of course directly relevant, but studies 
of organ pipe mechanism, wall vibrations and the extent that voicing 
alters the tone quality also contribute in important ways to understanding. 
Fundamental to studies of the importance of materials on tone 
quality is the question whether the instrument as a whole contributes to 
the tone, .. or if the instrument serves only to imprison a peculiarly 
shaped air column which, when brought to resonance, produces the 
characteristic sound. Our knowledge of the mechanism of the organ pipe 
is incomplete, and will develop only as understanding of the motion of 
vibrating air in a tube and the jet drive mechanism is gained. Much 
work has still to be done on the coupling of pipe and jet. First 
explanations of the motion of air in a tube were put forward in 1826 by 
Weber1 and in 1840 Cavill~-Coll introduced the concept of the air reed 
which was developed by Helmholtz, Schaik and Wachsmuth. 2 The latter's 
experiments represent an important advance in the formulation of the 
'edge tone' theory principally associated with K~rman.3 Neither his 
'vortex street' theory or the simpler 'air reed' theory were satisfactory 
and other experimenters, notably 8rown, but also Nyborg, 8urkhard and 
Schilling, examined the jet more closely. 8rown's4 nebulous qualitative 
theory which he called 'wake formation' ( a compression-rarefaction 
effect which travelled backward from the edge causing the formation of 
vortices ) showed that edge-tone production is not a simple phenomenon 
but a complex effect involving both air reed and vortex formation. A 
physical model for the mechanism of edge-tone production was developed 
1 Weber (18) 
3 Norman (90) 30 
2 Mercer (80) 379-80 
4 8rown (18) 493 
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in the early 1960's by powel1 1 in which he showed that the fluctuating 
lift force at the edge, caused by the impinging jet, sustained the 
oscillations. He proposed also that a similar mechanism may be 
responsible for the domination of the resonator as the principal factor 
in the pipe mechanism. The coupling between resonator and edge-tones 
is the most complex of the three features of the mechanism. The damping 
of high partials associated with pipes of large scale eliminates 
harmonics which would otherwise be out of tune due to the effect of the 
2 
well known end-correction phenonenon. Thus, although the harmonic 
structure associated with a simple cylindricel resonator is not 
precisely harmonic, organ pipes produce tones which are more accurately 
3 integer multiples of the fundamental. 
Powell's feedback notion was developed by Cremer, 1sing and 8echert. 
The 1968 Cremer-1sing4 theory accounted qualitively for this distinctive 
feature of organ pipe oscillation, the association of blown frequency 
and pipe modes, and other features too, such as the tendency of the 
fundamental pipe frequency to vary with blowing pressure. Coltman's 
work, approaching the subject from a slightly different stance, produced 
a second explanation of the coupling mechanism involving the formation of 
an oscillatory pressure gradient due to the incompressible flDrces 
associated with its own decay. This, and the Cremer-1sing theory, were 
comprehended by a more general approach initiated by Elder. 5 In his 
paper of 1972, 11 the action of the air jet on the air in the pipe is 
6 
almost completely explained tf wrote fletcher, who extended Elder's 
work and, using the approach for the calculation of harmonic development 
initieted by 8enade and Gens,7 predicted the behaviour of several 
harmonics of a pipe which agree well with observations. 8 This paper 
also highlights the shortcomings of the present theory about the 
accoustically disturbed jet. 
Theoretical stUdies of the mechanism of organ pipes, whilst 
facilitating an understanding of the observable traits of the pipe and 
1 Powell (98) 
3 Boner & Newman (15) 
5 Elder (36) 
7 Benade & Gans (12) 
2 Norman (90) 27 
4 Cremer-1sing (29) 
5 fletcher (40) 
8 fletcher (41) 
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including among the variables for which good predictions of the effect 
on tone can be made, several of which are regarded highly by organ pipe 
voicers such as mouth width and cut up, have not yet refined a 
conceptual model in which the properties of materials can be evaluated 
according to their effect on tone. It would seem that this area will 
continue to be neglected until the jet-pipe interaction is understood 
more fully. 
The effect on tone due to the vibrations of the pipe body and the 
radiation of sound through the walls has been studied to ascertain the 
extent that the damping qualities associated with the wall material 
effects the tone quality. A. H. Jones1 concludes that wall material 
has little effect so long as the walls are hard, smooth and fairly 
rigid. He explains that only if the walls are thin and flexible does 
the material become important, influencing both pitch and quality. This 
is borne out by the very early invastigators such as Savart (1825) and 
Liskovious (1842) who found that the pitCh of a pipe made from parchment 
could be lowered by impregnating the material with water vapour. 
2 Lottermoser however, suggested that organ pipe timbre is effected 
by periodic modulation of certain formants whose frequencies lie near 
weakly damped resonance modes of the tube. These modes are excited by 
the column of air but are dependent on the nature of the material from 
which the tube is constructed. Jones1 and Boner and Newman 3 refute 
this theory. They point out that the modulating frequencies necessary 
to produce the lines found in his spectra are far lower than any modes 
of the pipe wall. 
Extending their work on clarinets to organ pipes, Backus and 
4 Hundsley conclude that, 
It the wall vibrations in organ pipes as commonly construct~d hav~ 
negligible influence on the steady pipe tone, and probably little on 
the transient buildup as well. It Barely detectable effects were found 
in very few pipes; if important, vibration effects should be seen 
predominently in most pipes. The tone structure of a pipe is determined 
by its geometry, and the importance of this factor is demonstrated by 
one experiment in which it was found that lining the inside of the tin 
pipe at its open end with paper and thus reducing its diameter by a few 
mils over a distance of a few inches, the level of the 4th harmonic of 
the pipe tone was reduced 15 dB ... 
1 Jones (57) 2 Lottermoser (70) 
3 Boner & Newman (15) 4 Backus & Hundley (3) 944 
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The authors, by comparing the acceleration levels of the wall 
vibra~s when the pipe was speaking normally with those measured when 
it was driven by vibrating the upper lip, were able to assert that wall 
vibrations are produced by the air stream from the flue striking the 
lip. Further analysis of the harmonic spectrum showed that, It these 
vibrations produce a negligible SPL as compared to that radiated by 
the vibrating air column of the pipe. " 
Hel moltz 1 attempted to explain the tonal di fference between pipes 
made in different materials by the effect of friction. Other writers, 
though agreeing with his observations about the range of harmonic 
development possible, do not attribute the phenomenon as Helmholtz did. 
In Barnes,2 opinion, " the thickness of the metal has much'to do with 
the development of harmonics, or the reverse. Thick metal causes the 
tone of pipes made with it to be more foundational. Pipes made with 
thin walls have greater harmonic development." Glatter-Gotz3 however, 
found that, .. the variation in harmonic structure among pipes of different 
materials was the same as the variation among pipes of the same 
material, .. and concluded that the only important factor affecting 
pipe tone is the resonator's shape. 
Lottermoser4 disagreed with this, reasoning that it was impossible 
that organ builders could have deceived themselves for so long, but his 
experiments on fbur pipes made with interchangable resonators from lead, 
zinc, tin and copper, reveal that although di fferenc'es in harmonic 
structure were apparent, the spectrum also varied with the position of 
the microphone. He found that the spectrum of a tin pipe could be 
changed into that of a zinc pipe simply by observing it from a different 
position. Catagorical asertions about the quality of tone radiated by 
tin pipes should, on the basis of this information, not be made even 
by organ builders. 
Although his hypothesis already mentioned, ·that organ tone is 
influenced by the intermodulation between the standing wave and the 
modes excited within the tube, had been seriously questioned, in 1962 
Lottermoser5 produced a further report in which he set out to justify 
from an ecoustical standpoint the use of lead and tin alloys in 
preference to zinc. From the spectral analysis of six similar pipes 
1 Helmholtz (50) 94 2 Barnes (5) 
3 Glatter-Gotz (46) 99 4 Lottermoser (69) 
5 Lottermoser & Meyer (72) 
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made in two types of zinc, copper, pipe-wood and two types of tin/lead 
alloy, he again concluded that distinctive effects are related to 
particular pipe materials. He does not however, show that identical 
spectra can be produced.from pipes 
there any indication other than an 
made of similar materials, nor is 
~ 
acknowledgment of an organ builders 
assistance, that precautions were taken to assure similar voicing of 
all six pipes. 
In a similar experiment conducted by Harrison and Harrison of 
Durham,1 in which organ pipes were constructed in different alloys of 
tin and lead, results showed that after skilful voicing there were 
2 
characteristic differences in tone. A latter paper by Lottermoser, 
describing experiments on plastic organ pipes is open to similar 
criticism. In a further statement from this paper, he asserts, from 
the musical standpoint that, organ pipes should radiate harmonic sounds 
uniformly in all directions. But since the directional characteristic 
inherent in the mechanism due to the orientation of the mouth is 
valuable in enabling organ pipes to speak correctly into buildings as 
are rarely, if ever located where they can be perceived from every 
direction, it is doubtful that a pipe could better fulfil its musical 
role if it did radiate sound uniformily. 
In similar experiments to those carried out by Lottermoser, 
Boner and Newman3 found that cylinders made from various metals as well 
as wood, and one of a single layer of wrapping paper, produced 
differences in harmonic spectra which, with the exception of the paper 
one, show that material has very little effect on the steady state 
spectrum of the pipe. They also found that listening tests showed very 
small audible differences. 
A number of useful studies have qualitively discovered the effects 
of the half dozen or so adjustments associated with voicing organ pipes. 4 
5 None of the stUdies is as recent or complete as that of Nolle. In this 
he compares the sounds from experimental pipes fitted with micrometer 
adjustment of mouth height and width as well as flue width and languid 
thickness, with the theoretical predictions of others, particularly 
Coltman. 6 Thus, tonal changes produced by certain voicing changes are 
1 Richardson (102) 212 
3 Boner & Newman (15) 
5 Nolle (88) 
2 Lottermoser (73) 
4 See ref. 3 page 7 
6 Coltman (27) 
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quite well known. However, the relative effect in comparison with 
that contributed by the wall material has not been studied, though 
McNeil1 suggests that metal percentages are less important than other 
facets, including voicing changes, in establishing the tone of a pipe. 
E. G. Richardson Was more emphatic stating that,2 11 the effect of 
material on the quality of organ-pipes seems to be less important than 
some organ builders suppose, for the actions of the voicer can mask 
any special effect of the material. 11 
finally, an interesting remark, unfortunately unsubstantiated, 
from the paper by Ingerslev and frobenius: 3 11 It is likely that the 
material used at the mouth, especially for the languid and upper lip, 
has more influence on the quality of the sound than the material of 
the pipe body. 11 
1 McNeil (77) 10 2 Richardson (102) 216 
3 Ingerslev & frob«.,ius (55) 18 
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2.4 Organ Building and Instrument Making Practice 
Material is but one aspect considered when designing the pipe work 
for a new instrument. Detailed information is required about the size and 
shape of the pipes, the physical position of pipes in the instrument and 
the wind pressure on which they will stand. Considerations also include 
the balancing of the various divisions or 'werks' of the organ and the 
acoustics of the building is to be set. The designer must supply 
information about the stops' speaking length, the circumference, mouth-
width and the height it is to be cut up, the wind pressure on which it is 
to stand, as well as the material in which it is to be made and its 
thickness. The methods of working and established practice of organ 
builders provides an important insight into the subject of material 
and tone. 
A general rule is applied for selecting the alloy of lead and tin. 
Flute tone stops are made in 30 per cent tin, hybrids in 45 per cent, 
reeds in 60 per cent and both diapasons and mixtures in 70 per cent tin. 
Lead is a material possessing very good damping qualities. /It is 
therefore notable that this dominates the alloy used for duller toned 
stops and tin predominates for bright toned ones. It is common practice 
that metal rich in lead is used thicker than that consisting mainly 
of tin. 
The above tends to suggest that lead is used for certain organ 
stops where a less developed tonal spectrum is desired and that its 
sound absorbing qualities contribute to the instrument's sound. stops 
for brighter tones, because they are fabricated in a less absorbent 
m~terial, prop",:'~ate richer tone by the same reasoning. Whether or not 
this is true, it is clear from a structural point of view that the alloy 
rich in tin is stronger than the other and' for this reaSon if non"other, 
can be used thinner than the softer, predominantly lead alloy. 
The physical characteristics of stops, also effect their tone. 
Those which use alloys rich in lead usually have greatest cross-sectional 
area (widest scale), but the foundation pipes' diamete~are considerably 
less. This factor is paramount in deciding the tone of a pipe but once 
again it is almost impossible to assess the relative importance of this 
parameter compared to the materials' influence. 
One other parameter linked with this is the height of the mouth, 
referred to as the mouth cut-up. Flute toned pipes are provided with 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-~ 
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high mouths, low cut-up being associated with rich tone and therefore 
utilised in diapason stops. This characteristic may be of some 
importance since the sound from an organ pipe is radiated principally 
from the mouth and open end, very little sound emerging through the pipe 
body. Wide scaled pipes therefore have a larger area from which the 
sound may disseminate, not only at the open end but also at the mouth. 
Organ pipes are made in a soft ma~aeble metal. The geometrical 
shape of the resonator is critical to the tone of the pipe and in the 
case of a cylindrical pipe with parallel sides, slight distortion from 
the round section can profoundly effect the tone. The nature of the 
material used and the large amount of handling the pipes are subjected 
to both in the factory where they are assembled as blanks, voiced, and 
packed ready for transportation to the site of the instrument, as well 
as when being 'planted' on the windchest, tuned and finally 'finished' 
in situ, make it unlikely that pipes will maintain real accuracy. 
Indeed, a pipe which speaks badly may be distorted slightly by the 
voicer to correct this fault. Such inaccuracies in the shape of the 
resonator provide one further possible variable affecting the tone of 
particular pipes. 
For economic and structural reasons large pipes are often made in 
zinc, and aesthetic considerations sometimes lead to the production of 
pipes in copper. Such pipes are, however, fitted with mouth parts 
(languid, upper and lower lips) made from pipe metal. In the case of 
zinc, the resilient property of the metal would justify the manufacture 
of these parts which must be malleable, in a more suitable material. 
However, the use of pipe metal mouth parts in copper pipes tends to 
suggest that the material from which these are made can exert an 
influence on tone. ~1ercer, 1 admits that little is known about the 
vibrations of pipe upper lips, but asserts that zinc upper lips produce 
a keener tone than plain metal. 
One further observation completes this comment on the methods 
adopted by organ builders today, relying on the traditions of their 
forebears. The textured surface produced in the casting process on the 
underside of the metal by the linen covering of the casting table is 
often found on the inside of the pipe resonator. This surface could 
conceivably effect the standing wave in the resonator by contributing to 
1 Mercer(79) 
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t~e boundary layer of zero particle motion causing a change in both the 
velocity of the wave and the absorption of the tube. 
2.5 Discussion and Evaluation of Aspects which Require Further study 
2.5.1 Introduction 
The study of the influence that material has on wind instruments 
/ 
has a long history in which corroborating and conflicting information has 
been presented, prejudiced judgements have been made, and the attitudes 
of instrument-makers and performers have been questioned, upheld and 
rejected. From the review of literature presented above and the 
information from previous sections about pipe making design and practice, 
a number of areaS which appear to require consideration or further study 
have been identified. Some relate to the acoustics of pipes, further 
knowledge of which will extend understanding of the connection between 
tone quality and pipe wall materials. Others involve aspects of sound 
analysis and experimental technique, which it is essential to resolve 
before experimental work-can be undertaken. 
2.5.2 Lack of Unanimity in the Results of Steady State Experiments 
The opinions of experimenters using steady state techniques to 
analyse the tones of organ pipes made in different materials are varied 
and apparently repUdiate one another. Laying aside for consideration in 
section 3.1.3 the differences in manipulation of the pipes, and sighting 
1 2 for example the work of Lottermoser .and Boner and Newman, (cf section 
2.2.2) the former defends the use of traditional materials but the 
latter reports little difference in the sounds of pipes made in different 
materials. Similarly, the result of an experiment by Harrison and 
3 Harrison of Durham apparently confirms Lottermoser's findings. 
There are two important points here. First, We note that the 
amplitude changes found by all ·these researchers are small compared with 
the levels of many of the components identified, and that none of 
experimento.rs show that rep et '\tive analysis of the same signal will 
produce results which are quite similar. The continuous perturbation 
of almost any musical signal even in the steady period, makes it unlikely 
1 Lottermoser (70) 
3 Richardson (102) 
2 Boner and Newman (15) 
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that subsequent analysis, unless averaged over a very considerable 
number of samples, would reveal precisely the same amplitudes for each 
component. Secondly, the researchers all used pipes about 2 f~t in 
length. Clearly, the assumption that other pipes will behave like this 
one, which is implied in Lottermoser's and Boner and Newman's work, is 
unseemly. Experiments should involve a wider range of pipe length, if 
not also a range of pipe tones. 
Clarification of the results obtainable by steady state analysis 
is therefore required - see section 4.2. The extent to which a 
particular sound differs from another is however, related not to the 
range of amplitude readings obtained, but to the sensitivity of the 
human ear - see section 3.2.2.1 
2.5.3 Voicing Adjustments 
The voicing of organ pipes is held the most skilled and artistic 
aspect of organ-building. "It is a tribute to his (organ-builders) 
experience and ear training that he is able to assess so quickly and 
accurately the effects of the adjustments that he makes".1 The 
preliminary voicing and subsequently the 'finishing' of the pipes once 
positioned on the windchests, determines the musical value and 
effectiveness of the instrument: the quality of tone. Although he works 
on each pipe individually, the voicer's aim is to produce homogeneity 
within a rank of pipes, and stops which will combine with others to 
form effective chorus and hybrid sounds. 
Neither the musical literature or the study of pipe making reveal 
much about how voicing influences tone, although the changes associated 
with particular adjustments are fairly well documented in the 
2 
scientific stUdies reviewed. The adjustments in question are: 
(1) the size of the foot hole. 
(2) the rounding of the edge .of the bore 
(3) Nicking = small cuts in the languid or lower lip 
(4) the width of the flue 
( 5) the positioning of harmonic bridges 
( 6) the height of the languid 
(7) the height of the mouth cut-up 
( B) the lateral setting of the upper lip 
(9) the sharpness of the upper lip 
(10) the addition of a compensator amplifier 
,., M ___ ~_ r ........ \ 
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Nolle's1 (1979) study is the most recent and complete summary of 
the effects of these adjustments for circular metal pipes. Although this 
provides conclusions about the effect of the various adjustments, 
a more quantative evaluation of the audible effects of the 
various vOicing adjustments compared with the effect of materials seems 
important for this study. Apart from that alternative materials put 
forward can only be acceptable to organ builders if they can obtain the 
sounds they wish from pipes fabricated in it, it is possible that slight 
differences in tone could be corrected by competent voicing. The artist-
craftsman~ awareness of the effects of these adjustments is difficult 
to assess quantitively and therefore the viability of improving sounds 
radically by these adjustments can only be ascertained by experiment. 
The dearth of knowledge in this area is understandable for, as with the 
isolation of the resonators' role in pipe tone, study is exceptionaly 
difficult due to the interrelation of variables and the subjectivity of 
defining 'tone quality'. 
Of primary importance is the extent of the tonal changes effected by 
voiCing adjustments and, since this work was framed in the light of the 
preliminary experiments on materials for the resonator, the extent of 
changes will be assessed by comparison with the changes occurring in 
those experiments. Three aspects of voicing are considered here, 
firstly, the effect of voicing adjustments on pipe tone, secondly, 
the viability of voicing pipes geometrically similar to produce 
homologous sounds irrespective of the material from which they are 
fabricated, and thirdly, the effect of adjustments to the pressure 
transient. 
It is certain that pipe tone can be modified by the voicer, but 
what is not known, and is of interest in this work, is whether the range 
of tone possible could compensate for the loss of tone colour associated 
with the characteristics of material, if the pipes were made in non-
standard materials. Of course, this parameter of tonal modification is 
interrelated with the other factors influencing pipe tone: pipe 
geometry and the possible effects of material and wall thickness. 
2.5.4 8811 Thickness 
2.5.4.1. Physical Attributes 
The lack of comment on wall thickness in the experimental work 
') 
. ·:i ... 
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reviewed is not >able, though the choice of wall thickness is specified 
carofully by the orgcm builder and the graduation of thicknass throughout 
the pipes of stops is not arbitrarily decided upon. The survey of pipe 
milking practice also shows that pipes made of alloys rich in tin have. 
thinner walls than pipes made from predominantly lead alloys. The reason 
for this may be structural, but the selection of combinations of 
particular materials and specific scales of wall thickness suggests that 
.the t~'o are intagrally related. Since thick "'alled pipes are used in 
foundational tone stops and thin metal is used for bright toned stops, 
,?ould "'all thicknos,s. be more important than, material in the' ton~, quality 
produced: would it. be possible to produce diapason tone from a 30 per 
cent tin pipe of dinpason s'~ale if the walls ,,'ere much thinner-than is 
usual for this alloy? Canversaly, could flute tone be elicited from 
pi~"s of 70 per cent tin which have aflpropriately thicl<er "aIls? 
This nation about the im~ort2nce ef wall 
antithesis betl,een the findings 
thickness is given weight 
of Miller' and those of by the npp arant 
G13tter-Cl:ltz. 2 Miller attributes flute tone colo~r to the elastic 
qualities of the metal, but GlattBr-Gotz' experiments on organ pipes show 
that the variation in harmonic tone structure among pipes of different 
materials 1J)a3 the S2r:1G as the variation among pipes of th9 same material. 
~e concluded th3t tho only important factor affcctin9 pi~G ton. is the 
resonator's shnpo. Since the organ pipes ~r8re ra18tivoly thick walled 
cOr.lpcrGd \!Iith 0.2 mm or 0.3 fi1r.l for the tubes of i·liller's flutes, thG 
tone of the orQan pipos would bo 8ffectod proportionntely less by tho 
changes of 'nateri~l or·thic~noss than the flutes. Changes, therefore, 
of C1sterid or thicknoss in the t.hin walled instrumont are probably 
mora noticoable tllnn in the thick wal18d organ pipes, t!1ough ttlSY Inay 
<:lls·o be 8s.':mcL'TtocJ ~!ith the position and L!8ight of koywor!< or the 
pl~ycrs grip on the instrument. 
Coltmon's3 demonstration with three flutes also bears out this 
notion. The silver and wood tubes were of the same quality and thickness 
as those used in flute manufacture and the othor, a coppGr tube, "'as much 
thickGr thrm eithoI' of the othars. It is intorosting to spcculato h!hether 
diff.'?rcncos ll'QuId bocomo 2pp::tCnt if nIl thrcG tubos 113d I!f:111s of tho 
S8:'1(? thic l(nrs.3. ' 
, 
2 
Tests ro£~rding the effsct on the !lnrmonic spcctr3 of org8n piP3S of 
niller (C5) 
Glatter-Gotz (46) . 
Col.:C1cn (75) 
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increasing the rigidity of organ pipe walls carried out by Backus and 
Hundley,1 first by surrounding the pipes with a larger tube sealed to the 
organ pipe and filled with water, and secondly, by grasping speaking 
pipes and monitoring any change in spectrum, also reveal the experimenter's 
lack of concern for the influence of wall thickness, since the two tubes 
tested were a 'tin' organ pipe resonator of standard construction and a 
copper pipe with walls 10 mil thick. 
Another possibility suggested by the poor response characteristics 
2 
which Wogram found in thin walled brass instrument bells, is that there 
is a minimum thickness below which tone is very significently affected 
by wall vibration. This condition is sometimes encountered by organ 
builders who may deform the cylindrical shape of the resonator, solder 
a small bar through the pipe, or fit it with a strengthening collar in 
order to give the pipe more structural strength. 
These observations suggest that work should be done to assess the 
importance of wall thickness perhaps with the view of demonstrating a 
critical thickness for pipes made from particular materials sounding 
notes of specific frequencies below which thickness a particular material 
will contribute peculiarly to the tone. These conjectural ideas are 
given theoretical ",eight by the following discussion of sound radiatio!", 
through the pipe walls. 
2.5.4.2. Theoretical Links 
Backus and Hundley's study of the effect of non-rigid walls on 
pipe tone3 provides a theory which enable the calculation of sound 
radiation levels produced by frequency changes induced by the 
elasticity of the c'ylinder walls. The theory is applied to certain 
pipes and the results compa!ed with experimental findings involving the 
artificial vibration of pipes. They conclude that pipe tone quality, at 
least for cylindrical pipes, is determined by its geometry; that the 
vibrations of the pipe wall are unimportant, influencing l14perceivably 
the standing wave and the radiation of sound, and therefore that pipe 
wall material has no effect on the tone. 
1 8ackus and Hundley (3) 
3 8ackus and Hundley (3) 
2 Wogram (129) 
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The theory they present does however, provide a means of 
associating the details of a pipe's geometry, known as its scaling, with 
the wall thickness and the elastic properties of the wall material. This 
enable a study of the effect of wall material, on pipes of different tone 
quality and also facilitates investigation of the material's thickness. 
The theory is applied to pipes of various sizes and the calculations 
evaluated egainst experimental work to ascertain its validity. It is 
then applied to various situations to calculate the wall thickness 
required for pipes made in alternative materials. 
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2.6 Summary 
Scientific research and debate about materials and musical tone 
quality has produced no clear explanation of the role materials play in 
the tonal structure of instruments. This survey shows a range of 
dissenting opinions not only from those who have studied organ tone, but 
from researchers who have concerned themselves with woodwind and brass 
instruments also. Though it is true that the prejudices of players and 
musicians have frustrated serious attempts to resolve the questions, 
the opinions of those who listen to musical sounds provides an acid test 
for resolving the controversy. Instrumen~ makers, having absorbed a 
wealth of empirical knowledge from generations of craftsmen before them, 
can make contributions to the debate which should not be regarded 
disparagingly in the light of experimental results. It is intended that 
empirical and scientific ideas should be considered along side in this 
work, to stimulate debate and resolve the question. 
Six areas for further study have been identified~ 
(1) Experiments should be carried out to clarify the tonal 
modifications discernible by steady state analysis of organ pipes made 
in dissimilar materials. 
(2) Analysis of the onset transient is ~equired to understand 
more fully the effect of wall material on tone. 
(3) Wall materials and wall thickness are related in their effect 
on tone and should be investigated to show the tonal modifications 
attributable to each. 
(4) Voicing adjustments are known to effect the tone quality of 
organ pipes and may therefore provide a means of correcting slight 
differences in timbre resulting from alternative pipe fabrication materials. 
The extent of the tonal modifications possible by voicing should be 
assessed. 
(5) Theoretical hypotheses which link pipe wall properties with 
pipe scales should be applied to the question of wall material effect 
on tone. 
(6) Sound quality comparisons, the interpretation of physical 
analysis results, should be related to the discrimination of man's 
auditory ability particularly when the question is whether two sounds are 
so similar as to be indistiguishable. 
The following section considers the analysis of sounds and 
Bxperimental feasibility, whilst Section 4 discusses the experimental 
work undertaken and documents the results. 
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BASIC EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
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3.1 Introduction 
The previous section identifies a number of areas for experimental 
work. The techniques for this must be considered before practical study 
can be undertaken. In this chapter experimental methods for studying 
organ pipe materials are discussed - Section 3.3 - and also the analysis 
of signals which constitute the sounds under scrutiny here. - Section 3.1 
3.2 Analysis of Musical Sounds 
3.2.1 The Nature of Organ Sound 
Musical sounds, despite their apparent peridicity, are essentially 
evolutive and rarely if ever attain the steady condition since they normally 
involve a continuous attack and decay. Percussive instruments such as 
the piano and harpsichord are obVious examples of this, though even 
instruments capable of sustaining sounds are rarely required to do so 
during a piece of music. Long notes, when they are required, are usually 
modulated by the articulate bowing or tonguing of the player. In the 
case of the organ, where sustained notes are feaSible, the sound is 
continuously modulated by the inherent instability of the acoustic 
mechenism of the pipe. In normal playing, bearing in mind the speed at 
which notes are changed and the low damping of the resonator, the 
transients' duration may contribute to the total duration of a particular 
note. An analysis of a non-percussive musical sound in the time domain 
will involve a period during which the sound is developing, a period of 
relative steadiness, and a well defined period of decay. The steady 
period can be analysed using spectrum analysers to reveal the amplitude 
of each of the frequency components which combine to form the sound. 
Steady state spectra are usually presented as graphs such as that in 
figure 3.6 which shows the fundamental and five other frequency partials. 
The partials, because they are in harmonic relationship, are referred to 
as harmonics, though non-harmonic partials sometimes occur in the steady 
state analysis presented in this study, i.e. figure 3.7 In figure 3.6 
the fundamental (harmonic 1) has an amplitude of almost 69 dB, the 2nd 
of 24 dB, the 3rd of 42 dB and the 4th of 24 dB. Harmonics 5 and 6 are 
barely detected and have amplitudes below 20 dB. 
The onset is not simply the gradual buildup of the steady-state 
spectrum: it may include brief entries of partials which are not present 
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in the ste2dy-stB'ce, partinls which constltuto the steady structure but et 
various amplitudes, cnd souncs u.,hich are quits irroguL:Jr and lllhich can not 
be considerec modifications of the stc3dy pcri~dic wave such 25 noises 
arising fram the wind entcring the instrument and rushing ~cross the m<Juth 
parts. 
It is clear from various physiological reports which demonstrate 
that oVen musically trained listeners are unable to identify sounds devoid 
of their familiar onset transient, that the transient has an important role 
in our subjective impression of sounds. 1 Saldantia and Corso2 show that 
in listening tests involving the tones from ten instruments, those which 
presented initial transients and a steady state were best identified. Th8Y 
show too that the decay trsnsient is of limited value since identification 
was not imrroved when this [,[as presented. 
3.2.2 Percentu:;-l :::v~lu~tion 
, ;llghtness 2nd I"':rongness ~rc possible in rogord to ;Jot'cGption, 
end to parcciv3 is to judge. 'L~hi18 it is possible to judge 
rightly or uI"Qngly, than in rognrd to perception as \11011, 
rishtnoss and ~rongnGss must bo possible. ' 
Aristotle: Topic3 11. 
This is 2 study of m!Jsic81 sound, our perception of 1.:.'hlc:l depends 
[,[holly u~on the 8n,'1lysis performed b)' our 8uditor)' faculties. The brain 
is a6le to diffGrenti"ta sounds in a babble and a trnin"d listener Can 
choOSD to listen to the overall sound of, for instance, an orch~5tr3J or 
allow his attention to focus on some particular instrument in tho 
ensomble. Tho reality of this f~cility leads to tho supposition tl12t 
the G~r can solGctivG!Y detoct the ch8r~cteriGtic tonal ~uDliti8s r:Jiatsd 
hi! .::1 [J3rticul.:lr in!2trul:1!?nt. 
is c;;;J.3.b13 of snmo fnrrn of frequ::mcy 
8x~erinGnts h~vc sha~n thnt tho 82r 
nn81ysis,3 but the ~n81ysi3 porfo=~od 
by our 3Dnsory orD~nc is in i!~~~rt~nt ways dissi~lilJr to tha Gnolysis 
PlJrfo!'T:1Gu b, clcctl'onic trc:nsforrn cqui;-lI:18nt. It is thercf'"Jl'c vit:31 70r 
, 3tU~y of I~usic~~ round ~nJ fJr tllC int8r~rctation of tllC 
1 Clcr'< (2'1) 
~ - l' .I..~ ~nd ro":"~a (106', ::';:"1 C;::I1" .... 8 .... , - -- \. 
3 Littler (58) 173 
,' .. 
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I'85ults of o18ctronic 8:1alysis, that the peculi~riti8s of th,o hWrl:3n 
system <:lre noted 2nd th2 lLI2Y they affect the analysed rS3ults considJr9d 
before conclusions :::.:--:; Gr~:H~ln.. For Gxample, physicsl an81ysis mi-ly shl1t:J 
two sounds to be' dissii.li18r '::!U8 to difforences in the amplitudes of 
certain harmonics. If hO~8vsr, those differencos in leval are in the 
range L.iithin IJ!hich the ear can not discrimin.'3te, the sounds will appear 
identical to the listener. ':hen studying musical phenomena it is this 
which is most important, not the description of physical analysis. The 
converse may however, be true in certain instances. The auditory 
mechanism is extremely sensitive in certain regions and may often detect 
dissimilarities which may not be easily observed in physical analysis. 
A musician's ir.lpressi~:1 of the sounds he hears is lil<8ly to be 
communicated in subjoctive phr8s8s concerning pitch, loudness, timbre, 
density, brightness, rou;hnss.s, duration, rhythm and fullness, but these 
.ora not, psychologically ind'pondont of 80ch oth.r and 8re at best vJguely 
d8finod. 1 Evan ti~bre, the tarrn understood as hovin; Gs~sntially 
musical signific2nca, particu13rly for differentiating between sound 
r"!ualities, ombr2ccs ;':l3ny incividu311)' perceivable 3coustical qualities 
which !HO Jssoci2.bd ui:h the physical characterisation of the sound. 
3.2.2.2 Human Auditory Sensitivity 
Clearly, all the information about sounds upon which our impressions 
ore b8sed, is present ,in thG l:,!3\.1oforl7l receiVEd by thn GDr. Duo to ths 
linit~tions of manrs ~uditory ability, slight oh8ng08 in tono c~n ta~G 
DIneD unnotic8d cn~ th~!sf3=3, the =nslysis porformod by our sensory or£~ns 
.., 
is not entiroly si~il~~ to ~~~t performed by 81ectrnnic 2nclysGrs .. "~ 
!~nol:.!lEc!g:; of the c:~~.cnt. ::J '..:.hich dirf~roncos in tonp, qU2.1ity are pGrc2ivc: 
by the liston::or Cil::-.:';:.G2 :1 rt:-:;~istic, l'Ethor thr:n a thoor2ticr.l ,"?!ss2ssnont 
of 8ili1il~rity to ~:c :l~C:~.. ::li8 is mo:'o ~p~rO;JriCltc for::'! study of 
musical soun~s since t~~2y. ar: n:Jrm~lly i~8ntificd nnly by thG impressions 
Tho fnctors cffcctin~ tllO perception of music~l sounds by humsn 
hearing \.tlhich aI'S ci~cuss::;;d in this section ara:-
(1) The relative tn.snsitivity of the cochlea to high h3rmonics 
and the individual pcrc8pti8:1 of la", harmonics. 
~ ~ ( ... ,,~, ?"'2 1 80din and uOUuO '~~/-~ 
2 UeYlr (126) 234 
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(2) Tho intcrgr::tinn til.'l2 roquir8d for the C'sr to :-espond t.o chsngos 
in the stimulus duo to the ~Gch3nical nature of the ear. 
(3) The extent of the ear's qensitivity to the amplitud. of partials 
and to ch3ngGS il1 their 2Q~litud8. 
(4) The extent of the ear's sensitivity to the presence or absence 
of parti21s and slight chang2s in their frequency. 
of 
of 
(5) The maskin!) affects of large amplitude p8rtials. 
Analysis is pe~formGd only on lo",or frequency components in terms 
frequency and-amplitude 
. 1 
the Fourier transform. 
corresponding with the individual frequencies 
The frequency range in which the ear is able 
to perform this analysis is known as the Forment region. Each of the 
harmonics of a sound which lie in the formnnt range excite ipdivicu;=.l 
hcdr receptors in the coch183 but the higher frequencies fnll l.:.Iithin the 
bandwidth of G particu12r recaptor due -to the natrol~ing Qf.~h3 frequencies 
~ 
bGtu.18en progrsssivcly hiJhsr :-Jar-tiGls.4.. :ln31ysis in terns .:Jf amplitude 
and frequency of OJrc t~~n ~n2 tono by n single r8c8~tor is impossible, 
theroforo, the 11i£hcr c~'nponEnt8 in the s~2ctra are pErcaived collGctivoly 
~ 
as a sing18 cOTlponont, '3 sh8r;J tonG qU8lity coIled hssiduo • ..., /\8 cm 
8xamplG of this in [Jrcctice, the first nine harmonics of n tone h8Vin] 
8 208 Hz fund~nGnt~l 2re ~arc:iv8d 88 individual frG~u2nciGs. This is 
b'?C::3US8 tho cri tic::l b2n6'.1idth of the basi10r mombr3no fa:::- 3 1808 Hz 
sound, ths ninth h::rr.Jon:'c :Jf ·1 200 Hz signal, is about 180 Hz, but 2t 
2~O~ Hz, the tenth hnrr.1onic of a 20CJ :lz sign~:il, the band~.I.1idth is QVGI' 
2DO H:, mat~ing it i;;];Jassible for the tenth and subs8quont h8rmanics to be 
perceived individuolly. The if:1;Jortance 0 F individual non-Porma"t 
.. .. , l~ 5 cOl.1pon~nts is flrob:::oly .·~llnl.r;l2_. t;;inkel suggests that the oar is 
;Jcrticulo.rly inS8nsitiv9 t8 :~.':'lngr.s in the amplitur12s of such D'lJi?rt,')nQs, 
to the extent t.h:-:t only 2. hi.;lJl1y tr,:"itl1~d 8;:'lr l,IQule.! notic8, t,hlJ entire 
8r o:inJ of ·:In::?. ?i;u!,3 :}.1 h'38 bG~,m dr:?Mn uoin; thi3 Get:::il I)f :-'l:JlT1;Jsr 
!:I:JI"< ::;nd 3houc th: nU:.l::Gr o? irJr:;lonic3 uhich showlJ be inL!ivi(~u.::lly 
p?'rcei'-. . .lGci r:t f=~r.:uc;nci:s 0\10:' tho :iul".:litory r::-n;o • 
. ~.s 11:::8 ::lru.-:·..:'y :.)(~:\Il jhJI~:n, the fJ:'cr;uEncy com;JCJrlcnts 'Jf .J sounc 
::-nd their ,?Ji1jJlituc'ss :JrG ir:lp:)rt.~nt iJhysicn2 ch.''1r8ct'Jriotics. :3ound Gust 
be pcrc:ivcd over :: ~c:i~~ of tilnc, tJ18rcforo, ony chnnges in fr8~uEncy 
.~u~ "{tl',~r in tc:~s ,f tho omplitu~G or the frG~uGncy of ttlQ spec ...... ;", ........ -
( " . ,-::! ~ ~ : 'eyer (,~-, ~--, 3chDuccn ......... 1 ' .:.. L; J _...:W .. - , 
3 Schouton (1!J9) ~~~ !, f'lor.lp 
( '1 ~, 
\ -' ~ J 16::(3 
S ':in~Gl (178) 11 ? 
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are analysed by the ear, which because it.is a mechanical device, requires 
time to respond to the sounds presented to it. The minimum period 
required for the ear to respond is conditional on the energy of the signal, 
its frequency, length and steadyness. This can take as little as 10 mS for 
high frequencies followed by a period of silence, but for low frequencies 
50 mS is common. for most musical sounds this period is not important 
since for continuous sounds the ear integrates fluctuations over 
approximately 50 mS intervals. 1 This combined with 3D mS, the time 
approximately the eer requires to establish formants from a group of 
harmonics,2 produces a tone colour recognition time of about 60 mS. 
Since even abrupt onsets are not immediately perceived at full 
strength, the recognition time for a particular tone could be even longer, 
since for a pp tone the amplitude is not perceived for 65 mS, and for a 
ff sound 140 mS is required. 3 Thus, musical transients are not analysed 
period by period in the ear. The sound is perceived as part of a complex 
auditory smear. 
Various physiological studies have been carried out about the role of 
phase in defining the quality of a sound by a human listener. These are 
discussed in Appendix A. It is clear from these reports that this factor 
is of little or no importance to the perception of musical sounds. 
To what extent then does the auditory mechanism perceive the 
a-periodicity of the quasi-periodic sounds nf the steady period, and the 
frequency and amplitude fluctuations of the transient? It appears from 
the work done on the stability of notes during musical performances, their 
modification by vibrato, mistunings and intonation,4 that small pitch 
fluctuations of this type are either ignored or restructured by the 
listener. It is therefore, reasonable to assume that similar minor 
changes in frequency among harmonic components may be similarly ignored. 
Winkel 5 states that the amplitudes and frequencies of individual 
partials can be changed 
noticed, and 8ackus and 
before a 
6 Hundley 
distortion in the tone colour is 
suppose that a 1 dB change in sound 
pressure level of an organ pipe is inaudible. r~ore information is 
available on the minimum acceptable changes in amplitude than for changes 
of frequency. fletcher7 shows the minimum detectable changes for various 
1 WiITkel (128) 53 
3 Winkel (128) 176 
5 WiITkel (128) 115 
7 fletcher (38) 154 
2 Joos (58) 9 
4 Simmonds (110) 48 
6 8ackus and Hundley (3) 945 
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frequency and sensation levels. (see Fig. 3.3). For frequencies about 
3000 Hz changes of 3 Hz may be detected. Above this frequency changes are 
less audible as frequency increases. These" values however, are for 
single sounds: it is probable that in a complex sound the amplitude of a 
certain frequency component could fluctuate more than this and not be 
perceived. 
Although the fundamental frequency of musical sounds falls within 
the frequency range of people with normal hearing, the perception of the 
partial structure is affected by the range of frequencies audible. The 
maximum frequency audible by some children can be as high as 25 K Hz, but 
for most adults is about 15 K Hz.1 This figure is reduced by presbycusis 
2 in old age, usually to below 10 K Hz. The ear is most sensitive to 
middle range frequencies - 1 K to 6 K Hz - where sounds below 0 dB 3 can 
be detected. 
As well as frequencies, amplitudes of single partials can be changed 
greatly before a distortion in the sound colour is noticed. 4 A graph of 
minimum detectable changes in pressure levels at various frequencies is 
given in Fig. 3.4. 
In the presence of high amplitude harmonics, the recognition of 
lower amplitude ones is often reduced or entirely masked. The threshold 
of masking below which sounds can not be heard is important for this work 
since changes in the level of a component which falls below this will 
have no perceivable effect on the sound of the pipe. A great deal of 
5 
work has been done about this phenomenon, which, like the minimum 
amplitude audible, is dependent on the frequency and amplitude of the 
fundamental. (Fig. 3.5). Although high frequency masking can effect tones 
of lower frequency, the masking effect on formant harmonics of the 
fundamental is of particular importance here. Nasking in the presence of 
the fairly low frequency signals discussed is striking. 6 For example, 
an 80 dB fundamental at 200 Hz will mask its second, third and fourth 
harmonics unless their amplitudes are greater than 70 dB. This is an 
extreme case because as the fundamental frequency increases the forward 
masking decreases and masking is proportionally less for lower amplitude 
1 Olson (92) 2 Culver (30) 56 
Kinsler (62) 
Wood (130) 
-5 NjM 2 4 Winkel (128) 115 3 re. 2 x 10 ~ 
5 Kinsler and Frey (62) 6 Littler (68) 135 
Schouten (109 
S<:1811 (111? 
eihite 127 
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signals. For a similar amplitude signal at 800 Hz, the second harmonic 
is detectable at 50 dB and the thid at 45 dB. Similarly, a 200 Hz 
fundamental at only 40 dB would mask a 400 Hz tone less than 23 dB and a 
600 Hz tone less than 15 dB. It is important to stress that auditory 
physicist's experiments on masking the audibility of frequency at low 
amplitudes and the rate of perception, are carried out under conditions 
which are most favourable for the phenomena to be demonstrated and that 
they therefore represent more critical judgements than could be made by 
the most attentive listener at a concert where the acoustic properties 
of the enVironment, audience noises, and the music itself prohibit 
painstaking analysi.s of individual tones. 
The graphs of masking effects, frequency and amplitude 
sensitivity, the threshold of hearing and the limitations of individual 
perception of harmonics (rigs. 3.1 to 3.5), show that at certain 
frequencies, changes in pipe tone parameters are more likely to be 
perceived than at other frequencies. The lowest threshold of hearing 
lies between about 1000 Hz and 4500 Hz and in this range most harmonics 
will be detected below the level of residue. For the amplitude levels 
and fundamental frequencies under discussion, the minimum detectable changes 
are fairly flat curves; the frequency becomes important only for very low 
amplitude signals. Frequency perturbations are only significant below 
about 5000 Hz. A range of maximum sensitivity can therefore be defined, 
2 5 
approximately between c and c , 500 Hz to 4000 Hz. 
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3.2.3 Physical Analysis 
3.2.3.1 Analysis Parameters 
The snalysis of the musical sounds involved here takes the form 
of a physical description requiring the simultaneous determination of 
frequency and amplitude components throughout an observation time which 
will last for a number of cycle-periods of the signal. The most useful 
and easily understandable method of presentation is by means of graphs 
showing the progress of each harmonic of the sound throughout the 
observation period. This method of presentation enables the physical 
description to be easily compared with the physiological impression. The 
equipment aveilable for electronic analysis was a Ubiquious Reel-Time 
analyser and a Hewlett Packard 5451A Fourier Analysis 
Keeler1 identifies two reasons for the dearth 
System. 
of study in this 
area. The first is the complexity of the instrumentation and procedures 
required, and the second is the problem of correlating the results with 
those of the steady stete, which are in the harmonic-series discontinuous-
spectrum formet. This problem, the applicability of periodic techniques 
to mildly aperiodic sounds, is discussed fully in his earlier work2 in 
which procedures involving the application of foutier analysis to segments 
of the transient that were one period lo.ng are evaluated. 
. 3 
Earlier studies such as that of Backus and Hundley and 
Nolle and Boner4, suggest that the transients play a role, and f'lercer5 
recognises the possibility of his analysis.being insufficiently complete 
to indicate the differences which are perceivable to the ear. Backus 
6 and Hundley suggest that wall rnaterial has little effect on the 
transient buildup though it seems likely, from discussion with organ 
builders, that the effects attributable to material are found mainly in 
this unsteady part of pipe speech. The analysis of pipe onsets is 
therefore considered vital for this study. 
The problems of analysis are then related to the complexity of 
1 Keeler (59) 378 
3 Backus and Hundley (3) 
5 Mercer (81) 50 
2 Keeler (60) 
4 Boner and Newrnan (15) 
6 Backus and Hundley (3) 994 
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musical timbre, particularly that associated with the transient parts of 
musical sounds. for this reason earlier studies1 did not include precise 
analysis of transients. In their introduction, Nolle and Boner2 point 
out the difficulty of interpreting organ transient osc~logramms, the 
only method available to most workers, due to the unsuitability of the 
usual methods of fourier analysis to signals whose amplitudes are 
changing. Although rapid calculation of the components is possible now, 
the application of FJurier transform techniques to the study of musical 
transients is not straight forward. Principal among the problems is the 
frequency perturbation associated with organ onsets. The associated 
change in period length must be accounted for in analysis since the 
calculation of frequency and amplitude components within a period 
different from this can produce significant errors. 
Of the three parameters used to define a musical sound, phase is 
usually regarded as the least important, amplitude and frequency 
information'having greater value. 3 Phase information figures rarely in 
pre-computer analysis of musical sounds and even in recent studies of 
4 the importance of phase - both in absolute terms and relative to the 
other parameters - the authors are unable to make more than speculative 
judgements about its importance. Phase information, after scrutiny of 
literature on the subject, was considered unimportant Tor this study and 
is not presented in the results. A full discussion of this is found in 
Appendix A. 
3.2.3.2 Physical Analysis f'lethod 
The musical transient sounds which are represented by voltage 
, 'ampll.'tude over a very short period of time 
signals, ~ncrease ~n 
equivalent to only a few cycles of the waveform. Various methods of 
analysing the signals were considered but in the method adopted, 
analysis is achieved by dividing the signal's onset into a number of,equal 
time duration samples and calculating amplitudes for each sample. It 
1 h ther they comprise individual cycles is necessary that the samp es, "' e 
1 
3 
Gackus (2) 
Trendleberg (122) 
Richardson ('1=) 
r-ladsen and Hansen (76) 2 
2 
4 
Boner and Nolle (89) 149 
Plomp and steeneken (96) 409 
Zwicker (132) 238 
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or a small number of cycles, are precisely isolated full cycles of the 
signal in order that vslid computation can be done. Since it is 
inaccurate to analyse samples involving anything but complete cycles, it 
is not possible to analyse onsets in regular time periods even if the 
duration of the period is chosen with regard to the steady frequency of 
the signal. The H.P. 5451A system does faciliate the segmentation of a 
waveform which may be retained by the machine. It was not possible, 
however, to utilise this facility as even if the period length of each 
cycle could be measured, the sample length can be controlled only within 
limits set by the window size and block size chosen. The letter is 
dependent on the storage available and the demands made on this for-
processing, but for instance in the case of a transient lasting between 
50 Ms and 100 mS and using a block size of 1024 bits, the sample length 
of a 500 Kz signal Can be changed only in 23 Hz increments. 
The analysis method adopted involves the selection of a sample 
window size larger than the sample's duration though it does of course, 
need to take in the whole of the transient to be analysed as in the 
method discussed previously. Due to considerations about sampling 
intervals and frequency resolution, the durations chosen are often much 
larger than the duration of the sample. Here the machine computes 
accurately the amplitudes and frequency components associated with the 
actual frequency of the particular sample, 
The time domain analysis involves the isolation of the signal 
by the sampling device, FFT analysis by the HP analyser and subse~uent 
presentation of results in graphical form using the Calcomp computer 
graphics available on the LUT Prime system. Details of the sampling 
device and the processing of the results is found in Appendix a, 
together with detail of the selection of analysis parameters: sampling 
times, period length, frequency resolutions and bandwidths. 
3.2.4 Summary 
Analysis is required of quasi-periodic signals in their steady-
state and more particularly, of their onset. A suitable method has been 
investigated for electronic analysis which produces results in a form 
easily understood and which can be evaluated against the physiological 
L-______________________________________________________________ ---
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characteristics of man's ear. The latter is important in defining the 
apparent similarity of sounds. Transient analysis, although not 
hither to applied to this area, is widely recognised as holding a key 
to the fuller physical description of all musical sounds. 
Physiological criterion involves frequency and amplitude limen, 
the perception of frequency and amplitude modulation within time period 
boundaries, the effect of masking and auditory integration times. It is 
found that, over the range of frequencies and amplitudes involved that 
masking effects are less at lower frequencies, and small changes in 
amplitude are noticeable at middle range frequencies where the ear is 
most sensitive. Physical analysis involves the computation of amplitudes 
by successive rrT on segments of the signal. Phase information is not 
presented, though changes in frequency are compared. 
3.3 Experimental Technioues 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Organ pipes have been selected as the subject of this study rather 
than another instrument because they usually function out of the sight of 
both organist and audience and Can be controlled in the laboratory from 
a distance. Unlike hand held instruments, in which visual aesthetic 
qualities are involved, the adoption of a different material if suitable 
accoustically could be achieved without any need to overcome the 
aesthetic prejudices of the players. The absence of difficulties 
encountered by workers examining other instruments, such as the possible 
influence of keywork, the players hands and even peculiarities of his 
1 
anatomy on tone, also commend organ pipes for study. Risset and Matthews 
identified these problems in other wind instruments complaining that: 
11 r'lusical instruments are not usually operated by a standardised 
mechanical player but by human musicians who introduce intricacies, both 
intentionally and unintentionally. Even if a human player ~ranted to, he 
could not repeat a note as rigorously as a machine does. If he has good 
control of his instrument, he should be able to play two tones sounding 
1 Risset and r'latthews (105) 
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nearly identical, but these tones can be substantially different in 
physical structure..... The way a player interprets score markings depends 
both on his technique and sense of style. These closely mingled physical, 
physiological, psychological and aesthetic considerations complicate the 
task of the physicist seeking to analyse instrument tones for their 
characteristic features. ,,1 
Changes in embouchure, which can effect tone substantially, must 
be standardised if there is to be any realistic investigation of musical 
transients and is certainly necessary for investigations in which 
resonators of different materials are exited by a common driver. The 
organ pipe commends itself for this study since its activation depends 
neither on a player who may influence the tone and will certainly be 
unable to repeat lip inflections precisely, or on a mechanical device to 
simulate the player. The pipe can be controlled remotely by electric 
solenoid pallet valves enabling wind to be admitted to the pipe in a 
repeatable manner. 
Pipes of diapason tone quality are used throughout this study 
since they represent the dominant colour of organ sound and are found at 
all pitches. Their scale lies between that of flute stops which have a 
large resonator diameter compared with the narrower resonator of string 
toned stops. Due to limitations imposed by the available anachoic room, 
in which the minimum frequency for recording was 100 Hz, experiments 
involved pipes with a minimum frequency of 132 Hz. 
3.3.2 The Isolation of Resonator from Voicing Effects: 
Aethods Available 
The design and construction of most organ pipes, in which the 
upper lip is integral with the resonator, and the lower lip with the 
conical foot part, frustrates the investigation of the influence of 
material on tone quality because of the interrelation of the Jet drive 
mechanism and the resonators' standing wave. Clearly, for "'orl< to 
proceed, each parameter must be investigated independently. One approach 
is to crake test pipes of identical geometry out of different materials. 
Oy so doing the effect of materials changes on all aspects of the pipe 
can be considered simultaneously: the combined effects of the resonator 
and lip materials. However, since only by microscopic setting can the 
1 Risset and Matthews (105) 23 
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languid be set at the same relative position in all pipes with sufficient 
accuracy and for an accurata measurement, each pipe must be voiced 
individually and, as has been noted in section 2.4.2, voicing can markedly 
affect the tone. Experiments so carried out investigate the effect of 
voicing together with those other parameters and thus the extent of the 
influence of material on tone is therefore not isolated by this 
experimental method. 
A second approach, in which the resonator's influence is 
investigated independently of the other parts, and which is known as the 
common drivertechnique, involves the severing of the resonator from the 
lower part of the pipe above the foot. The sensitive voicing adjustments, 
all carried out to the foot, are undisturbed and remain constant for 
each new resonator·tried. This method has been adopted in several stUdies 
but may be criticised since the manipUlation of the pipe to the extent of 
cutting the resonator away must in fact produce a new acoustic device, 
which is not wholly representative of the system which exists in practice. 
Information about the extent of chenges to pipe tone due to the 
removal of the resonator presented in other studies1 show that very little 
change occurs in the steady spectrum of pipes treated in this way. These 
findings stimUlated interest in the method but since they can not be 
applied to pipes in general, only to the specific ones evaluated, the 
preliminary work associated with this study involved careful consideration 
of the validity of the approach. Whilst the experimental method adopted 
does in fact assist the isolation of the resonator's function, unequivocal 
results which can be applied to 'real' pipes may not be produced. This 
is however, the only method which can provide an insight into the problem 
of the relationship between material and tone or lead to suggestions for 
alternative materials and has therefore been adopted in this study. The 
first method discussed above, involving the comparison of whole pipes 
made in different materials, is adopted in this present study for 
experiments concerned with the effects of voicing relative to material. 
It is also used for the final assessment of a material's suitability, 
involving voicing by a skilled pipe voicer. 
1 Nolle and Boner (89) 
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3.3.3 Validation of Common Driver Technique: 
Steady State Analysis 
3.3.3.1 Method 
To permit variation of the resonator tube while keeping the foot 
constant the two parts of the pipe, the resonator tube which has to be 
mounted upon the lower part consisting of the pipe foot, languid, upper 
and lower lips - hereafter referred to as the foot - must be held 
together when the pipe is reassembled. A sleeve or collar was therefore 
designed to locate the parts. Initial experiments involved analysing the 
sound to assess the effectiveness of the collar and the extent of the 
change produced in a substantive pipe due to the modification. 
The collar's function is to allow the pipe resonator to be 
removed and refitted without disturbing the sensitive pipe mouth. It 
must join the resonator and foot, allow the two tube ends to come together, 
and prohibit the entry of air from outside the pipe. The collars also 
facilitate rapid changing of resonetors and enable tubes of similar 
internal diameters but of thicknesses which may be smaller or larger than 
that of the originol resonator to be accommodated. 
Since earlier studies have been criticised for basing their 
conclusions on worl< carried out on one pipe only, five pipes of different 
speaking lengths were chosen. These were the C pipes from a 4ft 
Principal rank. This rank was chosen for experiments because diapason 
tone is fundamental to the musical quality of the organ and the 4ft 
Principal is usually the chief manual foundation stop. 
The pipes chosen were sounded in an anechoic chamber and analysed 
by a Ubiqu~us Real-Time Analyser. The results were plotted by a pen 
recorder on graph paper. 
Each pipe was sounded using a small windchest made for this 
purpose and able to accommodate pipes as they would be in an organ as 
commonly constructed. Wind was supplied from an electric blo~'er located 
outside the chambor. The pressure ,'as controlled by altering the speed 
of the motor, adjustment being effected by a Variac transformer. Although 
the blower was encased and surrounded by expanded polystyrene to reduce 
its noise, positioning it outside of the anachoic room was imperative in 
order to preserve the low noise level within the chamber. The tube 
conveying the wind entered the room through a 3 inch diameter duct throu"gh 
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which also passed another plastic tube from the chest to an anemometer 
and wires from the control device and the microphone too. 
The water anemometer monitored the pressure in the windchest. The 
pipes were mounted on the chest with the pipe foot over a slightly 
cham~rred hole and were supported slightly below the mouth by a rack-
board. Below the pipe electro-magnetic pallet magnets ( Kimber AlIen 
type D.P.R 1·12" ) controlled the entry of wind into the pipes. These 
were controlled from outside the chamber. 
After the pipes had been checked for cylindricality using internal 
micrometers they were sounded and analysed. (Experiment 1PR ) 
Subsequently they were marked and the resonators sawn off above the upper 
lip. Three types of collar were considered and the effect of each noted 
for each pipe. The collar types were: 
Experiment 2PR Tin plate Collar soft soldered at the seam. 
Experiment 3PR Self adhesive PVC tape. 
Experiment 4PR Soft rubber collar made from 2mm thick rubber 
joined by Locbte Superglue 3. 
3.3.3.2 Analysis 
Information about low amplitude constituents of the signal hl8S 
sought in order that the comparisons of spectra could be as complete as 
possible, but the initial results from the analyser lacked resolution 
of low amplitude signals. The sensitivity hlas therefore increased by 
attenuating the predominant fundamental frequency by filtering. High 
pass filters hlere found unsuitable but a band pass filter set bethleen 
the fundamental and first harmonic frequency and at maximum at the high 
frequency end (60 I( Hz) worked well, although some graphs do show 
components at 9.7 K Hz and 19.2 K Hz which are the result of filter 
interference. Two graphs were therefore plotted for many of the signals 
examined. From one graph the amplitudes 0 f the first few harmonics were 
deduced and from the other those of higher frequency. Since in 
general low magnitude components occur in higher harmonics, the bandwidth 
chosen varies bet~l8en the tela analyses. The first graphs require less 
bandwidth than the second ones. This enables the resolution of many 
important low amplitude components in the latter graphs and, in the 
first graphs, more accurate measurement of frequency. 
------------------
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3.3.3.3 Results 
The graphs in figures 3.6 to 3.9 show the results obtained from 
the 132 Hz pipe for the rubber collar (experiment 4PR) and uncut 
version of the pipe (experiment 1PR) Figures 3.7 and 3.9 illustrate 
how filtering the signals may be used to increase the resolution of 
the analysis. Comparison of the pairs of graphs, figures 3.6 with 3.8 
and 3.7 with 3.9, shows the similarity. of harmonic spectra produced by 
the h.o versions of the pipe. Results obtained for all five pipes and 
with each form of collar are more easily compared in the tabulated 
format presented in table 3.1. 
Table 3.1a shou's the results from the graphs for experiments 
1PR and 4PR and also those for the tin plate and PVC tape collars, 
experiments 2PR and 3PR respectively. Two non-harmonic partials are 
noted, at 696 Hz and 984 Hz. Only in the results of one other pipe, 
264 Hz shown in table 3.1b is another such partial noted. In this 
instance it lies between the 7th and 8th harmonics at 1980 Hz. The 
696 Hz partial found in table 3.1a is however, the only one which 
lies in the form~t region for the fundamental frequency involved. 
Tables 3.1b, 3.1c, 3.1d and 3.1e provide a similar tabulation 
of the results obtained from graphs for the 264 Hz, 532 Hz, 1080 Hz 
and 2080 Hz pipes respectively, as has been described for the 132 Hz 
pipe. The number of detected harmonics varies between the pipes; 
table 3.1b has 11, 3.1c and 3.1d have·9 each. The pipes at the 
extremes of the range examined, tables 3.1a and 3.1e have fewest, 
8 and 6 respectively. 
Table 3.1f is a repeat of the 2PR and 4PR experiments for 
the 264 Hz pipe. Together with the results presented in table 3.2 
which are the results obtained from adjacent pipes to those presented 
in table 3.1, they were found necessary as is described in section 
3.3.3.4. 
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T.\BLE 3.1 
Validation of Common Driver Technigue: 
Steady-StGte Analysis Results. 
Table 3.1a HAR~10NIC I I 
132 Hz 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
... FREQUENCY 
11) 
Expt. Collar 
..., 
6~~ 9~~ ..... ;:-' 
1PR nf 68.5 27.5 42 
+f 42 26 17 10 17 3 4 
Tin nf 66 25 40.5 2PR Plate +f 43 30 17 12 21 4 6 
PVC nf 68 23 140.5 I I 3PR Tape +f 40 22.5 13 10 14 3 3 I I 
4PR Rubber nf 68 27.5 43 
j 
I 
+f 43 28 20 11 22 4 5 1 I i 
Table 3.1b HARMONIC 
i 
264 Hz 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 7 8 9 10 I 11 i , 
... FRQUENCY i 
w 
Collar 
..., 
I 19~~ ! Expt. ..... I .... .... , 
1PR nf 71 45 32 I 1 I I 
+f 38 35 26 22.5 114• 5 6 16 0 11 10 I I 
nf 70 54 36 I : 2PR Tin I 
Plate +f 35 37.5 24.9 18 1 18 •5 6 11 11.5 9 2 
I 
! 
~ , nf 72 50 39 I . I PVC I I 
Taoe +f 39 37.5 24 23 1 22 5 12.5 16 10 I 3 : 
4P,1 f-1ubber nf 72.5 45.5 32.5 I 
+f 32.5 34 24 14 i 16 9 0 8 
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Table 3.1c HARr~ONIC I I 
532 Hz 1 2 I 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I 
.. FREQUENCY I . OJ 
Expt. Collar +' .... 
I .... "-
53.5) 31 I 33 I I I 
, 
nf 62 i 1PR , 
+f 31 32.5 27 13 15 15 I 2 i I 
Tin nf 62 57 34.5 35 I 2PR Plate +f 35.5 35 15 8 12 
3PR PVC nf 62.5 51 37 33.5 Tape 
+f 41 I 35 28 10 16 12 I 
4PR Rubber nf 63 55 41 I 33 
+f 41 32.5 27.5 16.5 11.5 14.5 4.5 . 
HARMONIC 1 ! Table 3.1d 
1080 Hz 1 
Expt. I CoU .. I g II_FR_E,.:.-QU.-:.EN_C_Y_"""I_-:-I_~_--C--rl ___ ,_-+-_+-I_+--", 
--_~lJ~~I-4-+-+-+~~~+-~ 
1PR 
2PR 
3PR 
Tin 
Plate 
PVC 
Tape 
I nf 170.552.5 37 !37.51 31 26.5 122 • 5 1 r--'~-+-~--+-~I~-+~-+~~-+-~---+---~--' 
+f 37\ 37 31.5 27 24 21.5 18 I 
--+-~---+-~---+--~--~ 
55 31.51 32 I 28 , , nf 66 28 
I +f 137.5!32.5! 3D 3D 15 21 I 7 
I nf 68 55 36.51 33 \32.5 33 \16.5 
+f I 38 i30.5131.5 33 I 20 20 15 ~-----~------~--~---+--~----i----~--~----~--+---4---~--~----~---' I I I nf ! 71.5 56 38 I 38 34 I I 4PR I Rubber +-1-+...:.f-+----=--+----=-+----=39=-!1~39--1-=-3..:.5--1-3-3-.-5-li--2-7+-1-8+i -1-8+---+----~---: 
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Table 3.1e HARf'10NIC i I : I 
2080 Hz 1 2 3 4 5 6' 
... FREQUENCY i I I Q) I Expt. Collar .., I , I I o-i ..... ... . I 
nf 51 25 22.5 '10 8 6.5 I 1PR I 
+f 
2PR Tin nf 50.5 27.5 17.5 Plate +f 
3PR PVC nf 49 14 14 - 3 4.5 Tape +f 
4PR Rubber nf 52.5 24.5 26 15 
+f I I 
-
Repeat of 264 Hz Analysis 
Table 3.1f HARMONIC I I I , I 
I i 
, 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 8 I ! , 
I ... FREQUENCY !-H Expt. Collar Q) --j .., o-i i ..... ... 
• 
2PR4R Tin nf 71.5 47 30 I I Plate • +f 32 36 27 15 18.5 13 I , I 
nf 72 45 31 I I i 4PR4 Rubber I I ., 
I +f I 32 35 26 15 17 I 11 I I I 
Table 3.2a 
R 280 Hz 
Expt. 
7PR 
8PR 
Table 3.2b 
R 1200 Hz 
Expt. 
7PR 
8PR 
i 
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TABLE 3.2 
Repetition of 264 Hz, 1080 Hz and 2080 Hz analysis 
with adjacent pipes: 280 Hz, 1200 Hz and 2400 Hz 
• 
HARr~ONIC 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
.. FREQUENCY Cl 
Collar .., 
.... 
.... 
4-
Rubber nf 75 50 43 42.5 
+f 42 33 24 21 
Rubber nf 70 49 41 39 
+f 39 33 27 22 
HARrlDfHC 
1 I 2 i 3 4 5 6 7 
... FREQUEI,CV 
Collar Cl .., 
I I 
I 
.... 
''; 
.... 
39 i 31 Rubber nf I 57 
+f i i 30 21 27 20 17 
Rubber nf ! 60 38 I 29 
+f I 30 22 1 20 11.5 16.5 
-
I j 
-1 I 1 
~
I 
, 
l 
.,---------,----,----,---,--,------,.--.,---,' 
Table 3.2c i HARr'10NIC 1 i i 
R 2400 Hz i 1 j 2 3 \ 4 i I 
~~ __ ~ ___ ~_~_~~_L__L__+_-i--_+-_+-~-~--~-l--t 
i I t; ! FREQUENCY l i 
1
1 Expt. Collar I'" , I'!I 
I ~ I i I 
l
i 7PR Rubber L nf 63 i 36 i 26 i 6.5! I 
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3.3.3.4 Discussion 
Although the sheet metal collar was comparitively easily made 
and fitted, the results for the 132 Hz pioe show slight changes in the 
spectrum in comparison with the original. The fundamental and second 
harmonic are slightly reduced in amplitude. However, since the rubber 
collar was found to yield a spectrum very similar to that produced before 
the pipe was cut, this change can~not be attributed to the modification 
which had been made to the pipe. The most likely reason for the result 
is that the collar allowed some air to enter the pipe where the two 
sections meet. The tape used (experiment 3PR) was insufficiently wide 
to enable the heavy resonator to be mounted firmly on the foot. The 
discrepancies shown by the analysis probably originate therefore in the 
incorrect seating of the parts. The sound spectrum using the rubber 
collar shown in fig. 3.8 and 3.9 however, was very similar to the uncut 
pipe I s shOl,m in fig. 3.6 and 3.7; slight discrepancies occurring are 
expected as has been shown. It appears therefore, that in this instance 
the mutilation has not changed the sound produced. 
The 532 Hz pipe exhibits similar results to the 132 Hz pipe. 
Compared with the uncut original, the pipe using the metal collar shows 
various slight changes and significant attenuation of the 5th and 6th 
harmonics. The absence too of the higher harmonics which are reduced 
when air is allowed into the pipe through the resonator1 suggest that 
this collar also did not seal well. The similarity of both 3PR and 4PR 
to the original is striking though both exhibit a 10 dB increase in the 
level of the 3rd harmonic. The presence of this discrepancy indicates 
some physical change in the pipe. Since all other harmonics were so 
similar and the results for C 132 Hz has shown so little change in the 
pipes after being cut and then reassembled using the rubber collar, 
consideration was given to the possible effects of slight damage to the 
pipe mouth. Pipes in later experiments were protected against damage, 
but these first ones, whilst being carefully handled, could have 
sustained a slight bump between the times of the two runs. This question 
is developed further and repeat experiments show thGt this is in fact the 
case, and that once again the rubber collar proves suitable for the purpose. 
1 
It is certain that the smallest pipe, 2400 Hz, "'as damaged when 
d it Organ builders are familiar with this phenomenon an u~e 
deliberately in certain stops, particularly Harmon~c Flutes 
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the resonator was cut. The other pipes had been successfully and easily 
cut with a junior hacksaw, the -,;eh of whose teeth had been reduced with 
an oilstone to minimise the material removed. Each pipe had been 
supported in V blocks whilst this was done. The pipe however, was so thin 
and difficult to hold that it was dented before the saw began to cut. The 
changes evident from the results even when assembled with a rubber collar 
were not therefore unexpected. The metal collar di"d not commend itsel f 
for this tiny pipe as in fitting it damage I.as elso done. The soft metal 
tended to buckle as it was pushed onto the collar. 
The analysis of C 264 Hz shows again the value of the rubber 
mounting collar for reassembling the cut pipe. All the components are 
similar between 1PR and 4PR apart from the 6th harmonic which is 12 dB less 
than the level in the original uncut analysis. This is a feature which 
cannot be ignored and to examine this further, experiments 2PR and 4PR 
were repeated. The results are shown in Table 3.1f. Comparing PR2 with 
PR2r it is notable that two important harmonics now show some significant 
reductions in their magnitudes. These are, 2nd harmonic (7dB) and 
3rd harmonic (4 dB). PR4, PR4r and PR2r are similar. It would appear 
then that some change may have occurred during the course of experiments 
2, 3 and 4PR (which were all carried out on the same occasion, 1PR had 
been done previously). 
Finally, C 1080 Hz results commend none of the collars. A 4.5 dB 
change in the fundamental's amplitude, and 5dB attenuation of the 4th 
harmonic using the metal collar and a similar attenuation using the tape, 
together with the similar increase in the magnitude of the 2nd harmonic, 
would suggest that cutting the pipe had affected it adversely if these 
characteristics I.ere also found in the results from the rubber collar. 
On the contrary, here the fundamental is back to strength as is the 
4th harmonic, but the 2nd is still greatly increased. 
It is not possible to conclude from this result anything about the 
efficiency of the collars. The experiment was therefore repeated using a 
C-sharp pipe and rubber collar. Also repeated because of speculation about 
damage effecting the results were C 264 Hz and 2400 Hz. The appropriate 
adjacent pipes were utilised for these too. 
Great care was taken in handling the pipes. The experience gained 
of cutting the first pipes was advantageous and enabled this to be done 
more confidently. Each pipe foot "'8S provided with a foam protector which 
amply covered the mouth. 
30 
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The results with C sharp 1200 Hz pipe and the cut pipe using a 
rubber collar and 280 Hz Table 3.2 show much better correlation between 
the uncut and rubber collar. Fig 3.10 to fig. 3.13. The 3 dB reduction 
in the fundamental amplitude found in both results, the most serious' 
deviation, is within the limits of the error expected. Since this does 
not occur in other results it is not considered as a failing of the collars. 
The results for the smallest pipe is also found to be similar 
showing close correlation, but a reduction in the amplitude of the 
fundamental. The presence of this change in all three pipes seems to 
suggest either a slight change in positions of the microphone between runs 
or perhaps a difference in wind pressure. 
3.3.3.5 Conclusions 
From the above results it is apparent that the effect on the 
steady tonal spectra is minimal for cutting the pipes and joining them. 
Although the results did show some changes it appears that this was caused 
by damage. This can be avoided in further work. For the effect to be 
deemed important it must be seen in most results. This was not the case. 
The method of using rubber mounting collars fulfils the criterion set out 
for the collars, enabling the resonator to be changed quickly providing a 
good seal both for tubes having a similar wall thickness and also for 
those having slightly larger or smaller thickness. 
3.3.4 Validation of Common Driver Technigue: Onset Analysis 
3.3.4.1 Introduction 
The technique of removing the resonator from a pipe foot and 
replacing it with another has been used in steady state analysis by 
others, although the rubber mounting collar, with its advantages over 
other methods, has not been adopted elsewhere. The effects on the onset 
of pipes of cutting and joining the two parts of the pipe has not been 
previously investigated. It is vital that changes in the onset tone are 
minimal and physiologically unperceivable if this method is to be useful 
in the study of materials and tone quality. The following experiment 
investigates the common driver technique in terms of its effect on pips 
onset tone. 
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3.3.4.2 r'lethod 
Using appropriately sized rubber mounting collars, as in the 
previous experiment, two pipe resonators were cut above their mouths, 
remounted and their onset analysis compared with a similar analysis 
performed before the pipes were cut. The experimental arrangement was 
the same as in the previous experiment with the microphone 2 metres 
away from the pipe and 1 metre from the an echoic chamber floor. The 
pipes stood on 60 mm \:!g of ~,ind. 
Two similar open metal pipes were chosen. One ~'as voiced with 
a 'chiff' onset which is characteristic of Classical diapasons, and the 
other had an organ flute tone. Comparisons can therefore be made 
between the effects of the experimental technique on these two classes of 
pipes which figure prominantly in our discussions of the effect on tone 
of pipe fabrication materials. 
3.3.4.3 Results 
The results of this experiment, the onset analysis of the two 
pipes before cutting and when reassembled are shown in figures 3.14 and 
3.15. In each instance the y-axis provides a dB scale and the x-axis 
shows the time elapsing in mS after the pallet valve had been activated. 
Five harmonics are shown in each of the graps. For ease of comparison 
figures 3.14a and 3.15a, the flute pipes onset are grouped together as 
are figures 3.14b and 3.15b, the onset of the diapason pipe. Each pipe's 
onset lasts for about 140 mS, and begins about 29 mS after the pallet 
valve is activated. All the graphs display a rapid initial onset which 
becomes smoother towards the end of the period. The second harmonic in 
the diapason's onset is quite different from that of the flute pipe 
rising very quickly, falling off in amplitude and rising again more 
slowly in the first 80 rnS. 
3.3.4.4 Discussion 
The graphs relating tot,he flute pipe, numbers 3.14a and 3.15a, 
show a more r80id onset of the fundamental and 2nd harmonic in the 
reassembled pipe. It reaches the point where the initial onset ends and 
gradual buildup begins about 10 mS before the original pipe. The 3rd, 
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4th and 5th harmonics are smaller in the cut pipe during the initial part 
of the transient, though the 4th and 5th finish at similar levels in both 
instances. The 3rd harmonic remains constant at the level it has attained 
by 100 mS in this pipe, but in the uncut one it falls after this duration 
and ends 6 dB below the level of the other. This observation is also 
true of the onset of the diapason toned pipe shown in figures 3.14b and 
3.15b. Again the 3rd harmonic ultimately reaches a level in the 
reassembled version which is several dB larger in amplitude than in the 
original. It is curious that both the final levels shown in figures 3.14b 
and 3.15b should be similar and those in graphs 3.14a and 3.15a, but they 
differ in the level of the 3rd harmonic. 
Graphs 3.14a and 3.15a show clearly the origin of the 'chiff' 
onset. It is produced by the more rapid rise of the 2nd harmonic than the 
fundamental. In both graphs the character of the signals is the same: the 
rapid onset of the 2nd harmonic to a level close to its final amplitude, 
is followed by an equally rapid decay and a slower second buildup lasting more 
than twice the duration of the first. The fundamental builds up gradually, 
~lower than in the diapasons' onset, and reaches the level of the 2nd 
harmonic only after the latter has begun to decline from its first peak. 
In the cut pipe the slight overshoot in the fundamental's amplitude near 
the end of the trunsient, is more noticeable than in the uncut version. 
The gradual buildup, after the initial stage, in the 3rd, 4th and 5th 
harmonics in graph 3.15a, compares "ith a larger amplitude 3rd in graph 
3.14a which decays towards the end of the onset. 
Despite the differences noted, the graphs show that the 
characteristics of the onsets noted in the analysis performed before the 
pipes were cut, remain inspite of the manipulation associated "ith the 
experimental method. These predominant effects are those which are noted 
by our hearing and effect our impression of rapidly changing sounds. The 
change in levels of low amplitude components, particularly the 3rd whose 
level is 25 dll below the fundamental's, do not signify a perceivable 
change in tho onsot tone which could negate the use of the method. In 
fact, the similarity of the results is striking and confirms the 
suitability of the technique for the study of organ pipes. 
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3.5 Summary 
Time domain analysis of labial organ pipe onsets play an 
i01portant role in the work presented here. ~Iethods of overco01ing the 
serious practical difficulties arising because of the inherent period-
length changes associated with all musical sounds have been discussed, 
and the design and operation of the sampling equipment has been described. 
The application of such analysis to the study of wall material effects on 
tone, and also the pertinent interpretation of these physical results by 
comparison I"i th physiological considerations, are disparate features of 
this ~lQrk. 
The analysis technique thus evolved is used to validate the 
experinental technique which necessitated the dissevering of the resonator 
from the pipe foot and mouth parts and their subsequent reassembly. The 
isolation of the effects of lip material is the single most i~portant 
experi~ental consideration without which the investigation of resonator 
material independently of voicing changes would not be possible. The 
results of the analysis show the suitability of the technique of 
reasse~jling the parts using a rubber mounting collar and also demonstrate 
the ability of the analysis equipment to identify the features of two 
characteristic organ pipe ansets. 
Also discussed is which of the parameters used to define a 
nusical sound will be presented in the results. Amplitude data is of 
coursE, nost important and frequency perturbations are followed within 
the li~itations of the analysis equipment. Phase information appears to 
contri~ute little to the subjective impression of sounds and is, therefore, 
not p=esented. 
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Chapter 4 
EFFECT OF RESONATOR l,All THICKNESS AND r'lATERIAl 
-------------------
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4.1 Introduction 
Experimental k'ork, it has been sho",n, is required to clarify 
suppositions and expand existing knowledge of the changes in tone 
quality produced in labial organ pipes due to the physical characteristics 
of the material in which the body is fabricated. Four areas for 
experiment are identified in section 2.4. These are:-
1. The multifarious conclusions about the effect of pipe resonator 
material on steady state tone presented by previous researchers. 
2. the relative effects of voicing and material on tone. 
3. the link between tone quality, Ida11 thickness and elasticity of 
the material. 
4. the appropriation and validation of the sound radiation theory 
to the question of pipe material and tone. 
Five specific aims for the experimental programme are identified 
from these areas where further investigation has been sho",n to be 
necessary. These are:-
1. to assess the effect pipe resonator material has on steady-state 
tone quality. 
2. to assesS the effect of pipe resonator wall thickness on onset 
transients. 
3. to assess the effect of resonator wall material on onset transients. 
4. to show whEther voicing adjustments can elicit the characteristic 
onsets associated with pipes made in certain tin-lead alloys from 
pipes made in other alloys of the same materials. 
5. to use Bacl<us and Hundley f s theory to suggest suitable "'all 
thickness for pipes made in other materials. 
Six experiments are described in the follo",ing pages and in the 
next chapter the results are used, together with the material discussed 
in the revie.' of literature, Chapter 2, to formulate an hypothesis about 
the relative influence of four tone-influencing parameters: wall 
thickness, wall material, lip material and voicing, Chapter 5. 
The first experiment, described in section 4.1, compares the 
steady spectra produced by pipe resonators of different materials and 
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section 4.3 gives an examination of Backus and Hundley's theory which 
links pipe geometry h,ith wall material elastic modulus. The experiment 
at section 4.4 describes the investigation of the influence of wall 
material and wall thickness on tone quality. The question of voicing's 
effect on tone is considered in three experi ments, described in 
-section 4.2. The extent of the tonal change possible by voicing 
adjustments to the pipe lips is considered in the first voicing experiment 
1 and in the third, because of the suggestion by H. L. Fletcher that pipe 
attack may be influenced significantly by pressure, the effect of pressure is 
investigated. The second voicing experiment involves a pipe voicer who 
attempted to elicit similar tone quality from pipes made in different pipe 
metal alloys. 
4.2 Comparison of Steel and Pioe ~letal Resonators Steady-State Soectra 
4.2.1 &r!l 
Since any effect on the tone produced by a pipe's resonator due to 
the material from which it is made appears, from the work of Backus and 
2 Hundley to have little to do with wall vibrations, it is likely that the 
effect is linl<ed to the yielding qualities of the walls. This experiment 
was designed to enable a comparison to be made of the steady-state spectra 
produced by two materials having different moduli of elasticity. The data 
will be compared with the results of other researchers. 
4.2.2 r~ethod 
Th10 resonators hlere prepared for each pipe foot. One, the pipe 
metal resonator belonging to the foot having a modulus of elasticity of 
" 2 3.019 x 10 dynes/cm, the other a steel tube whose modulus was 29.5 x 10" 
dynes/cm2• These were in turn located on the pipe foot and the pipe 
sounded and analysod as in section 3.2.2.2. This experiment IJ.las 
repeated on a second occasion, the microphone position having been altered 
in order to demonstrate that a different sound quality will be detected by 
listeners at different distances from the pipe. For the first run the 
microphone was 3 metres from the windchest and 1.5 metres above the floor, 
1 Fletcher (40) 2 Gackus and Hundley (9) 
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this being reduced on the second occasion to only 2 metres away and 
1 metre from the floor.· 
The pipes selected were representative of each octave of the rank. 
They were chosen on the basis of the closeness which their internal 
diameters could be matched with the sizes of commercially available cold 
drawn seamless steel tubes from which the resonators "'ere made. The 
following tube sizes were chosen:-
Steel Tube Wall Pipe metal 
Int. Oiam. Th I nss. Wall thtnss. 
140 Hz 72.9 mm 1.6 mm 1.11 mm 
280 Hz 42.1 mm 1.2 mm 0.72 mm 
560 Hz 23.6 mm 0.9 mm 0.576 mm 
1200 Hz 13.6 mm 1.2 mm 0.48 mm 
2400 Hz 8.6 mm 1.2 mm 0.4 mm 
It proved impossible to produce steel tubes similar in thickness 
to the pipe metal ones, but, from the results of similar experiments - see 
section 2.4.1 -.this should be of little consequence. The wall thickness 
shown are the closest available. The pipe metal resonators were cut from 
the foot parts of their respective pipes and measured. The steel ·tubes 
were then machined to length. 
4.2.3 Results 
The results of the first run of this experiment are found in table 4.1 
and those of the repeat experiment in table 4.2. As in the results 
described in section 3.2.2.3 , but with the exception of the 2400 Hz 
analysis (figure 4.3), two graphs are produced for each signal by the real-
time analyser. The second graph, figures 4.1b, 4.1d, 4.2b and 4.2d, using 
a filter, provides greater resolution of higher harmonics, whilst lo"'er 
components are indicated on the unfiltered graphs, 4.18, 4.1c, 4.2a and 4.2c. 
High pitched signals do not require resolution of higher harmonics since 
their character is amply described by unfiltered results. 
In both table 4.1 and 4.2 the amplitude of some partials differs 
between the pipe metal and steel resonators results. In most cases they 
occur in high frequency harmonics such as in the 5th harmonic of the 140 Hz 
result in table 4.1a where the steel resonators' spectrum has a 3dB larger 
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amplitude than the pipe metal one. This is also found in the 10th, 11th 
and 12th harmonics of table 4.2b. In many cases, however, the steel 
pipe exhibits slightly lower amplitudes than the pipe metal one such as 
in the 3rd and 7th harmonics of tables 4.2c and the 5th and 6th harmonics 
of 4.2d. In each of these instances the steel resonator yields an 
amplitude 5 dB below that of the pipe metal one. 
Non-harmonic partials are found in the 140 Hz results - tables 
4.1a and 4.2a. 
TABLE 4.1 .. 
140 Hz 
ID 
Expt. ..., 
..... 
.... 
4-
8 PR Pipe nf 
['1etal +f 
8 PR steel nf 
+f 
TABLE 4.1b , 
280 Hz 
IV 
Expt. ..., 
..... 
.... 
4-
8 PR Pipe nf 
r~etal +f 
8 PR Steel nf 
+f 
TABLE 4.1c 
560 Hz 
I " Expt. " ..., ... 
..... 
8 PR Pipe nf 
Metal +f 
8 PR Ste~l nf 
+f 
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steel and Pipe r~~tal Resonator Camp"rison 
First Run 
HARMONIC 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
FREQUENCY 
! 740 895 
67 46 42 31 
41 29 7 I 13 18 2 
67 46 42 31 
43 33 12 15 24 2 
HARMOfnC 
1 2 3 4 I 5 6 7 8 
FREQUENCY 
i 
! 
73 51 43 42 32 
42 31 19 25 16 
72 I 51 42 I 40 35 
I 40 35 25 26 19 
HAR['10NIC 
1 , 2 3 4 5 6 I 7 8 ! . 
FREQUENCY i I 
64 52 33 34 30 
35 ! 32 8 17 16 
63 52 37 33 I 31 
I 35 I 31 4 20 , 14 I 
I 
i 
7 
I 
._-
--
_ .. _--_ .. 
9 ! 10 I 11 , 12 i , 
, 
i 
I 
16 8 I 8 
13 7 
-_i-J_._-
11 
, 
j 
9 10 11 I 12 113-
-I I 
i j .-- . __ .-.. _ ..-._-_. - . 13 9 7 4 4 
j 
12 9 7 3 2 
'-----' 
j 
TABLE 4.1d 
1200 Hz 
Expt. 
8 PR Pipe 
f'letal 
8 PR Steel 
TABLE 4.1e 
2400 Hz 
Expt. 
8 PR Pipe 
f'letal , 
, , 
I I 8 PR 1 steel 
I , I 
Gl 
.., 
.... 
• ..< 
... 
nf 
+f 
nf 
+f 
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Ste~l and PiDe Metal Resonator Comparison 
First Run 
HAflrIO!'JIC , 
1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
FREQUmCY 
I 
61 37 27.5 23 19 
27.5 22 21 11 16 9 
60 37 28 18 19 
28 17.5 21 8 12 7.5 
HARmrnC 
1 2 3 4 5 
, 
",-
" FREQUErJCY ..., 
.... 
J 
• ..< 
... 
nf 58 38 22 
+f 40 23' 5 15 
nf 58 37 15 
+f 39 191 16 5 
9 
~.--- ---
4 
4 
I 
; 
~ 
-- .-~.j 
i 
I I 
I I 
TABLE 4.2" 
R 140 Hz 
'" 
" ..., Expt. .... 
.... 
... 
B PR Pipe nf 
Metal +f 
8 PR Steel nf 
+f 
TABLE 4.2b 
R 280 Hz 
'" Cl 
Expt. ..., 
.... 
.... 
... 
8 PR Pipe nf 
['letal +f 
B PR Steel nf 
+f 
-
TA~LE 4.2c 
R 560 Hz 
'" Cl 
Expt. 
..., 
.... 
.... 
,~ 
8 PR Pipe nf 
f'ietal +f 
8 PR Stoel nf 
+f 
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steel and Pipe r'let~l Resonator Comparison 
Second Run 
HARNONIC 
1 I 2 3 4 I 5 6 
FREQUENCY 
740 895 
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steel and Pipe M"tal Resonator Comparison 
Second Run 
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4.2.4 Discussion 
The 140 Hz results show the similarity of steel (fig. 4.1 c, d) 
and pipe metal (fig. 4.1 a, b) resonators, although some discrepancies 
occur they are present only in higher harmonics in the residue region 
and are unimport-ant in the aural character of the pipes. The 280 Hz 
results also contain some changes, though again in the magnitudes of 
higher harmonics only. In both cases the steel tube's highest partial, 
the 11th harmonic, having levels of 9 dB and 11 dB, corresponds to a 
~ 
much smaller penultimate harmonic in the pipe metal resonators spectrum. 
The letter is followed by a 12th harmonic having levels of 8 dB and 9 dB. 
Here the changes evident in the comparison of the analysis results if 
perceptible to the listener would enable the two sounds to be 
distinguished. As has been shown, high frequency components - in this 
case above approximately 2,J80 Hz, between the 7th and 8th harmonics -
are not perceived as individual formants but as the collective component, 
resicue. It is not easy to categorise the influence of a particular 
component in this part of the spectrum. If the tone consisted only of a 
75 d3 fundamental and an 11th harmonic, a change of this amount ,,'ould 
not be important since a 3080 Hz component would be masked if it was 
below 20 d8. 1 It seems likely therefore, that modification of this high 
harmonic would have little effect on the perceived spectra of a complex 
sou ne. The 6 dB increase found in the 6th harmonic of this pipe is a 
slightly different case, since this partial lies in the formant region. 
This frequency component (1580 Hz) with a SPL of 20 d8 could change 1.5 dB 
befors the change could be perceived if this signal was on its own. In 
the a=esence of other sounds, the forward masking of the fundamental which 
is 53 d8 above the level of this sound, would minimise the audible effect 
of this change and infact, it is unlikely that a 5 dB change would be 
heard. Once again, in assuming the presence of only two components, this 
and the fundamental, an amplitude of 35 dB would be required for this 
freccency to be audible. Therefore, as in the first instance of a residue 
partial, it would appear that ths change encountered is of no consequence 
to t~e sound sti~ulus received by a listener. 
The 550 Hz results (fig. 4.2) also show good correlation between 
steel and pipe metal resonators. Slight Changes occurred in the non-
for~ant harmonics, but all the components are so very similar, apart from 
the 5th in the first I'8sults, that the t",ro resonators seem to produce the 
1 Carter and Kryter (21) 72 
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same tone. As in the previous results, this deviant is a low amplitude 
component, the discrepancy being between 8 dB for pipe metal and 4 dB 
for the steel resonator. Compared with the level of the fundamental, 
64 dB, this change, although it takes place in a formant component, is of 
little consequence. 
The discrepancies found in the final two pipes, 1200 Hz and 
2400 Hz (fig. 4.3), all occur in the residue harmonics. None of them is 
so large as to have significant bearing on the tone quality emerging 
from the pipes although it is interesting that the 5 dB reduction in the 
level of the 4th harmonic in the 1200 Hz results is found, only in the 
first experiments and not in the repeat. The change in the 4th and 5th 
harmonics of the .1200 Hz pipe is also worthy of mention though this 
apparent reversal in the results between the two resonators, as on the 
first occasion, would not effect the perceived tone. 
The results show that whilst changes do occur between the steel 
and pipe metal resonators considered, the steady tone quality is not 
changed by these adjustments sufficiently for the pipe's tone to be 
considered different. This conclusion is similar to that of Backus' 
study of clarinets. 1 
4.2.5 Summary 
The apparent similarity of the steady-tones produced by resonators 
fabricated in such different materials confirms earlier studies which 
suggest that changes in steady tone do occur but are insufficient in 
magnitude to effect the perceived tone of the pipes. 
1 Backus (2) 
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4.3 Voicing Experiments 
4.3.1 Introduction 
Organ pipe voicers are able to adjust the tonal character of 
pipes by manipulating principally the mouth parts of the pipes. Of 
particular importance are the adjustments to the position and height 
of the upper lip, the size of the hole in the pipe foot, the throat 
width and the position of the. languid. The latter's front edge of the 
languid for instance, and also the edge of the upper lip, may b~ 
nicked using a small file to reduce the background noise caused by 
turbulance in the air passing through the narrow flue. 1 It is 
proposed to examine the limitations of voicing as a ~Iay of changing 
pipe tone. Primarily, data obtained from this study assists consideration 
of whether the tone of whole pipes made in non-standard materials might 
satisfy the voicers sensitive ear. Particular emphasis is placed on 
understanding the voicers 'expectation of the materials and aligning 
empirical truths with those of theoretical acoustics. 
4.3.2 ,~pproach 
Information is sought about the extant of the changes ~Ihich may 
occur due to voicing adjustments on organ pipes as well as the value of 
voicing as a method of achieving similar sounds from pipes constructed 
from dissimilar materials. Experimental ~Iork was done in three stages. 
First, the extent of tonal changes due to simple voicing changes, 
s8condty, a comparison of two geometrically similar pipes fabricated in 
different materials, and finally the role of pressure transients on 
onset tone was considered. 
4 3 3 VOl'c'nq [x"erim8nt 1 - The effect of simple Voicing Adjustments .. . ~ - ~ . -
been noted D. revious1y that subjective terminology hinders It h2s 
d . th' f' Id The extent of the changes in this serious stu y J.n - 18 18 • 
1 ~'ercer (81) 
Coltman (26) 
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experiment are therefore described by comparison with the changes noted 
in the previous experiment, section 4.1 
A pipe ".Iith a speaking length of about 500 mm and a fundamental 
frequency of 220 Hz was chosen and the effects of two simple voicing 
adjustments, moving the upper lip and the ears of the pipe, was studied 
to show the extent of the tonal changes possible. A clamp was 
constructed in hardwood which fitted over the pipe resonator 60 mm above 
the upper lip as shown in fig. 4.4. In this position the clamp did not 
obstruct the airflow in the sensitive region around the mouth. The 
clamp, together with a vertical bar through which passed a threaded silver-
steel rod with a 1 mm silver-steel pin in its end, was firmly attached 
to the pipe. The pin was used to vary the position of the lip, 
adjustments being made with a screwdriver in a slot at the threaded end, 
",here also measurements of the distance the pin had advanced were made 
with a micrometer. 
The experimental method involved steady-state analysis of the pipe 
unencumbered and then with each part of the jig attached in order to make 
sure that changes were the result of the adjustments and not of the jig's 
presence. The effect of constraining the vibrations along the pipes' 
length by fitting the b'ooden clemp were also investigated in this way. 
4.3.3.2 Results 
, I , I I I , I 1 2 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Un-cut nf 68.S i 54 48 40 128.51 ! 
Pipe +f 38 29 18 26 12.5 13 12 -1 2.5 
+ Clamp nf 68.51 53 48 40 I 27 1 1 
+f 40 28 18 27 15 17 12 +2 3 
-----
+ Pin nf 68 52.5 48 43 25.5 
+f 37.5 26 1 14 • 5 7.5.5 11 14.5 11.5 0 2.5 
Upper liD nf 72 ! 57 1,3 37.5126.5 
+ 0.4 +f 
, I 26 I 14 25 10 14 11 0 2.5 mm i 
.-
- __ --0· 
Upper Lip nf, 67 , 59 30 1,2.51 27 i ! 
mm +f ! 37 28 14 25 
I 
I 
. 
, 
1 
I 
-I 
I 
--
--
+ 1.0 I f3 15 I 10 01 2.5 
nf,67.5! 58 51 52.5 i 41 I 38 27.5 24.5 22.5!26.5 '~l Ears I , J 1I +fJ ----' _J , 
-
TABLE 4.3 
Results of Voicing Exoeriment 1. 
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The results of this experiment are shown in Table 4.3. Other 
than the result of oxperiment VE6 in I"hich the pipes' ears. were moved, the 
other experiments show changes principally in the amplitudes of the lower 
harmonics. The experiment VE4 in which the lower lip was first moved, the 
fundamentals' amplitude is increased by 5 dB. The second harmonic is 
similarly increased in this and the experiment VE5 wherein the upper lip 
"'as moved further. The 3rd harmonic in these experiments decreased in 
amplitude, in experiment VE5 by over 15 dB. The remaining harmonics 
change comparitavely little. ~loving the pipes' ears increases the higher 
harmonics, the 6th, 11th and 12th harmonics over 20 dB. 
4.3.3.3 Discussion 
The clamp's presence on the pipe had no important effect on the 
spectrum and even the pin against the upper lip produced only very slight 
changes. However, the results show the significant changes produced by a 
0.4 mm adjustment to the position of the upper lip, and the effect when it 
is pushed in a further 1.4 mm. It is interesting that significant changes 
occur only in the lower order harmonics. The first movement of the lip 
caused a 4 dO increase in the level of the fundam.ental, 3 d8 in the second 
harmonic and the attenuation of the 3rd and 4th by 5 dB and 6.5 dB 
respectively. The 1.8 mm change sa"' the fundamental attain once again its 
original magnitude, the second harmonic increased a further 2 dB and the 
3rd fell to 18 dB below the original value. These amplitude changes are 
significant in comparison with the changes which occurred in the last 
experiment, where resonators of pipe metal and steel "'ere compared. More 
striking changes ,Iere produced by moving the ears 1mm in"'ards. Here the 
levels of the low order components remained constant compared with the 
increase in the level of the higher harmonics. 
4.3.3.4 Conclusions 
Several points emerge from this experiment lJlhich are pertinent to 
the study. first, the results suggest the unimportance of wall vibrations 
to the steady tone duo to the similarity of the pipe tone when the clamp 
etas attached, which sgross with th8 theoretical finding of uackus and 
flundlsy.1 The experiment also gives justification, because of the little 
change produced I"ilon the pin "as pressed against the lip, for the idea 
that vibration of the lips also has little influence on tone. Primarily 
though, the experiment demonstrates the sensitivity of the pipe to even 
slight physical manipulation of the mouth or lips. 
1 Backus and Hundley (3) - see also section 4.3.1 
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4.3.4 Voicing Exoeriment 2 -
The effect of Voicing on pioes of similar geometrv but 
Different materials 
4.3.4.1 f·;ethod 
To establish if voicing is a means of achieving desirable sounds 
from pipes irrespective of the material from which they are made, h,o 
similar organ pipes were examined and an attempt made to voice them 
similarly. The experiment involved a skilled voicer as well as a 
practiced metal-hand and would have been impossible without this help. 
The materials from which the pipes were made are pipe metals 
containing different amounts of tin. Thus a comparison is made between 
materials wl1icl1 arG different but sufficiently similar to be handled with 
the same precision and which C'ere of course familier to the craftsmen. 
Dna pipe was made in 70 percent tin metal, the other in 30 percent tin 
witl1 the exception in each case of the languid c,hich was in both instances 
made from 10 percent tin alloy. These represent extremes in the renge 
of pipe metal normally used in organ building. Diapasons are usually 
made in the richer tin alloy, flutes in the other. The pipes c'ere made 
to similar specifications by the same metal hand and the scale employed 
was that for a Diapason rank with the upper lip scribed into the metal. 
30th sheets of metal had been cast for several years and were fully 
arl'ealed. The dimensions of the finished pipes were: 
70 DC Tin 30 nc Tin 
Resonator Length 282 mm 282 mm 
Internal Diameter 24.7 mm 25.15 mm 
Uall Thickness 0.65 mm 0.78 mm 
The intern3l di,~metGrs and wall thickness were measured by the 
metal hand using the rule of thumb techniques associated with the craft, 
and 8S COln be seen, "re not precisely similar. The following brief 
discussion of the implications of this enables several important points 
to be made about organ building practice and the tonal manipulation 
associated ~,ith adjustments. Although the internal diameters are 
slightly different, they are "'ell within the tolernnces expected since, 
according to pipe scales,1 the diameter of the pipe neighbouring a 25.06 mm 
1 ;lushworth " Jreaper see acknowledgements 
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diameter pipe is 24.00 mm. The 70 per cent tin pipe has thinner walls 
than the 30 per cent tin one but reverting once again to pipe scales, it 
is found that wall thickness increments for pipes of this size are given 
for every fourth pipe and therefore pipes of the ",all thickness found 
here "'ould stand adjacent on a windchest. The voicer is able to achieve 
appropriate sounds from both pipes; the difference in wall thickness not 
producing a perceivable change in tone quality. The pipes are therefore 
considered dimensionally similar. It is apparent that the wall 
thickness increment's effect on tone is taken up by the voicing 
adjustments performed, otherwise the system of cutting several different 
pipes from a sheet of a certain thickness could not be adopted. Tonal 
changes due to slight variations in pipe diameter too appear to be 
dissipated by this operation. 
The aim of the voicing process Was to achieve similar tones from 
both pipes. After fabrication, the pipes were left four weeks to allow 
the stress produced in working the metal to be relieved by air annealing, 
leaving the metal pliable without springiness before the voicing 
proceeded. Each pipe stood on 60 mm lJg of air in a voicing cubicle at 
68 degrees F. A considerable time was spent voicing the pipes. 
4.3.4.2 Results 
Figures 4.5a and 4.5b are respectively steady state graphs of the 
results from the analysis of the 30 per cent and 70 per cent tin pipes. 
In figures 4.6a and 4.6b the onset analysis of these signals is presented. 
The steady state analysis shouls great similarity betuleen the pipes 
other than in the levels of the 2nd harmonic which is 6 d3 larger in 
amplitude in the results from the 70 per cent tin pipe than in the 30 per 
cent one. r, liGtening test '''hich involved the skilled ear of an organ 
builder found thnt no difference cDuld be detected in the steady sounds 
of the pipes thus confirming the results of the experiments in section 4.2 
The results of the onset analysis of these ~ip~s reveals changes 
in the behaviour of the fundamentnl and especially the 2nd harmonic. 
Compnred hJith the 30 per cent tin pipds onset, figure 4.68 , the onset of 
the funciamental of the 70 per cent tin pipe is rather slou'er, rS3ching' 
its first peGk after ,sbout 70 mS compared with 50 mS in the former case. 
The second harmonic of the 70 per cent tin pipe, however, is more rapid, 
reaching a first peak of similar magnitude to that of the 2nd harmonic 
after only 50 mS. This then decreases in amplitude by almost 20 dB in 
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the next 40 to 50 mS. This then once again builds up but this time 
steadily to its final value. The other three harmonics behave similarly 
in both instances building up rapidly in the initial stages and finally 
settling to their steady levels after 130 to 140 mS. 
4.3.4.3 Conclusions 
It "'as apparent quite early in the process that the 70 per cent tin 
pipas onset was brighter than that of the other. The steady state 
analysis demonstrates that, other than a 5 dB difference in the second 
harmonic, the pipes are very similar. Hence the difference appeared to 
occur in the onset of the pipes rather than the steady state. Subsequent 
analysis of the pipe confirmed this. Time domain analysis sho"'s the 
overshoot, early in the onset of the 70 per cent tin pipe, which so 
characterises it. The h,o pipes could not be voiced to sound the same. 
4.3.5 Voicing Exoeri~ent 3 -
Pressure-Transients Effect on Tone 
4.3.5.1 Theoretical 
1 It has been proposed by H.L. Fletcher that the pressure 
transient is significant in determining the character of a pipes' onset, 
plosive attacks producing a characteristic dominant second pips mode. 
He provides on equ2tion for determining the character of the pressure 
transient: 
! (t) = t + (I] - Iv) exp (-t Ii 
where, If. is tt18 pressure peak 
I~ is the steady pressure 
·C is the decay 
He suggests that 
time from 
.? if 11 = 
peak 
t, increasing the wind pressure can 
lead to greater "mplitude in the second harmonic during the transient 
and an overshoot reminiscent of the 70 per cent tin 01p8.
2 
Tt18 effect 
of 1.Jdnd pressure on the onset of the tIJ!O pipes used in the voicing 
experiment was examinod. 
1 Fletcher (40) 
2 Fletcher (40) 2:9 
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4.3.5.2 rlethod 
The experiment compares the attack of the 70 per cent tin pipe 
used in the last experiment with that of the 30 per cent pipe on 
various wind pressures. Since the envelope shape of the attacks under 
discussion are easily noticeable, harmonic analysis is not used for the 
experiment, osci]bscope photographs being used instead. Attack 
transients of the 30 per cent tin pipe were examined for pressures of 
60 mm Ug to 200 mm Wg in 10 mm Wg increments. 
Pipes ,,'ere sounded one met." from a microphone and the trace 
displayed on the screen of a storege 'scope photographed. At first the 
'scop;s internal triggering was used but this was found inappropriate 
because of the loss of vital information about the early part of the 
signal due to the rapidity of the transients' onset. Triggering was 
therefore effected using the control device encountered previously in 
section 4.2.2.1. The arrangement is shot"n in the diagram, fig. 4.7 • 
The ".ind pressure was varied by controlling the speed of the blou.er using 'a 
Variac transformer and monitored as before using a water manometer. 
4.3.5.3 Results 
Comparison of the photographs reveals the changes which occurred 
to the onsets of the pipes. It is convenient to tabulate the results in 
terms of the time elapsing before the first cycle, the amplitude of the 
signal at the steady state and, since peaks can be seen in all the transients 
examined, the amplitudes and time of each peak. The first peak, u.hen 
present, occurs in the first staoe of the onset, before the s8cond peak 
which marks the overshoot or the first major amplitude. The third peak 
refers to any amplitudes smaller than that of the steady state subsequent 
to poak tl:-!o. The results are tabulated in Table "4.4 • 
The onset of the 30 per cent tin pipe on its normal wind pressure 
of 60 mm Wg begins 20 mS after the pallet valve is activiated and a firit 
peak occurred 20 mS later. 30 mS aftor this a second peok measuring 
120 mU occurred and after a total of 160 mS the steady level of 100 mV 
was achieved (fig. 4.8). Unlike this pipes' onset, that of the 70 per 
cent tin pipe on the same wind pressure exhibits a larger peak of 100 mV 
after 55 lOS, follo,,:ed by Cl decline in amplitude to 70 mV nfter a further 
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35 mS and a grnduBl buildup from this level to 100 mU after 180 mS 
(fig. 4.11). This characteristic onset, here described from osci]oscope 
pictures, is that described in section 4.3.4.2 sfter more rigorous 
transient anslysis. 
As the wind-pressure beneath the 30 per cent tin pipe "Jas 
increased the first peak occurred later though its amplitude hlas little 
effected. After 90 mm iJ1g however, this feature disappeared completely: 
the second peak, "-'hich had also progressively occurred later, had 
become so large in amplitude that the minor first peak is undistinguishable. 
This is seen in fig. 4.9 which shows the 110 mm Wg photographs. At 
130 mm Wg and 140 mm Wg the first peak is discernible and at the later 
pressure a third peak is found of lower amplitude than either the second 
or the steady level which is reminiscent of the effect of the 70 per cent 
tin pipe on 60 mm Wg (figures 4.12a and 4.12b). As the pressure is 
increased the time before the steady level emerges increases, though in 
the region 190 mm \0g to 200 mm Ug when the pipes I onset is raucous and 
quite unstable, the total transient duration appears to fall off slightly 
from the maximum achieved at 160 mm Wg, 400 mS. 
4.3.5.4 Discussion 
It is convenient also to consider the results in three sections. 
In the first section the ,Jind pressure ranges from 60 mm lug, the pressure 
on which the pipes were voiced, to 100 ~m Wg. As the pressure increases 
over this range the amplitude of the signal also increases and at 100 mm 
\:Ig the amplitude is 2.5 times that 0 f the pipe on 60 mm 0 f wind. This is 
shOllln in figures 4.8 and 4.9. tllso appnrent as the pressure incrs8.ses 
is the nbsence of 0 clearly defined first peak and the lengthening of 
the transient period before the ~teady-state is achieved. When the 
pressure is increased to 120 mm Wg, as sho~ln in fig. 4.10, the first 
peak becomes less discernible and the second overshoots 50 mU above the 
SubS8cuent steady st8te level. Get~r8An the overshoot peak cnd the steady 
signal a hallow in noted in the signal from the 70 per cent tin pir e• 
(fig. 4.11). A similar effect is noted at 140 mm Wg but botween this and 
160 mm ~g the lovol of the third peak incresses towards that of the 
steady 'state 398in. (fig. 4.12a). In the third section, for pressures 
above 170 mm 89, tllC pipes exhibit increasing instability which manifests 
itself on the photographs as small bright flecks. (fig. 4. 12b). 
As predicted by Fletcher, at the point when overshoot occurs the 
-- --- -- ---------------------
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a 20mS/Div. i 
b. 50 mS/Div. 
Fig. 4..8 30% Tin 60mm Wg. 
-.-----~.---
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a. 20mS/Div. 
b. 50 mS/Div. 
Fig. 4.9 30% Tin 110 Wg. 
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a. 20mS/Oiv. 
b. 50mS/Oiv. 
Fig. 4.10 30% Tin 120mm Wg. 
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Fig.4.1t 70% Tin 60 mm Wg. 20 mS/Oiv. 
Fig.4.12a. 30% Tin 160mm Wg. tlOmS/Oiv. 
Fig. 4.12 b. 30% Tin 170 mm Wg. 100mS/Oiv. 
• -- --
Pino Pc Tin Prf)SGUre First cycle First Penk Second Peak Third Peak Steady state Time Time Amp Time Amp Time Amp Time Amp 
" 
Flute 30 " 60 r.1m Ug 20 ms 40 ms 90 
" 
mll 70 ms 120 mll 
- -
160 ms 100 mll 
7J mm L'g 20 ms 45 ms 90 mll 80 ms 130 mV 
- -
170 ms 130 mll 
60 mm U9 20 ms 50 ms 95 mll 80 ms 160 mll 
- -
200 ms 150 mll 
90 mill Vg 20 ms 60 ms 90 mll 100 ms 160 mll 
- -
:>00 me 180 mll 
100 film Ug 20 ms 
- -
110 ms 170 mll 
-
-
200 ms 220 mll 
110 mm \,.Ig 20 ms 
- -
120 ms 200 mll 
- -
200 ms 250 mll 
120 mm Ug 20 ms 
- -
150 ms 280 mll 
- -
290 ms 230 mll 
130 mm L;g 20 ms 130 ms 100 mll 170 ms 260 mll 
- -
300 ms 150 mll 
140 mm lig 20 ms 130 ms 100 mll 170 ms 760 mll 250 ms 110 mll 300 me 150 mll 
1S0 film Wg - - 200 ms 260 mll 290 ms 140 mll 370 ms 150 mll 
" 
1 GO mm i,Gg - - 200 ms 270 mll 300 ms 140 mll 400 ms 170 mll 
170 mm Wo - - 230 ms 270 mll 330 ms 150 mll {,DO ms 190 mll 
180 inm IJg - - 200 ms 250 mll 420 ms 150 mll 400 ms 210 mll 
190 mm \Jg I - - 150 ms 160 mll 210 ms 130 mll 350 ms 190 mll 
200 mm Ug I - - 150 ms 200 mll 200 ms 120 mll 250 ms 150 mll 1 
I I 
I 
Diapason 70 ,,1 60 mm uig I 20 ms 55 ms 100 mll 90 ms 70 mll 180 ms 110 mll I' 
HOLE 4.4 Tabulated flesults of Pressure Transient Experiment 
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total SPL is much larger than for a pipe on normnl pressure. HO"lever, 
the onset duration is also vastly elongated becoming almost tt"ice thnt 
of the original pressure when it is rnised to 140 mm Wg. P.s the 
pressure is raised and the pipe becomes unstable, the transient 
curation becomes shorter. 't 'ho . t f· t 
.; • _ po~n 0 maX1mum over ShOD and 
greatest similarity to the richer alloy pipe (160 mm W9) the onset 
duration is at its largest. The increase in transient duration due to 
. greater wind pressures makes it impossible for similar tone quality 
to be elicited from pipes fabricated in pipe metal alloys rich in lead 
as is produced from pipes made in alloys richer in tin, although it is 
possible to produce an overshoot in their onset transient reminiscent of 
the predominently tin pipe by this adjustment. 
4.3.6 DiscuBsion of Voicing Exoeriments 
The three vOlcing experiments have demonstrated the pipe voicer's 
inability to produce similar tone C'uality from the two pipes, the 
extent of the changes produced by manipUlation of the pipe's mouth and 
the radical effect of wind pressure changes, which suggests that the 
voicer's control of the pipe's tone is more restricted than was su'fmised 
from the survey of literature. The voicer certainly brings to his work 
• great amount of skill and artistry but, are the voicing adjustments 
"hich effect vast changes on pi~8 tone used only to order the varieD 
noises of unvoiced pipes, and is the effect of the subtle adjust.ments 
strictly limited uit.hin the bounds of this condition? 
Justification that the tone quality available from a pipe which can 
be re£3rded os music~l is small in comparison with the range of sounds 
which can be elicited from the pipe is gained from this, the final 
~aragr~ph of M. McfJeil's recent study: 1 
'I The steady-state timbre most desirable to the author is not 
too rich, as this li.lill mask harmonic development in other stops, nor can 
any of the harmonics or groups of harmonics stand out within a si~g18' 
pipe. Just. as single loud solo stops destroy the chorus of many other 
stops, so do loud individu~l h8rmonics destroy the 'chorus' of subtler 
har-monies lJ..rithin tho single pipe. IT 
He ir.lnlios th:1t the timbre most desirClble involves radical 
rk'.eil (77) 11 
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curtcilmGnt of the pipds harmonic spectra, thus the wide range of 
sounds possiblo, demonstrated in 4.2.3 , is not suited to the musical 
purpose for which pipes are made. The extont of the tonal r3nga 
8xhi'JitGd in Gxp3rirnont 4.2./+ is:th::::rGfnre rostrictod, the voicing 
adjustr.18nts being un;:blc to modify the tone substantinlly enough within 
the limits of musicality. Clearly than, voicing involves not only 
controlling the tonal spectra of pipes but reducing the hlealth of over-
tones eithor pr~sent in the unvaiced pipe or extricable by careful 
adjustment, to produce sounds which will combine hlGll. 
A theoretical justification,for this is found in iJ.H.fletcher's, 
"Sound Prod~ction by Organ flue Pipes." 1 Having stated that the 
resonances, n, of an open fluG pipe are nearly, but not quite' in 
harmonic relationship, and shoUln th3t the acoustic output should contain 
cOr.1ponents at frequencies which are close to ni ' ne affirms that in 
'the ste2cy-state the frequencies Sl i are locked int'o strict harmonic 
relationship so thatn i = iJl1 and justifies this siting the steady Sh3~8 of pipo ttravcforms. 2 Later he states, n It is possible to 
envisage a condition in which this locking does not occur but sever31 
mD~8S arG exited s3~cr8t81y because of 8ppropriate phase I'e13tions along 
the jet. illc indiviC:unl 5mplitudcs (~. 
~ 
frocusncies.J'\..I.!tjJ1.j!",.[\\O\ such that 
noise sa produc8d is famili3I' to pipe 
will than very nt 
\.!"P"'~·O 
. "..:. VOl.CGrs •••••• 
r;zlntively Iou! 
Tho raucoUs 
It S8ems 1i1(01y thorofo:'3, thGt the affect of voicing is 
Gsscnti.slly tltrn foIe f.JffGct.ing the speed at which the pipe I'eS'.ln2nC8S 
10c l< into har;:lonic rs18tionsllip and th3 ovor:')ll st8Gdy tone of the 
pipes. It is DigniticDnt th<1t in our experiments the voiceI' produced 
similarity in the steady spectra of the pipes, although their onsets 
displayed Ch~r8ctoristic difFcrcncGs. It becomes ~rp8rcnt thorsfor8, 
r:l::.tGri-:l fron td1iell it I:: m81:~8, ~ uniquDn838 from uhich its tnn2 qij:::li~y 
io not divorcGd. It is not possibl~ than th~t ~ipGS m8da in rn2tcrinls 
L~ich produc~ v8ry ~iffcr8nt ton~l ~ffcctG could be voiced to snt~n~ 
811:1i].<:1'. 'J:)icin;, it ~;1pl?<JrG, t,_'lt:lOU-G c,-;tr2ctinQ fr~r71 the 81<1112 
inVJ.lv8c, is :1 ::"lI'OC:SS by uhich 8 ;Ji:'JC~' ~ctcnti:ll ton3 ~u81ity is 
!1chi~V2C 2.nd su~tl~1 tJn12ncsd l:Jith the ton') of oth2I' pipes in the 1'2111{ 
, ' J ,~ ~_n 'Ilctrur·,on-!· uith ('1()::10r~cn,·.r")us b)nf! r:",ur:lit','. in :1r:::.-:oI' "::1 ~:::':1CUC, ... - .... ~ - ,,- ... -
~ rlo:.ch:,1' ( :~ ~ ) 
2 cf P 93:] 
3 ef p 932 
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4.4 ! . .'.~11 ThicknG3!) l t~;:;11 n:1tGri,'::!l RGIRtianshins: Thearoticril 
4.4.1 Introduction 
The relationships betwGen wall thickness and wall material are 
considered in two p3rts. first, theoretical links are examined, and 
subsequently, in the next section, experimental work is described. In 
'this section a thooretical relationship linking "'all thickness, 
resonator material, pipe geometry and the sound level radiated from the 
pip8s is pr8sented. It is used to compare calCUlated radiation levels 
"to8stablished scaling ~ules in order to· find appro~ri"-te· wall ~at~riai 
thickness for pipes Ol",de in altarnative materials. 
4.4.2 The"I'V 
In their study of organ pip8 wall vibrations, Qackus and Hundley1 
3st~b1ish that the frcctional distorti"n of pipe w3lls by vibration 
due to the motion of the internal standing wave on the wall, causes a 
frequency shift in the standing wnV8 and that the sound po"",r r3di2ted 
through the yiGldinQ walls i3 diroctly related to thischan9G in 
froquGnc}', thus ~ • ,
( 1. ) 
urhoro, Af 2..S tho froctiono.l Ch3rigO from fl'cr,uency f. 
ft 2..3 thG yiold p3l'nmGt8l' of the tUb3. 
F 2.S th8 oLr ccnsicl' 
c is the speod of sou~d in Gir. 
In torms 0'1 the ro13tivD ·SQUIl,j lovols L 
s 
~nd L pro~uc8d by the 
G 
~~lls ~nd 8nd, thc~' canclu~o that : 
L L -- ~o 1:)~1n (~ c.r/r) (~.) 
G C! 
The; "i!?]. d 'J -:;.:' 21:1 EJ: c r inv~lvG3 !~~ll t!lic~n~ss nnd tho 
ol~sticity 
,. , 
of the \.1::11 m.'Jtori~l 
I, 
= ::. 11 
1 G:::ckU8 cnc liulldloy (IJ) 
di~iTIet8r thus: 
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",here, e = (1_b 2 / 8 2) 1/2 
a and bare semiaxis (a" b) 
E is the modulus of Elasticity 
t id the wall thickness 
(4.) 
Combining equations 1 and 2 the general equation is: 
where, K = '5.67 
Oackus and Hundley use this relationship to show that the 
frequency shift produced by tubes whethert:heir walls are rigid or 
flexible, produces a change in radiation level through the walls "'hich 
is insufficiently large compared with the radiation through the open 
end to effect the tone of certain pipes. They use this to conclude 
that the tonal structure of a pipe is determined only by its geometry. 
4.4.3 Discussion 
The relationship established between frequency effects, yielding 
pipe walls and the sound pressure radi2ted from pipes, provides a 
method of relating wall material pro~erties and wall thickness in organ 
pipes. DacKus and Hundleyls calculn'Cions are made for two copper r.lipes, 
one square and the other round, sounding f-sharp 379 Hz. Considering 
the round pipe, it I-,Ias f2bric,;J.ted in 10 mil sheet and had n diElmeter 
of 1~ inches, comparing this with the pipe scales normally adopted by 
organ builders, the figure for the wall thickness aopesrs very thin 
com~arGd with a similnr pi~e modo in 70 per cent tin and the diameter 
r9Drosents a quite small scaled ui3pason or flute. This pipe 
therefore t~uly ~oprGs8ntative of a typical organ pipe. 
. .. ~s no.., 
It is reasonablo therefore, tq extend this theory to a wider 
range of pipe lengths and to calculate the sound radiation levels 
produced to find if the levels emitled through the ualls are 
sufficiently largo to effect tile tone heard by listeners. Calculations 
are b~sed firstly on the elastic ~Ddulu6 for 30 per cant Tin pipe [netal, 
and secondly for 70 par cent pipe motal, tho materials which were found 
in experiment 4.2./} to produce such different tones. This enables the 
sound levels to be compared betU'een the t,,'o types of pipe metal. ,~lso, 
I 
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for comparison hlith these, the ctJlculations are appliGd to steel and 
CO~Der in order that the possible effects of other materials, if 
piDBS were,fabricnted using the Same thickness sheet, can be guaged 
against the more usual ones. 
Table 4.5 shows calculated sound level. for 96 pipes beginning 
at C, 8 ft., and extending upwards seven octaves. The numeration of 
the pipes corresponds to 
to the right of the pipe 
that used in the pipe scales. The columns 
numbers indicate the levels 
calculated for 30 per cent tin pipe metal and 70 per 
( L 
s 
cent 
Le ) 
tin' 
based on the pipe scales mentioned. The scale indicates the diameter 
of each pipe and the wall thickness for each srade of metal at various 
wind pressures. All calculations have been based on the wall 
thickness scales for 2} inches Wg wind. The 4th column, CU30, and 
the 6th column, 5T30, indicate the radiation levels for copper and 
steel respectively, based on the scale for 30 per cent tin pipe metal. 
Similarly, columns 5 and 7 show values based on 70 per cent pipe metal 
scales. It will be noted the radiation levels in each column are not 
a gradually decreasing list but are apparently erratic. This is due 
to the specification of wall thickness in increments of 3, 4, 5 or 6 
pi~es depending on the position in the rank, whereas di.meters are 
sp eei fied sep ar2t Gly fa r each pip e. 
Comparison of the values calculated using 3ackus and lIundley r s 
formula for pipe natal shotlls an unmist3'!<8Dble sir.li13rity. ;]i8-
similarities are largest at the low end of the table where typical 
divergencies are 5 per cent though 20lnG reach almost 8 per cent. At 
the up~er end of the table 3.5 par cent is the maximum divergence 
enco·untered. ThG levels c81culGted for copper and steel shoh1 that 
cO;.Jper IJlith lirall thickness similar -Co 30 per cent pipG! r.:etal should 
radi8te 12 d~ 10S8 sound than the pipe metal Gnd steel 20 dB less. 
For the 70 [Jar cent pipe metal wull thickness, the 18ve~ uere closer, 
ccpoer radiating 8 dS less and steel 15 dB less. 
The levels indicated ara the sound power radiated by the 
yielding ,,'alls balo'" the level of sound from the pipes' open end. 
first, in considoration of the implications of the results, the 
2~dibility of theso soullds must be discussed. Our awareness of the 
-; 
d d ' 'teo' f ........ ·~ the 'Jipo \.I.!311s is dependent upon the frequency of saun ra .... L. ;".'1, I· ~ • 
the sound and its 2mplitude relative to the s:Jund r;.,dil1ted fr~m t~e 
d 'l'"h -11 the Qveroll SPL is an influencing f2ctor, "m~dst open en. ,., "" ou:.: I J ,~ 
1 Littler (68) 131 
l~ ,,'~~_ , 
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TABLE 4.5 Comparison of Radiation Levels 
(Ls - Le) 
I'IPf, 
32 
34 
35 
36 
37 
, 38 
~9 
3CPC 
-8.27') 
-('j.'IG3 
-11J.533 
.-9.578 
-le.7Q:) 
, -1l.R32 
-10.213 
-11.545 
qO -1;>.47& 
41 -11.5% 
42 -12.728 
-R.B2f, 
-9.~;:14 
-11.083 
-10 .283 
-11.409 
-12.':,37 
. -11.5RO 
-12.710 ' 
-13.8'f1 ' 
-12.699 
, '-13.831 
CU3Q 
-20 .1J~57 
-22.085 
-2~ .. 214 
-22.259 
-23.385 
-2 l j .513 
-22.897 
,-24.027 
";'25.1.58' 
~2't.278 
-25.410 
cun 'ST 3D 
-17.S73 -28.133 
-18.201 -29.261 
-19.331 -30.391 
~18.53G -29.435 
-19.G56 -30.561 
-20.784 -31.690 
-19.828 -3C.073 
-20.958 -51.203 
-22.D89, -32.334 
-20.947 -31.454 
-22.079 -32.58G, 
ST 70 
-24.25(" 
-25.378 
-26.~07 
-25.7C7 
-26.832 
-'27.961 
'-27.()04 
,-28.134 
-29.2&5 
-28.123 
43 -13.854 -14.957 ,~~26.536~ -23.205 -33.712 
, '-29.255 
-30.381-
,44 -12.816' 
',45, ",~U,.94G 
,0'46 0 "':':'15.071' 
, 47,,:-13.831 
48 -1'1.952 
,,4'3 -16.082 
'50 -1".607 
51 -15.754 
-13.608" -25.497 
',-14.732 ':,,-26.621 
':-15.863 ':~':':27.752 
,~~4.248 ,-26.513 
-15.,370 
-16.499 
-14.563 
-1'0.1:>'30 
-27.63~f 
.-2.8.763 
-27.288 
-28.415 
-lh.871 -16.827 -2.S.553 
6il 
&1 
-lS.Q~l· -14.~66 -2.7.773 
-1~~.22lt -15.599 -28.90b 
-17.359 -16.734 -SO.041 
-15.927 -?-7.904 
-lio.V;,! -17.iJ52 -2!J .. u2S 
-17.l~,71 -lSdn -3D.153 
-18.{;;(J2 -19.307 -?;1.284 
-17.936 -lR.:55?, -5'1.(,17 
-1·~j.Gt1'S -19.4B,) -:01.7'17 
-?(l.1r;!} 
-3?872 
-;~1.334 -21.7~1 -:5-'*.018 
-2G.:;lH -~:\.199 
-,21.735 -~if .33b 
-??7S1 -22.B72 -3:';.47~ 
-23.<;f}5' -~b .GE5L". 
-:?~-:. S4f: -22 .. ~)30 -?:S.62,t 
-23.2f1 -22.S'44 -,5'.) .34,1 
-210;, .22;:) -24. Cj07 -=7.SGE 
-;~!:,.j31 -2~~.Olli -3S.:,1:-
-27.1.:~2 -/t':.l~il 
-4'[ .2c~1 
- It C'; • 1 4 :"') 
-27.793 -41.2{J{~ 
-?'~.71'''' -2H.~J;:4 
-.)() .dLt5 
- ,"l .. 1. q (:,g 
-:H.17:,) -4/!.t1:':~ 
-:)2.~1J7 -'t~. 77 /, 
-:,1.7i;.3 - 3 r:: .. ~ F, 2 -4 Ii.!,2G 
-5:~,,(~72. -31.(t,:"'2 -'t':>.:.:;lt 
-::"~.C;Jc~ -:~? .-S2H - 4- b • F~ C") l' 
- .~ :'; • 1 5 (, -33.?Cj5 -~I.n17 
-:::,( .• 2C~· -.~,4 .DB':, 
-~S.4E3 -o~.67G 
- ~, f.._ • ,=,2-(, - ':' " • '-j '-; () 
- 3 7 • "( ~1 b - ;', ~ • 1 1 f: 
~38.838' -5J.245 
':-21.855'-32.674 
,-22.979 ",-33.797 
'-;"24.110-34.929 
-22.496,-33.689 
"-23.617' -54.AI0" 
-24.747 -35.940 
-22.810 -34.465, 
-23.957 -35.591 
-25.075 -3f.729 
-22.713 -34.949 
-23.B47 -3S.DE2 
-24.981 -37.217 
-24.175 -3~.GBC 
-25.300 -36.205 
-26.~24 -37.329 
-27.S55 -3b.460 
-26.601 -37.794 
-27.730 
-28.B55 
-29."")99 
-28.,<;46 
-29.Sofl'> 
-31.120 
-j2.2A7 
-30.1577 
-31 .. 192. 
-33.154 
-:14.;;E.2 
-35_400 
,-310.340 
-:\4."14 
-3S.~/ill 
-37.172 
-39.421 
-'to.:;lt~ 
-3e.923 
-40.D£fl:' 
-ill.1ry2 
-4a.37~ 
-41 .. 512 
-42.h49 
-',3.77f. 
-42.80,/1 
-l.t3.11~-i 
-l~S.0Bl 
-46,.l'E9 
-lt7 .. 327 
-4d.4h7 
~47 • .31ry 
-li,tl.'fl!~) 
-4S.~)77 
-ti'J.701 
-~)1.82h 
-~2.9::P 
-29.032 
, -:30.1 Sf, 
';;'31.287 
-:-29.&72 
-30.793 
-31.923 
-29.987 
-31.113 
-32.251 
-29.S'3C 
-31.D23 
-32.158 
-31.351 
-32.47" 
-33.&DD 
-34.731 
-33.777 
-34.';106 
-3h.O~1 
-37.175 
-36.022 
-37.159 
-38.2lJ6 
-39.42~· 
-38.a5~ 
-~B.36[\ 
-40.33G 
-41. ltS3 
-42.5J6 
-4 3 • 71 [, 
-42 .. ~9Q 
-lf3.21t, 
-44.~42 
-45.472 
-46.597 
-47.721 
-38.~lO -51.~~1 -~5.7Rh 
-39.7j9 -~2.138 -4~.91f 
- .-~-- ._ ... -
-tiO.B7F 
-53.B67 -4R.G~2 
-42. GD3 -S4.~S4 -49.179 
-4,\.132 
-56.123 -5D.30~ 
-44.263 -~)·1.?~~ -51.4~~ 
-43.711 --:11.:-: ~-7 -50.bIl7 
-4~.f33& -,]6.17? -52.013 
-45 .. ~r)b -~JY.29?' -53.132 
-47.086 -bG.422 -54.262 
----------------------------------------------------------------- --- --- ---
-
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-
')0 _(" f. 7 D3 -:'9.<]71 -'':;'f .!-r:.~ -4g.?2'j -Cl.':lU -5 ~ .'-+ (; 1 
91 -42.(329 -41.104 -:"):).511 -49.3:)1 -62 .• 687 -56.527 
92 -';1.06.7) -u.G.437 -1;;5.744 -4B.foB5 -~jG.920 -55.8El 
93 -.(t2.1 ':18 -41.573 -'.J4.HH(.1 -49.821 -02..Q56 -56.9f:J1 
'. 94 -43.311 -42.(18; -,)5.S93 -50.9,34 -63.1&9 -58.110 
95 -4,\.4 11 3 -45.fl23 -57.1050 -52.071 -104,30(, -59.247 
96 -45~58?) ":'44.953 -:'{3.2&5 -:'3.205 -6:,.441 -60.382 
97 -~ 6.713 -46.088 -59.395 -54~336 -66.571 -61 • ~ 12 
9& -44.574 -45.280 -57.256 -53.527 -64.432 -60.703 
'J 3. -45.6B~, -46.391 -58.367 -54.639 -&5.544 -61 • (j 1 5 
100 -4['.815 -47.520 -59.496 -55.758 -66.673 -62.94'1 
101 -47.9&2 -48.667 -50.643 -56.914 -67.1l19 -6'1.091 
102 -49.091 -4·9.796 -61.773 -58.044 -68.949 -65.220 
.,.103 , ",-48 •. 437 -50.940 -61 .119 .-59.188 -68.295 ,-66.36'1 
104 -49.557 -49.975 --62.239 '-58.222 -69.415 -65.398 
_ .. ,1 05 :._:~,50.688 _ ,,-510105 -G:, .369 . _,.-59.353 ' .-70.546 -66.529 
~.·:cl G 6'·" '-51.786 -52.204 '-64. 1168 -60.451 '''-71.644 ;;'67.628 
107 _',_cc-52.9.33 . ..,53.3.51 ... _--65.615 --- ,. '·,-61.598 -72.791 -68.775 
108 ::' :'~14. 042 :" :.- 5"4 It 4"6-0 -fS.724 -62.707 -13.900 -69.883 
.109 -53.270 "":55.618. -&5.951 -63.866 -73.128 -71.042 
110 -54.383 -54.4£4- -h7 .C['4 -62..711 -74.:>41 -69.886 
III -54.532 -:;4.613 -67.213 -62.d60 -74.389 -7Q.036 
112 -S6.t.:j55 -56.73(, -()9.33S -64.983 -7&.512 -72.159 
113 -':,7.757 -57.g~R -7~1.43B -66.,)85 -77.(,14 -73.2(,1 
114 -~;:3.'JD7 -~8.9B8 -71.5R9 -(,7.236 -78.7h5 -7'1.41 ;> 
115 -~~·)7.96£1 -60.131 -7C.S45 -68.378 -71.822 -75.5~q 
116 -:-;~) It (!S4· -f:l.2fJl -71.77(, -69.508 -78.952 -7( .b85 
117 -bD.343 -62.:'10 -73.025 -70.757 -HO.201 -77.1)34 
113 -t:1.,303 -f3.470 -73.98:, -71.717 -[;1.161 -78.894 
119 -,,2.446 -e:.lt.61.2 -75.121 -72.fl60 -82 .. 303 -80.03b, 
120 -63.564 -&5<11731 -7:;;;.24h -73.978 -113 .t;. 22 -ill .1 ~ 5 
121 -62.'166 -64.416 -75.1l~7 -72.664 -82.323 -79.84D 
122 -f·3.6Dh -65.5~{~; -76.?F!7 -73.flO4 -85.464 -RC.98C 
. ~, 
1 £ ""' -fJ-t It 711 -(,(, .662 -17.3'33 -74.909 -l\4.'i69 -82.085 
12 t+ -:;5.8(5 -u .816 -7h.5 J+7 -76.%4 -b::.723 -83.240 
~ ". ;:: le ,J -~:.6.!'J78 -Lt:. 92~) -7S.SLD -77.17[~ -Rb.8~6 -84.5~ ... ~ 
~,26 -Cf,.l{ll -7a.0~2 -t{'J.P.2:S -78.:-139 -r,7.999 -85 • ~ 15 
127 -Lt)..771 -71.,:05 -79.4S2 -79.452 -iH').62') -8f>.f,29 
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Cl higher overall leVel, the amplitude of a tone in tune " .. ith another 
will be identified at a lower level, the extent of the difference, at 
the frequencies above u)hich the radiation levels shown on the graohs 
are imps:ceiVlble, is too slight to be relevant. The minimum level 
u,hich u,ill· be hoard 8midst an 80 dO overall level is approximately - 30 dO 
at 880 Hz.1 Thus the radiation levels for pipes above number 77 in both 
the pipe metal colculations, are too small to influence our perception 0 f 
the pipes' timbre. Our concern is therefore, with pipes larger than 
number 77, longer than 175 mm in resonator length. Smaller than this the 
pipe wall material should have no noticeable effect on the sound 
radiated. 
The striking similarity bet,,'een the radiated levels among the pipe 
metal resonntnrs constructed according to traditional scaling rules is 
curious, especially since the levels produced by the same rules in other 
materials are so much more divergent, but the implications of this 
finding are not clesr. Regarding the influence of wall material on tone 
quality, the steady state analysis in section 4.1 demonstrates the 
similarity of steady tone between steel and pipe metal resonators. From 
the present calculntions, changes in SPL of -15 or -20 dB ,,'ould be 
anticipated between the w3ll's sound radiation levels in pipe metal and 
steel pipe~. This has apparently produced \lO noticeabls 8ffect. 
There is no detailed experimental data nbout wall thickness and 
material effects on the onset of pine speech and it is not possible 
therefore to com;JQre the calcu1.3tion with other expGrimentally derived 
date. Dcfore proc8eding with experimental work about this, the v~lidity 
of the aporoach \:les tested by using the sound levels c~lcul~ted to 
SUg~8St 8uit~bl~ lLI~ll thic~n8sn for pipes made in other materials. The 
thic!.<nesn icc:nti find t-)ns that hlhich v.lould produce thG correct sound 
rcdiation level. ThlO c3b18s Lllere prouLJcsd, one b8sed on thE! 30 per cent 
pipe metal lovels ~nd the otiler on tl12 70 per cent levels. C3lcu12tions 
~lerG m~d8 for copper, zinc Gnd ~5 ~Ar cent tin pipe rnotal, "rhich are 
materic,ls ",loo USed by arson buildcofs 2nd .,hich cDuld be ci1ec\.(ed 8 l):'linst 
the w811 tl,ickness scalGG narmolly used for those (~et31s. Also calcu13tad 
\~8r3 levels for ~luminium and steel. TIle 30 rer csnt table (Tcblo 4,5) 
shotl.ls, in 8cJdition, the usu21 IIIal1 thickness for 30 per cent pipe met31 
2nd, under the column PM7o, gives tho re-calculated value based on 
30 per cent tin pipe metal levels for 70 per cant pipe metol. The 
reverse is true in the table based on 70 per cent tin values. (Table 4.7) 
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111l 0.25 0.20 [:.22 0.1'5 0.33 G .3~ O.2~ 
119 Q .25 0.20 ,~ .. ,.., 'J "L L 0.15 0" ..:S3 G .• 32 0.28 
12fJ C' ') r:: ... ,-' 0.2 C' ~ ?,.., :) .. ~_ t:"_ {j.l~ O. 33 ,) " 32 O.2fi 
121 0.23 0.19 G .2 f} 0.14 0.30 D" 29 G.25 
122 0 • .23 O.Iq ;).20 0.14 0" 3 t) ;').29 0.25 
123 0.23 0..19 n.? u 0.14 o • ~~ 0 Q.~9 0" 2 tl 
12/~ 0.23 0.J9 0" 2 (I 0.14 '. Q " 5 Q 0.29 0.25 
125 0.23 0.19 0.2.0 0.1', 0.5J 0.29 0.25 
126 0.23 0.19 0.2.& 0014 o •. 3 J 0.29 0.25 
127. 0.23 .0.19 ';.2 G 0.14 0.30 o • 2.9 0.25 
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Comparing the ,,'all thickness calculated for zinc, copper and 
45 per cent tin pipe metal with the scales used in practice for these 
materials, they show good correlation though the calculated values 
are in all cases, slightly larger than the standard thickness. 
4.4.4 Summ,?ry 
The application of 3ackus and Hundley's theory to the calculation 
of wall thickness for pipes in other materials, has been fairly 
successful. Knoeln values were re-calculated quite "'ell and inaccuracies 
tended to suggest marginally too thick resonator walls. 
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4.5 wall Thic1<nG~s Call natoricl i?elntianshirys: Exp8ri~ent~1 
{,.5.1 Introduction 
In this section, the second concerning wall thic~ness and 
materials, experimontal lJJOr'< done to investisate the effAct an tone of 
uJall materi81 and ltrall thickness is considered. Two experiments lllere 
underta~en. ~ comp2rison between the tonal effects produced by 
resonators fabricated in similar alloys of pipe metal over a range of 
wall thic~ness and the effects of resonators of similar dimensions but 
fabrjcatetl in other materials is the subject of the second experiment. 
The first is an attempt to validate the conclusions of the theoretical 
work described in the previous section ( 4.4 ) 
4.5.2 Practical Investigation of the Theory Relating Pipe Wall 
P'et.erial and 1)811 Thickness 
4.5.2.1 "ethod 
To dam0nstrate the validity of the theory discussed in section 4.4, 
the ulall thicl<ness for aluminium "'hich had been calculated ','ould yield 
the tone ,,!uality associated ','ith 70 per cent tin pipe metal ~'as "dopted 
in the construction of two pipes. In each the foot 2nd resonator wore 
aluminium, the lcnguid, 8S is cammon pr3ctice, ~12S 15 per cent tin pipe 
metal and the lips 70 per cent tin pipe metnl. Since a comparison with 
othGr pipes is of limited value cue to the factors discussed in 
Chapter 2, 2nd the tone ~uality wanted, that with the characteristic 
onset chiff, has been dofined, the pipes IJJ8re voiced by en organ builder 
2nd his opinions of their tonal 11 lorth sought. ~li3 opinions P'Ll.}' be 
cOffloarod Illit!l tile ~ore controlled exoeriment using pipe C in sectinn 
4.5.3 uJhere TJ pCI' cent tin 2nd oluminiuiil reson2tors 1~lith cnlculcted 
si~il~r sound r~di~tion nualities, ere co:npsred. 
The tb~ ni~GG erG as fallollls:-
Frenunncy ~co.l ("! ~':n • ~'~'lteri::11 'L:;c. 1:'71. !)811 t.h. r:m 
330 Hz 77 ;iluminium 1 • 121 0. /11 
?Zl 112 53 :",luminium -. 11 ~ ' '- O.6!j 
~'p~ 7'7 "1':'1~ chQs~n hecnuse it is 2It tl,"Ie junction \l1herp- it is 
,... Q "- '-;::> .. '- .... 
8u;JrJcsed th8t notr?!'i.::ds effects on tone 1Llill not be detected by 
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human hearing. The other pipe, number 53, is in the area of good 
auditory pGrcoptionj the region, 8ccording to later rssults (cf. section 
4.5.3.3 and section 5), where materi81s il1fluence on tone quality is 
greatost. 
4.5.2.2 Result 
The aural impression given by both of the pipos after they had 
been voiced was similar to that which would be expected from a high 
per centage tin pipe: a holloc', chiff-like onset. This demonstrates that 
~ 
alternative materials can be used satisfactorily at least for certain 
pipes. The question of the relative influence of u,oll material and wall 
thickness to lip mderial which is raised by this is discussf3d later 
(section 5.2.5), as in the next experiment the effect of resonator 
material on onset tone is investigated independently of lip materials. 
4.5.3 Effects of Combined Wall Material and Wall Thickness Changes 
4.5.3.1 r'iethod 
The techni~u8 discussed previously and used in the 8xperim8nt in 
section 4.1 of removing the resonator from tho pipe foot and using this 
as a common driver for various resonators which are mounted upon it 
using 2 rubber collar, is applied to this experiment. l~ere however, the 
analysis involves both steady stato and onset. TI,e latter is discussed 
fully in section 3.1.3 and further in appendix 8, ",here ~lso u!ill be 
found details 0 f tha analysis p~r8c18ter8 adopted for each of the pipes 
considered here. 
The experiment involves three pipes, A, 3, and C. Pipe A, the 
highest pitched of the thr81?, sounds F, 2901 ~1z. Pips S ~ounds li. nt 
900 ~lz nnd Pipo C rf 192 4z. Tl,e pipes wero chosen in Vi8kl of the 
co~ments a~out ~orco~tion of sotJnds in soction 3.1.4. Pipe 0 reprosents 
the lO~18r cnd of t~,o rango i~cntifiod ['lors, ri~o ~ is close to the 
!'igh8S~ fre~UGllC1 u~od in org~n pi~BS and pipe C IJ3S chosen 
28 an oxcm91e nocr ~ho lauer end Qf tho s~octrun. All the pipes \t!ere 
r~bricot8d in 30 ~Gr cent tin ni~G ~et~l nlloy 3nd t13d been voiced 38 
c'i;.1;J.::sons IJlithout c~;ir-f DllsctS. 
TIle choica of mcterin13 f8r cD~p3ri8on ~ith ~ipe metal involved 
c~nsic:2rction of ~:1~t8ri81s ~mi.ietimes used in organ building, from hlhich 
useful inform3tio~ mioht be ;lened, and olso m~terinls which ~ight 
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rr,~lLE 4.8 
RESONATOR DETnIL 
C:<PERlflENTAL 
• Cut Off Frea. I Scale Radius \JaIl Th ~8f • ( Hz) r'!o. f'lateri"l Resonator ( cm) (cm) Ls - Le I Length 
.!t> 
• 
;, 1-1 2900 108 Pipe f~8tal 70 0.385 0.02 -35.871 
A 1-2 \I \I If 11 If 0.04 -53.933 
0 1-3 " n If " \I 0.091 -75.352 
" 
A 2-1 " \I Copper " \I 0.02 -44.119 
A 2-2 \I " " " \I 0.04 -62.181 
A 2-3 " " 
n 
" " 0.091 -83.599 
A 3-1 " " P~per If \I 0.02 -21.040 
A 3-2 11 11 11 11 \I 0.04 -39.902 
A 3-3 \I \I ff " " 0.091 -61.321 
4.8b PIPE B 
a 1-1 900 77 Pipe r;et al 30 
, 
0.79 0.03 -28.273 
3 1-2 " " 
\I 
" 
\I 0.056 -39.537 
G 1-3 \I " \I 
n n 0.163 -57.377 
8 2-1 " " Copper 
n 
" 
0.03 -35.954 
2-2 " " " ~ " 
\I 
" 
0.056 -52.210 
2-3 " 
H n n 
" 
0.163 -80.058 0 
" " 
P8per " fI 0.03 -13.575 J 3-1 
fI ., \I " " 
0.056 -29.939 0 3-2 
U 3-3 " " 
n n 
" 
0.163 -;]7.77? 
" " 
Steel n " - 0.163 -87.23,: ;] 4-1 -
-
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i 4.8c PIPe c 
• 
f"req. Scn18 Cut Off Radius l~lall Th Ref. (Hz) ~!a • f.interic:ll iiesonator (cm) (cm) Ls - Le Longth d5 
C 1-1 194 50 Pipe !'~8t 31 70 2.85 0.07 -16.352 
C 1-2 " " " " " 0.12 -30.397 
C 1-3 
" " Pipe netal 30 " " 
. 0.98 
-21.212 
C 1-4 If " If If " 0.105 -22.4841 
C 2-1 " If CDpper .. 
" 0.163 -46.625 
C 2-2 .. " " " If 0.1016 
-35.165 
C 3-1 " " Aluminium .. 
" 0.061 -15.637 
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satisfy the mallibility criterion for an alternative to pipe metal. For 
pipes i\ and B, pipe metal is c08pared with copper and paper reson8tars 
and 81so one made from steel. Pi~e C too had copper resonators but, due 
to fabrication problems, pRiJer ttlSS not includGd. f\n r.:luminium resonator 
[!Jas investigated together also udth rGsonators in 70 per cent and 30 per 
cent met81. 
The choico of wall thickness far each of the resonator materials 
was made "ith reference to the thickness of the original pips metal 
resonator associated with each pipe and the calculated sound radiation 
levels anticipated in the work of section 4.3. Each resonator was to be 
made in three thicknesses, one corresponding to the original resonator 
thickness, the other thinner and one thicker than this. The detail of the 
pipes is shown in Table 4.8. 
In pipe A the original pipe metal resonator I s wall thickness 
measured 0.04 cm and, since the radiation levels are not a primary 
consideration for pipes of this frequency, one thickness chosen was the 
thinnest wor'<;;ble 3D per cent tin sheet, found to be 0.02 cm. The other 
wall thici<ness chosen, which was intended to be thie!(er than the original, 
was 0.091 cm, a convenient sheet metal standard (20 swg) in "hiel1 copper 
is available. The pipe resonators A 1-1 and A 1-3 lLrere produced by 
planing. and scraping some thickor pipe metnl. The sheet fo r the copper 
resonators P" 2-1 2nd .r:., 2-2 v.r3S rollsd ,3nd, together \.dth the 20 swg sheet 
used in [i 2-3, wOoS ;:mne:"31od before fabrication. The Se8filS 0 f both pipe 
;-;l8tal end copper r'c30nators, uJith the exception of ,n. 2-3 IJJhich was silver-
soldered, were soft soldered using 60-40 per cent lead-tin solder. 
Pipe Sls resonator thickness was 0.056 cm, the thickness of 20 swg 
sheet. 0,83 cm was chosen for tho thinner I~all thicknoss primarily 
beC8US8 it was rcason3bly the thinnest slleet of its size hltlich could be 
Lor!<e~, but 31so lJOCQUS8 it ~I~S c21cul~tGd to yield -23 d3 sound level 
which is ~imil~r to th~t cnlcu18tcd for resonator G 3-2 8nd is close to 
the ~ininu~ levei nf cuditary di~crimin2tion nnticip8ted. ~g~in, for the 
thic~ar ~;~ll thicl~ness a measurement muctl thicker thnn the o=iginal IJas 
selected f~om tho r~ng8 of stnnd~rd g~U98S. 16 ~wg W2S chosen, 11111ich is 
.I- ... !., tl -l-l' I 8 0 nf roe:on"'tnr B 1-'? ,r.s ,!'ell <38 copper sheet o.lmos\.. .) ,,1.[,108 ,le "'llJ.c<n s;.:) .;:> '.... .,. 
"I '1 t t,,·,_i"". ~D~Ct", ;C2tion, ct cold dr<11Jm st3s1 tuba of the ~eing 3V8l 00 C~· ~ - ~ ~ ~ 
correct ~i2met8r UQ3 procured commerci811y. 
i'iateriG1s 3vClil2bility effected the selection of .. all thickness for 
pi~8 C. Tt,e copper vorsion of the origin31 resonator, made from 0.105 cm 
38 per cent tin pipe rlletnl sheet, \11.38 fabricated from 19 8\.1J9 sheet which 
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h8G a thicl<ness of 8.1016 cm. J\ cDmr'J8rison nf the original rcsonntor 
l~)ith ona in 70 per cant pipe metnl ~lns desired, end 3 sheet 0.12 cm tllick 
metal provided thi". UnFortunately, the size and high tin content of the 
sheet pr~hlbited it boin;J manuAlly scroosd to a closer tolerance. Two 
other pipo metal shoets were also considered, a 30 per cant tin one of 
virtually the Same thickness as the original and a 0.07 cm sheet of 70 per 
cent tin metal. The aluminium resonator's thic~ness was chosen that it 
should produce the same radiation level as the 70 per cent, 0.07 cm 
resonator. One resonator, made in 16 swg copper was the only one thicker 
than the original pipe metal one. 
All the tubes were formed around 8Of'15 mandrils turned to the internal 
diameters of the pipes. Attention hms given to the closeness of fit to the 
mandril and also to the cylindricality of the tubes. 
4.5.3.2 ~esult8 
The 26 grsphs, figures 4.13 to· 4.38, present the :inset curves for 
each of the resono.tors test8d. Figures !~.13 to tl.21 sholl) tt18 results from 
pipe A which ere presented in groups of three; figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 
showing the results of pipe metal resonators, figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 
show those obtained from the copper resonators and the effect of paper 
resonators is shown in figures 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21. In general the onset 
of the fundament::;ll is very similar in e8ch inst:;nce, though cl~se 
2xamination rev28ls ~ slightly faster initi8l rise in the nnnsr resonator 
graphs (fiyure 4.19 to 4.21) than the tllinner coo~8r ones (figure 4.16 nnd 
/j.17). It 8p~GarS that the funcla,"ent~ls' onset in the thinner ,,'oIled 
rcsont'.tors is 8.ccor.lplished in bll0 stag88 2:8 is shouln in figur39 4.13, 4.16 
i1nd 4.19 .snd 3.188, to 2 losser extent, in 4,1!~, .4.17 and 4.20. /" slight 
flat on th2 curve is follownd by 0 second3ry 8t8C~ rise which occurs 
batl1een 38 ·mS 8nd ~~ mS. T11S onsets of tho oth9r three h~rnonics ~r8 v~ry 
similr:r to:"), though in fi~ure 4.13, th:"'! ~l':':: -:-,iC] /~th il""rr;l·'nic~.' 
are muc~l mora unstGGdy th~n ttlQ otl18r h~rmonics. 
The r~"Jsults of pipe 8, filJures 4.22 to ./.j.,31 , ,"\re in four gr'Jups; 
figures 4.22, 4.23 ond 4.24 are the pipe met3l rosonator onsets, fiyures 
4.25, 4.26 nnd 4.27 are those from tlle copper resonators and figures 4.28, 
4.29 8nd If .3D present those from the [1<lper :-eson.'1tors. Fi;urs It .31 sh'Jl.IS 
thc onsct an~ly8is Gr~oh of the stsel rcson8tor J4.1 ~lhich is simi18r in 
thicknsss to th2 :osonGtnrs whJSO onset ~rnphs ara shown at the bottom of 
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th~ pre\:':lus three pages - figures 4.24, 4.27 and 4.30. '.1n1i1.:= the 
re=~1ts lC pipe A these onsets show marked dissimilarities inc!~ding 
differences in the signals onsets. Figure 4.23 shows the ons=~ of the 
pi~e ..ut- a resonator similar in material and thickness to the :lipes' 
ori;;inal - 81.2. In this instance the onset has reached its :teady 
co~ditio~ after 80 mS, the fundamental and second harmonic ris!~g quickly 
at first '"i th a slight delay before reaching their steady lev<ls after 
60 mS. ~armonics 3 and 4 take longer to settle, both of them "ising 
slightly in the initial stages above their steady amplitude. !n the 
thinner»a1led pipe metal resonator (figure 4.22) this phenomE:'1On is more 
. 'noticsatle particularly in the' early part of the 4th harmonics' ons.et. 
The behc'Jiour of the other harmonics is similar to that descri'Jed in 
fi;ur-s f...2:3. 
:~ figure 4.24 the fundamental and second harmonic ta~e longer to 
reach tcair maximum and the 4th harmonic is less stable than i~ either 
of the ::evious instances, though the final levels are reachec ~ithin the 
sa~e oe:iod as before. The 1.63 mm copper resonator, figure !.27, the 
p2jer Dca (figure 4.30) and the steel resonator (figure 4.31) also reveal 
si~ilar:y unstable onsets. In the latter case the fund~"enta: builds up 
more sl:'"ly than in the others where the fundamentals' initia: ~ehaviour 
is l~tt:a effected. These onsets display in all harmonics ar.~ in all but 
tea ;:;i~" ",etal one, the steady condition is reached only afts= 90 to 
:;;]3. 
:i~ures 4.26 and 4.27 are broadly· similar to the 0.5:: -,,'" pipe 
mstal ==:ult, figure 4.23. In bath, the fundamentals' initi=l rise is 
fEster out only slightly and the 3rd and 4th harmonics displaf similar 
i,ste:i:ity far 60 mS to 70 mS. Other than the initial overnoot, the 
r"sult of the 0.3 mm copper res'onator is similar to that of :'18 thicker 
c=J~er :asonator, figure 4.26. The thinnest paper one thou;", is 
r-.arket:; different, the onset of the fundamental and second harmonic 
teing slightly slower than in the version in figure 4.29 and ':he lo"'er 
r.3rrr:'!lr.~:s remain very unstable until after gO mS has el""5ec. 
o2ven graphs comprise the results of pipe C. Fi;ure5 '!~32 and 
~.33 ,,-.:j figures 4.34 and 4.35 show results from 70 per c"nt End 30 per 
C;9nt ::."1 ;:dpe metal r"esonators res;'J8cti vely. Figures 4.35 8-:: 4.37 
~3 th ' ., 
::reS8i: ~hose from tlllO copper resonators and figure 4 • .: e 3 ..... um.ln~um 
D,e. ca onsets of the two sets of pipe metal resonators a=" very 
:ifrer:nt but comparison of the two 30 per cent tin anc the :~ 70 per 
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cent tin rosonators onsets ShQblS that within G2ch group similarity exists. 
The 70 per cent tin resonators ansots and thnse of the 30 per cent tin 
resonntors have re13tively similar instnbility in tl18 2nd cnd 3rd harmonics 
which become steady arter 288 mS to 300 mS. The fundnmentnls of the 
former, hmJ8ver, are slow to build up. In figures 4.32 after 160 mS had 
elapsed only half the final amplitude is achieved and in figure 4.33 
200 mS is taken bofors this is renched. The 70 per cent tin reson8tOl:'S 
onsets subsequently build up quite rapidly reaching their final amplitude 
by 240 mS and 290 mS respectively. In the case of the 30 per cent tin 
resonators the fundamental builds up steadily to almost its final level 
by about 170 mS in both figures 4.34 and 4.35. 
The 1.63 mm thick copper resonators' onset, figure 4.36, is very 
similar to the 30 per cent tin pipe metal one in figure 4.35. The other 
cQ:Jper one (figure 4.37) displays overshoot in'the 2nd and 3rd harmonics 
Dnd the fundemental builds up faster than any of the others in pipe C. 
The onset of the aluminium resonator, figure 4.38, is very similar to the 
30 per cent pipe metal resonators' onset figure 4.34, having both a 
similar instability in the lower harmonics and a continuous, steady build 
up of the fundamental. 
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Fig. 4.34 Signal C 1.3 30pc Pipe Metal 0·98cm. 
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Fig. 4.35 Signal C 1. 4 30pc Pipe Metal 0·105 cm. 
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Fig. 4.36 Signal C 2.1 Copper 0·163 cm. 
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Fig. 4.37 Signal C 2.2 Copper 0·1016 cm. 
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Fig. 4.38 Signal C 3.1 Aluminium 0'061 cm. 
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4.5.3.3 Discussion 
In the comparison of the onsets produced from Pipe A, little 
discernible change is produced either by resonators fabricated in thicker 
or thinner sheet or by those mada of different materials. ThE? duration 
of this pipe's transient is very short compared with that of the other 
pipes analysed, and indeed in comparison with the onset duration of many 
other instruments. 1 Pipe 8 and pipe C have onsets of 60 mS and 280 mS 
respectively. The aural significance of the slight differences which are 
apparent by closer examination of the graphs depends upon human ability to 
"detect changes within a very short signal onset •. However, before 
considering this, it is well to note that because relatively high pitched 
signals such as this one require comparatively high frequencies to be 
resolved in analysis (r ), the sample window time must be large (T) in 
max. 
comparison with the sample duration (T ) and the block size (N) must be 
n 
small. Thus, the sampling (" t) of the signal is comparatively poor, 
slightly less than 16 times for the 2 cycle segments into which signal 
A klas divided. Poor sampling may result in a slight loss of detail on 
the graphs though it is of course, to some extent, compensated for by the 
large number of points described on the graphs within a short time period dUG 
to the rapidness of the onset and the short period length of the signals' 
fundament al. 
The perception of differences in the onset of pipe A by the human 
auditory tract is influenced by the delay in recognition time, which is 
dependent upon frequency, and is about 4 mS for a 2000 Hz fundamental. It 
also depends on the integration time within k,hich the ear can recognise 
an acoustical event and formulate an impression of tone colour. .Qssuming 
the signal to be heard in a direct sound field and that the pipe is 
sounded alone and for several sBconds - a situation unlikely to occur 
during performance - the ear will ignore the first 4 mS of the onset and 
perceive the subsequent change ·in the harmonics levels as part of an 
acoustical event which '»ill take about 60 mS to be understood. For changes 
in this signal's onset to be distinct, the 16 mS of the onset occurring 
after about 29 mS on the gr~phs would have to exhibit a marked ch3n;e. It 
is :not likely therefore, that any of the onsets analysed can be identified 
as dissimilar even by the keenest ear. It may be concluded that 
tho resonator's matcri21 is unimportant for thg ·t~n~ qU31ity of 
this pipo •. Tho unin~8r~~nc8 of precis? tinbr~ in ~i;h ~itch~~ 
pipes is confirmed by til~ pr3cticC! of organ builj?:3" ldhn sometit:1:::. ::1.-,'<r: 
'.' . .' . 
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the highest octave of reed pipes from loudly voiced, narrow. scaled labial 
pipes because the sounds are not audibly different and the work involved 
in .making complex lingual pipes is therefore not justified. The ear's 
judgement at such frequencies is predominantly based on the loudness of 
sounds only. Another phenomena kno"!n to organ builders which justifies 
this is the unimportance of the position of the languid and upper lip in 
small pipes. Minute adjustments to these parts in larger pipes produce 
radical tonal effects, but in small pipes the positioning makes little 
difference. 
The onsets of signal B, though more diversified than those of 
pipe A, with the exception of B4.1, exhibit a number of similarities. The 
onsets last between 50 mS and 60 mS and it is not able that the 
fundamental and 2nd harmonic, which are the dominant components 
characterising an onset, develop similarly in each instance. As in pipe A, 
and pipe C also, the final steady state levels are very similar confirming 
that the effect on the steady tone of resonator material is inconsequential. 
Pipe B's onsets appear more influenced by wall thickness than by materials. 
In each case, paper, pipe metal and copper resonators appear to produce a 
less stable onset as the ulall thickness is increased and the thick steel 
resonator has produced an onset quite unreminiscent of any of the others. 
The onsets of different materials of similar wall thickness are very 
similar. 
The onset of pipe C lasts approximately 280 mS and can therefore 
be analysed significantly by the ear. It is interesting that the tu~ 
70 per cent tin pipe metal resonators produce similar onsets (figures 4.32 
and 4.33) as do the two 30 per cent tin pipe metal resonators (figures 4.34 
and 4.35) but that there are clear characteristics between the 
predominantly tin and lead tubes. The 2nd and 3rd harmonics in all 
instRnces are fairly similar, the differences occur in the fundamental. 
The gradual build up, almost to the st"eady state level by 170 mS; in the 
30 per cent tin resonator's onset contrasts with the fairly rapid initial 
rise, followed by a mare gradual rise producing a flat curve on the 70 per 
cent pipe's graph. 'The steady level is att3ined onJy after about 
270 mS. This difference is far greater than that produced by the 
differences in thickness of pipe metal. 
The copper resonator's onsets resemble mare those of the 30 oer 
cent tin pipe's than the 70 per cent ones, and as noted in pipe B, the 
thicker material produces a less stable, though not elongated, onset. 
Figure 4.38 shows the aluminium resonator's onset u1hich has the same 
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c31culnted radiation level 25 the 70 per cent I'eSon3tar in figure 4.~2. 
The second and third harmonics ore very similaI' but the fundo.,-;Jcnt 21 f S 
curve in signal C3.1 does not have quite the s~me flatness 3S in C1.1 and 
is SQr.l8lLlhcre bacwcon the effoct of tha 70 per cant 2nd the 30 tJ8r cGnt tin 
resonatorls. 
4.5.4 Summnry of 1.~311 thicl<ness/Uall r~ateri(Jl [xoerimsnts 
These experiments show that neither resonator material or wall 
.. { "'thi~knes~ is of' particular consequence for high pitched pipes. They 
demonstrate that onsets become less stable as the material's thickness 
increases and confirms that ' steady , tone is ~ndependent of the 
resonator's materinl, thus verifying the steady state experiments of 
section 4.1. Peculis.I' ansets are asSOCi&t8d u:ith different tin lend 
nllDYs which support the findings of exp~riment 4.3.3. Limited success 
is clained for the ,::\lui':1inium tuba tJ.lh088 wall thic!<ness loJ8S calculnted, 
accorcing to the th~ory in section 4.4, to produce a sound I'2distion level 
through the walls similar to the 70 per cent tin pipe meb31 resan,2t:)r. 
The six 8x~criments describ~d in this ch.']ptcr furnish infor:.1stion 
~t;out t.he ton,')1 i;,l~lic,'Jtions of unI1 I71ntGrials, nnd the extent to It::-'i::h 
changes produced by materials can be compensated for by voicing adjustments 
and by wall thickness scales. It has been found that steady tone is 
im~8rCGiv~b1y influonced by tile m3tori21s of the piP2 rDson~to; walls 3nd 
th~t cortgin tin .- 10,JO 3lloY:3 prtlCuc[' Cil8I'CCcoristic tone qu,llitiGS hlhic'h 
ara n:lt tile product of skilled 'voicin£ ~u1: 2ro inn2te in thG ;;ipos' 
thcr1solv8s. 1",1011 n::tori11 Rnd 1:IG11 thickl10SG ;lp:JeSI' to effect tone 
~irfor8ntly at dirrcr2nt fr8qusnci8s snd 81tcrn8tiv~ n8tcri~13 2~S~ 
vi~~lc though li~ :1:-:t;cri31 Ll'Jy b:: ;-:n in1;Jor't2n: 3d::litiQnnl ton:·-influ:::ncing 
tar Tho r~lln~'in~ ch~~t~r furthsI' discusses the rosults, rclnt~3 p :JI'Clr:lO ~ • _ 
th2[:l to provinu3 1:10::-1{ ::nd empiric:]1 !<n:Jtl'18r~iJs, ::md ~uts fort!12rc -:;n 
• , l" ' .. 0.1.1 ",.·lc.tcrl' ~l' r-; influc:~nc8 r1n LJbi'11 pip:: tom? hyp~ti'8S1S G~OU~ ~ --
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5.1 Intraduction 
The results of the experimental wor~ described in Chapter 4 are 
related in this chapter to the findings of previous researchers and the 
practices of organ pipe makers, which were reviewed in Cha~ter 2, to 
fulfil the ori~in31, general objectives of the project. These were 
threefold:-
1. To relate empirical understanding and practice to 
analytical and experimental wor~. 
2. To demonstrate the tonal implications far organ 
pipes of pipe-metal. 
3. To investigate the possibilities of fabricating 
organ pipes in alternative materials. 
Six aspects were identified from the survey of literature in 
Chapter 2 which required further wor~. Each of these has been considered:-
1. Analysis of organ pipe' onset transients. 
2. Relating the results of the physical analysis of sounds to 
the subjective ability to make aural discriminations. 
3. Clarification of steady state tone changes attributable 
to organ pipe resonator materials. 
4. Tone influencing relationships between resonator wall 
material and wall thickness. 
5. The extent to which voicing adjustments enable differences 
in timbre resulting from alternative pipe fabrication 
materials to be corrected. 
6. The application of theoretical work by aackus and Hundley1 
to the question of wall material effects on tone. 
Points 1 and 2 above, concerning the techniques of transient 
analysis and the relationships between the results of analysis and auditory 
ability, ~ler8 considered fully before experimental ~'orl< began. Chapter 3 
describes a ",ethod of onset analysis and relates tonal characteristics to 
the limitations of man's auditory perception. The remaining areas, which 
required further experimental wor l< for clarification, were framed in 
Chapter 4 as the subjects of the experimental programme. Experiments 
were undert3~en to:-
1. Assess the effect of pipe resonator materials on steady 
·pipe tonG. 
1 Backus and Hundley (3) 
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2. Assess the effect of resonator wall material an onset tone. 
3. Assess the effect of resonator wall thickness on onset tone. 
4. Show h,hether voicing adjustments can elicit characteristic 
onsets associated with pipes made from standard lead/tin 
alloys from pipes made from tin/lead alloys of different 
composition. 
5. Use Backus and Hundley' s theory, which provides a relationship 
between wall material and tone, to suggest suitable wall 
thickness far pipes made in other materials. 
In the following sections each of the first four points is 
'; discussed separately, and subsequently the importance of pipe lip material, 
h,hose role is suggested by the results of the experiments, is discussed. 
Then, the relative influence an pipe tone of lip material, h'all material, 
wall thickness and voicing are discussed and finally, criterion for 
alternative materials are considered. 
5.2 Detailed Conclusions 
5.2.1 rlaterbl and Steady Pipe Tane 
The results of steady-state analysis comparisons between pipes 
fitted with interchangeable steel and pipe metal resonators discussed in 
section 4.1 , show that while measureable differences occur in the 
harmonic spectrum, these are sufficiently random due to unperiodicity of 
the pipe's sound, even after the onset stage, and are of insufficient 
magnitude, to be ~udibly distinguishable. Therefore, subjective 
perception of steady state tone is uneffected by changes in pipe resonator 
material. 
This is in agreement with Glatter-G~tz findings 1 (cf section- 2.3.2). 
In s.imilnr experiments he shoh'ed that variations in the harmonic-tone-
structure among pipes of different materials are similar to the 
variations found 8mo'ng pipes of the same material. Although their 
2 
conclusions are uncorroboratory, Lottermoser and Boner 
, 3 
and NelJ.rman' s 
results also show only slight changes in levels as in the exp~riment at 
section 4.2. The results of this -steady state experiment undertaken as 
part of this project, hOh'ever, SUbstantiate the conclusions of Boner' and 
r,;ewman rather then Lottermoser, since spectral characteristics associated 
with particu13r r:1aterials ,"hich Lottermoser claimed to find, and '''hi~h 
1 Glatter-Gotz (46) 
2 Lottermoser (72) 
.., '"' _~_ ~ .' ..... " ... ,..",..., (1r.:;,~ 
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he maintains justifies the use of pipe metal rather than zinc, have not 
been detected. 
5.2.2 Resonator Wall Thickness 
The result of varying tile resonator wall thicl<ness of the three 
pipes discussed in section 4.5 , (194 Hz, 900 Hz and 2900 Hz) shows that 
audibly discernable tonal effects·are encountered only in the onsets of 
lo"'er pitched pipes. Variations in the wall thickness of the smallest 
pipe, Pipe A (2900 Hz), produces no distinctive measureable change in 
the onset. At lower frequencies, in Pipe B (900 Hz) and pipe C (194 Hz), 
changes due to increased wall thickness are distinctly measur. 3ble. In 
-the case of pipe 8, increasing the pipe wall thickness effected the onset 
significantly, giving rise to instability during the riSe-time of each 
harmonic. The solitaxy steel resonator, 8 4.1 (fig. 4.31), is a more 
extreme example, and comparison of the two copper resonators C 2.1 and 
C 2.2 (figs. 4.36 and 4.37) shows that material also effects tone et this 
frequency. However, the influence of "'all material on perceived tone at 
lower frequencies is apparently less, possibly due to acoustical 
peculiarities in the pipes but more li'<ely because of the fall-off of 
auditory ability. 
Justification for the assumption that "'all thickness becomes audibly 
less important as frequency falls belo"' about 200 Hz is found in the 
practice of making the pipe-motal pipes in a stop 'run-out' to"'srds the 
lower end into 
One organ pipe 
(c 132 Hz) are 
ones made in zinc and sometimes wood. (cf section 2.4) 
1 . 
manufacturer states that all their pipes longer than 4 ft. 
made in zinc. This is common practice. Although the pipe 
metal pipes in the middle keyboard region have carefully graduoted wall 
thickness "'hich entails a considernble amount of time spent pInning met81, 
_ a difficult task in the case of high-per_centage tin metals which it is 
unlikely ,"ould be undertnl<en if there "'as no tonal necessity - beloh' the 
tbreo'!< frequency' 
guage thickness. 
pipes are mode from zinc sheets supplied in standard 
Sincethe woll .thickness of the zinc pipes Can not be 
scaled 28 in pipe-metal stops, and audibly it ~s not possible to detect 
",here the pip~s ch<1n99 from pipe motel to zinc or "'ood ones. It is 
apparent that woll thickness becnnss less audibly critical belo,,' the 
frequency "'here tl18 ch<)nga occurs. Exoeriments ·to verify this and to 
1 r dooth and Sons Limited 
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determine to what extent this is due to the decline in auditory ability 
or if it is an analytically measureable phenomenon could not be under-
ta~en in this study due to the limitations of the anechoic rODm in which 
the pipes were sounded. (cf. section 3.3.1) 
It appears, therefore, from the 'experiments, that variations in 
pipe wall thickness produce audibly discernable changes in the onset 
tone-quality of pipes over the middle frequency range, approximately 
200 Hz to 1100 Hz, and it would seem that wall thickness ex~~rts no 
perceiveable change in tone on pipes below c 132 Hz. 
A secondary point, concerning minimum wall thic~ness, emerges from 
these experiments. The transient of the thinnest paper resonator, B 3.3 
(fig. 4.28), is dissimilar to the other onsets of pipe 8; the 3rd and 
4th harmonics are unsteady even after 60 mS. Presumably, this tube's 
wall is close to the minimum thickness sumised in section 2.5.4.1, at 
which the body of the pipe is vibrated by the standing wave. This is 
probably a marginal inst<lnce of the phenomenon which is ,'ell kno,'n 
empirically. 
5.2.3 Resonator ~all Material 
Neither wall material nor wall thic~ness affected the onset of the 
2900 ~z pipe A either audibly or measure ably. Possibly due to the 
shortness of the onsets of such tiny pipes and the poor resolution of the 
hearing mechanism, ,,,,11 material probably has little perceiVable effect 
on the tone quality of pipes above about 603 Hz. This is borne out by 
the practice of constructing the top octave of some reed pipes from loud 
flue pipes, because the tonal effect is insufficiently discernible by 
the listener to justify the complex and time consuming construction of 
lingual pipes. (cf. section 2.4) 
Comparison of the results for the original pipe metal resonator 
belonging to pipe 0, signal 8 1.2 (fig. 4.23), and those of similar wall 
thickness made in copper and paper, 82.2 and 83.2 respectively (figs. 4.26 
and 4.29), reveal, by the similarity 0 f the graphs, that resonator 
material has little effect on the measured tone of this 900 Hz dlGpa-son. 
Also similar are the onsets of the thinner walled pipe metal and copper 
resonators, 8 1.1 and 8 1.2 (figs. 4.22 and 4.25). 
r,t lou.er frequencies materials have a significant effect on tone 
as is shown in the results of pipe C. Comparison of the 70 per cent tin 
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resonators (figs. 4.32 and 4.33) "ith the 30 per cent tin resonators 
(figs. 4.34 and 4.35) reveals well differentiated onset curves apparently 
due to the change in material, Idhich are quite independent of wall 
thickness. The chief, and possibly the only physiologically discernable 
feature to change, is the onset of the fundamental. The rich tin alloy 
has produced, in each instance, a less rapid rise curve than the faster 
onset produced either by the predominantly lead pipe alloy resonator, or 
those made in copper or aluminium. (figs. 4.35 to 4.38). 
The same established practice, cited to suggest the unimportance 
of wall thickness in low pitched pipes, also justifies the unimportance 
, of wall material in such pipes. The use of zinc for pipes below 132 Hz 
shows that at this pitch lead/tin alloys contribute no audibly detectable 
quality to pipe sound. 
5.2.4 Tonal Peculiarities Induced by Lead-Tin Alloys 
From the results of voicing experiment 2, section 4.3.4, it is 
possible to affirm that different alloys of tin and lead are responsible 
for certain highly characteristic labial pipe onsets, thus providing a 
reason for the selective use of certain alloys for particular stops by 
organ pipe makers. As has been shown, h'all material and wall thickness 
are of little importance for small, high pitched pipes - those above 
approximately 800 Hz - and below about 120 Hz these parameters are 
once a93in of limited importance at least physiologically, even if 
measureable differences in spectra could be detected. The results of the 
two 500 Hz pipes made for voicing experiment 2, which each have resonator 
and foot made in the same materiel, reveal a characteristic plosive onset 
associated with a pipe fabricated in 70 per cent tin h,hich contrasts 
pedestrian onset.of the 30 per cent tin pipe. These results 
.,ith the more 
f vo 'c'ng considerations, as such adjustments were inciepent:ient 0 ~ ~ 
tonG of the other pipe from eithor of the pioes 
were 
unable to produce the 
Bearing in mind also the characteristic onsets of 
under consideration. 
5 't ~ s r82sonoble to assume that the 194 Hz pipe C, found in section 4. ,~ ~ 
,-'re found amono all the pif1es in the range such characteristics . ~ 
d t ,'gree therefore Idith "hat organ t 1 120 Ilz to 800 Hz an 0 " approxima e. Y 
o metal is inportant in forming 
builders have maintained sviely, that p~pe 
the tone quality of certain organ ~ipes. 
t t " Ob t bIe to pipe metal is the novel The most notable fea ure a .r~ u 8 
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onset imparted by the 70 per cent tin alloy. At present no, plausible 
reason for this is put forward or for the similarity of the levels of 
sound radiated through the walls of 30 per cent and 70 per cent pipes 
when wall thickness and resonator diameter effects of pipe scales are 
taken into consideration. (section 4.4). 
5.2.5 Discussion of the Role of LiD f'laterial 
The technical and experimental problems involved in investigating 
the influence of pipe lip materials on tone quality have been discussed 
in section 3.3 and because of the difficulties, this factor has not been 
a subject of this investigation. However, various of the experiments 
carried out indicate that lip material is an important·, tone-influencing 
factor. 
The extent to which characteristic onsets such as that noted in 
the 70 per cent tin pipe of voicing experiment 2, are due to the material 
of the pipes' resonator or to the material of the lip, merits further 
investigation, for changing the resonator material of pi~e B did not 
influence the onsets, and the onset of the high per cent age tin resonators 
mounted on the low tin foot of pipe C "'as not as plosive as would be 
expected. Ho"'ever, the 220 Hz aluminium pipe with 70 per cent tin pipe 
metal lips, fabricated as part of the experiments relnting to Backusand 
Hundley's sound radiation theory, section 4.4.2, after it had been voiced 
produced an onset audibly similar to those associated with 70 per cent 
tin pipes. In view of this and the findings of pipe C noted, it would 
appear that at frequencies around 200 Hz, although resonator wall material 
can be an important factor, wall thickness and lip material are also 
critical in influencing tone. The 880 Hz aluminium pipe with 70 per cent 
tin pipe metal lips l;as also 'satisfactory tonally indicating that lip 
material is importnnt together "Jith wall thickness, which is shown 
independently of liD m3terial in the results of pipe D, in this frequency 
range. Further ",orl< is necessary but these findings suggest that lip 
material is of particular importance to tone quality within the middle 
frequency range. 
Uhilst m8lle~bility is an important feature effecting the choice 
of lip materials for pipes made in zinc or copper, the use of plain'or 
spotted metal for lip inserts is claimed by organ builders to ex ert a 
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considerable influence on pipe tone quality which again suggests that 
lip material is important. (cf. section 2.4) It is supposed therefore 
that lip material becomes more important in the middle and lower 
frequency ranges dOl"n to about 60 Hz, though these comment s are 
certainly speculative and further investigation is needed. 
5.2.5 Discussion of the relative influence of the tone effecting Parameters 
finally in this discussion, an attempt is made on the basis 
of the work undertaken and that reviewed, to assess the influence of 
each of the tone influencing parameters identified; viz. wall-material, 
wall-thickness, voicing and lip material. The aim is to suggest a 
. conjectural, though credible exposition of the relative influence of 
each factor. The discussion is summarised in diagram, fig. 5.1 • 
The diagram illustrates the affinity between wall thickness and 
wall material over the total range of open pipe fundamental frequencies. 
The bandwidths of the four areas where these two parameters change in 
their effect on tone, are also marked, together with information about 
the audibility of the sounds. The number of harmonics individually 
perceiveable in each area are indicated and also an auditory sensitivity 
curve which relates to its o~'n scale on the right of the diagram. This 
curve is intended to summarise the multipl~ity of physiological variables, 
masking, frequency and amplitude limen, rate of perception, smeare etc., 
discussed in section 3.2.2.2. The simplification is necessary in order 
that the diagram is more explicit. 
At the extremes of pipe frequency, where auditory sensitivity is 
poor, wall material is tonally unimportant and may be selected for 
malleability, economic or aesthetic reasons. Very deep sounding pipes, 
those in the lowost octave, are not perceived entirely by the ear but 
partly by the sense of touch. Dnsets are very slow; several seconds may 
elapse before a note is heard from a large, perhaps 3D fnot long pipe, 
clith 8 cross-section of 400 x 300 mm, apart froel a \"indrush sound 
audible only to those standing. very close. Tile thic1mess of materials, 
usually softwood for rectangular pipes and zinc for cylindrical ones, is 
selected mainly for structural rather than tonal reasons. 
It has been noted already that wall thicl(ness and ",all materiols 
influence very Httla the tone of high pitched· pipeh'ork. \,jall 
thicl(ness ·becomes increasingly important at intermediate frequencies but 
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seems to exhert less influence than wall material as frequency decreases 
further, and at the lower end of the organ manual keyboard, around 65 Hz, 
wall material appears quite unimportant compared with wall thickness. 
The pipes in area 4 are all above the unison range of the organ 
keyboard. . Imitative and other chnracteristic stops are usually found at 
8ft. and 'sometimes at 4ft. pitch. Small pipes fonm the upper"'ork stops 
such as Fifteenth, Larigot and Mixtures, and contribute to the brightness 
rather than the depth of organ sound. Their rapid onsets give clarity 
and brilliance, therefore individuality in transients,or highly developed· 
harmonic spectra, are unwanted. The princip.u\· variable with these pipes 
is the overall steady amplitude. Material is unimportant and minimum 
wall thickness is unlikely to effect tone within the practical range of 
thickness available. Materials may be selected for malleability and ease 
of fabrication. 
Area 3, in which wall thickness effects the tone and auditory 
sensitivity is greatest, encompass the "'hole of the higher part of the 
2 
organ manual keyboard from about c upwards. The calculations of the 
sound radiation leVel differences for extremes of material (section 4.3) 
suggest that above 880 Hz pipe resonator effects h,ill not perceptibly 
effect the sound quality; a supposition justified by the use of labial 
pipes in place of reeds for the c3 octave of some trumpet stops. It is 
therefore, unlikely that even towards the 10tO frequency end of area 3, 
wall thickness effects are particularly noticeable. 
It appears therefore, that only in area 2 are resonator effects of 
practical importance. It is not at all curious that this should be so, 
as the region coincides with the human vocal range and is therefore, the 
most played region of the instrument. It is likely that if tonal effects 
were noticeable only in the 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz octave, for instance, the 
controversy about ",ateriels and tone quality ,,'ould be less debated as 
the phenomenon would be less important because it ",ould rarely be 
noticed. It falls hOh'ever, in the region ",here solo stops are found, the 
only region ",here organ pipes are normally heard .. ithout chorus effects. 
Relative to resonator effects, lip materinl is of less 
consequence than wall material or thickness for much of the frequency 
r an98 , though it appears from voicing experiment 2 and from the practice 
of attaching mouths made of pipe metal to certain lower pitched pipes 
fabricated in other materials, that the middle. octaves are effected as 
much by lip material as by the material in which the resonator is made. 
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8el04' manual pitch, organ builders suggest that the height of the 
mouth becomes the most important feature. Thus the line on the diagram 
sh041ing the influence, of voicing in the lowest octaves becomes dominant 
, 
below about 50 Hz. The lip material curve ends at about this frequency 
as it is impossible to assess the role of ' this par~meter on large, low 
frequency pipes. 
The voicing curve dominates all others throughout the frequency 
range. Although the range of musically useful tone is limited compared with 
the tonal changes which can be ex erted by voicing, the quality of pip'e's 
sound, stop tone and ensemble colour are so dependent on the preciseness 
of this operation, that it must be regarded as most important, although 
it should be noted that the curve-is set deliberately close to the others 
indicating that tone can be altered but not dominated by this adjustment. 
Justification has been found from the experiments carried out, 
from the work of-others in this field and from inferences from the 
practices of org2n builders, for the use_of certain materials on tonal 
grounds. It appears from these experiments, that for a limited range of 
pipe lengths, wall material is-important as organ builders have suggested. 
The perceptibility of the changes to the human listener, ho"'ever, 
encompasses a restricted range; through the gradation of wall thic~ness, 
which is a feature of pipe-scales, probably perceivably influences tone 
over a slightly-larger range than materials do. 
5.2.7 Alternative faterials 
From the previous discussion in this chapter it seems that tonal 
factors are important in the slection of pipe materials in the approximate 
range 120 Hz to 1100 Hz only. Evidence from orgl'ln builders suggests that 
materials for longer pipes are chosen-for mechanical strength and on 
occasion, for o8sth13tic-reasons. The matorial used for smaller pipes are 
apparently chosen for,TI3l1eability and ease of joining. 
As stated elsewhere, (5.2.5) further work is required on the 
tonal influence of lip materials before alternntive materials can be 
considered [lroperly from pipes in the range 120 to 1100 Hz. Ho,'ever, 
it has been shown by the results of the two pipes fabricated in 
aluminium (section 4.4) that within this range pipes made with high 
percentage tin lip inserts can produce the desired overshoot reminiscent 
of pipes made in 70 per cent tin pipe metal. It seems likely that wall 
thickness scales are important in producing satisfactory tone from pipes 
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made in aluminium, though this is also on area in "'hich more res8'Hch is 
needed. 
Production problems arising from malleability and joining are also 
factors involved in the selection of alternstive msterials, though these 
considerations are beyond the scope of this study. 
5.3 Summary of Conclusions 
5.3.2 rlethodology 
i) Comparisons of the results of steady state and onset analysis 
by electronic techniques must be related to the sensitivity of human 
hearing in order that the range in which sounds are perceived to be 
similar can be defined. Two factors are involved. firstly, due to the 
limitations of auditory perception parameters which mnl<G up sounds may be 
altered considerably before the original and the new sound can be 
audibly differentiated. Secondly, because of the unsteadiness of the 
signnls under considerdion, even during the steGdy period, and the 
heterogeneous, nature of subsequent onset transients of the same pipe, 
analysis results are likely to reflect only one of a range of spectra 
possible from a particuler signal. The interpretation of the results in 
an absolute way is therefore inaccurate and has contributed to the lack 
of agreement in the conclusions of other workers. 
ii) Jiapason stops, although they range in tone from narrow 
~ 
scaled'tring to wide scaled flute, may,be defined more precisely in 
relation to recent developments in 'Classical' pipe voicing. Diapasons 
from this school sr'e characterised by an nudible onset chiff. This, 
caused by the rapid onset of the 2nd harmonic before that of the 
fundamental, is a feature dtr'ibutsble, at least in part, to costly, 
. tIll Class1' cal ell' a~asons should predominantly tin, pJ.pe me Q "oye., ~ 
b stuo'J.·ee] rather than any other single pipe tone gr~up, since, therefore, 8 
if the influence of motorial on the tone of such intDrmedi.~tely scaled 
. t' f th findings to stops with less pipes is determined, the appropr18 10n 0 0 
sensitive onsets will be straight forward. 
iil) Despite the homogeneous nature of organ stops, the tonal 
t th' 8S in various octaves. spectra varies considerably be we en e P1P 
d· OI"nnS b~Q1'S 1'9 not therefore 8n ab uno J.lSce .1 '-' .J ..... 
To 
dr3w conclusions on 
possiblo. ,Represent~tive pipes from various perts of the rank should 
be involved in 8x~.riments. 
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5.3.2 Tonal Effocts of Materinls 
i) Neither pipe resonator materials nor ~Iall thickness 
influence the steady state spectrum of labial organ pipes perceivably. 
ii) Tonal changes ,due to resonator wall materials are 
discernible only in the onset transients of pipes in the approximate 
range 120 Hz to 900 Hz. 
iH) All pipes may be tonally influenced if the wall thickness 
is insufficient, rendering the pipe's sound useless musically. Only 
in the range 200 Hz to 1100 Hz does maximum wall thickness effect tone, 
though, in the lower region of this range, up to about 500 Hz, wall 
thickness appears to tie far less critical than wall material. 
/ 
iv) Voicing can radically affect the tone of organ pipe~. 
However, within the limits of musically u'seful sounds, voicing is a 
process through which a pipe's potential tone quality is achieved and 
subtley'balanced with the other pipes of the same rank to produce stops 
which combine ~Iell. 
v) The materials from which pipe lips are made exert most 
influence on tone in the middle frequency range. It is ',u",ised from 
pipe making practice that lip material is as important as wall thickness 
: L' 
,.on the range 300 Hz to 1100 Hz and would appear to be the most important 
single feeture effecting the tone of pipes between 50 Hz and 120 liz. 
5.3.3 Selection of ~in8 F~brication M~tBri~ls 
i) The criterion for the choice of pipe materials varies 
according to the frequency of the pipe. Tonal factors are only important 
in the seloction of materials for pipes in the range of the organ manual 
4 keyboard - C to c. The materials used for small aipes hGa no tonAl 
function but is required to be malleable ~nd easily joined. It is 
",c,~mised from orgcm building practice that rnateri~ls are chosen for longer 
pipes on the basis cif mechanical strength and, on occasion, for 
aesthetic reasons. 
ii) Aluminium pipes fabricated with 70 per cent pipe metal 
lip inserts and sounding frequencies within the critical range, have 
produced satisfactory onsets audibly similar to those from 70 per cent 
tin pipes. l:1a11 thickness was c"llculated according to the relationship 
described by 3ackus ,md Hundley though it is as yet uncertain the 
extent to which this and lip. material influences the tone. 
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5.4 Further !Jork 
A number of areas for further study are suggested by the 
conclusions of this work. Further discussion and experiment to show 
the effect of wall thickness and wall material on.pipes longer than 
those used in the experiments presented here are suggested, and also 
a study of the practical issues of adopting other materials for organ 
pipes. Principally, it is necessary to investigate the role of lip 
materials and lip surface condition ae this aspect is manifestly of 
some considerable tonal importance particularly in the material-
sensitive range 120 Hz to 1100 Hz. It is likely that towards the 
lower end of this range in particular, wall thickness scales become 
critical for satisfactory tone quality. 
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The Rale Q f Ph8se Informntion in the 
Desc:::-i:Jtian of f;1usical Tone DUality. 
This area of research suffered in its early stages from lack of 
suitable analysis equipment; the work of Konig (1381) and Herman (1894)1 
reached different conclusions using the wave-siren, and after the advent 
of electronic equipment progress was slow, due to lack of interest since 
the levels of distortion even in early amplifiers and electra-acoustic 
transducers - 1932 - were regarded as tolerable. It has also suffered 
from an over-simplification of Helmholtz' findings and from invidious 
statements which reflect this misunderstanding. fladsen and Hansen's 
approach typifies this. They .,rito,2 "we would like to join sides with 
those who believe it (phase) to be important and therefore venture to go 
against Helmholtz .... ' Although Helmholtz did consider that musical 
qUfllity was independent of phase, he includes h'o qualifications to this: 3 
firstly, that changes in timbre .'ere not disti.nct enough to faciUtete 
comparison after the short time flad passed which was needed to alter the 
phases and, secondly, he stated that since harmonics beyond the sixth and 
eighth give dissonances and beats, it is pot impossible thnt a phase 
effect does exist and is responsible for this. 
Recent considerations of the imoortance of phase by Plomo ~nd 
4 
Steenl<en (1969), .. tiJhich has been lar;ely verified 1:1 the It'or!< of 
Aadsen and Hansen (1973)5, established phase to be virtually independent 
of amplitude in thG perception of complex tones. Thus, although when 
pitch end loudness 8re changed, the pattern of pl13se relatiQns~ips 
beb(reen the p<::rti31s is disturbed, ohase changes may be effected lLritnout 
altering the physiological assessment of the other parametcrs. G Tllis 
coincides ~Iith the idea of sover~l earli8r liJriters7 that subjective chsnges 
produced by vcrintions in phose spectra "'hi ch leave th" envelo;Je of the 
stimulus inV3ricnt, utill be small Qnd possibly unperceivGd. Plomp and 
Steen1<en8 also discovered considerable inconsistency. in the ability 0 f 
individuals to detEct phase changes. Aver3ged over 8 subjects, they st"te 
1 F;adsen and :·18ncon (76) 7 2 r'ladscn nnd Ikmsen ( 76) 2 
3 Hdmholtz (50 ) 1~7 4 Plomp 8nd Steenken (96) 409 
5 rodsen and Hanson (76) 6 Z1.J.!ic'{er ( P"' 238 ~"' 
7 z .. icker, FIo t to rp and stev.ens ( 133) 8 Plonp nnd St oen1<en (75) 
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the maximum passible effect of phase on timbre ( the difference in a tone 
consisting of only sine and cosine terms compared ",ith one h~ving alternate 
sine and cosine terms) far a fundamental of 145.2 Hz, is equal to the effect 
of changing the slope of the 3mplitude pattern by 2 dB per octave. Far a 
292.6 Hz fundamental the change is less, 1,6 dG per octave, and far 584.8 Hz 
they state the effect amounts to ch,'3nging the amplitude slope pattern by 
only 0.7 dB per octave. Quantitatively, the effect of the maximum change 
an the perceived sound is, far the 292.4 Hz fundamental, equal to the 
effect of changing the SPL by 2 dB. This is less for higher than far lower' 
fundamentals. Phase information, although it is calculated by the analysis 
equipment, is not presented in this study since its role in characterising 
musical sounds is not clearly defined, and in relation to amplitude, 
appears of minimum significance from the auditors point of view. 
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t\Df"Jendix B 
Detail of Annlysis r~eth"d AdoDted, 
the Design 8nd Oneration of Sampling Device. 
Introduction 
The development of an appropriate analysis technique using the 
equipment available has formed a major part of this work. Presented here 
in detail is the method adopted, the application of it to the particular 
signals in"volved, thepresentation and the validity of the results. 
Several methods were considered to analyse the signals. Having 
found the variable sampling ~Iindow of the real time analyser to be 
unsuitable, the Fourier analysis system was used to analyse signals in 
segments ",hose duration was defined by the frequency of the signal in its 
steady state. HOulever, this system was found unsatisfactory due to the 
assumption of periodicity by the analyser, which is discussed later in 
this section, and the frequency changes occurring during the transient. 
Consideration was given to overcoming the difficulties encountered by 
simultaneously recording the signal together with regular pulses recorded 
on a separate track of the tape recorder. The duration between these 
markers would be chosen as an integer multiple of the signal's fundamental 
fraquency. All the recorded inforClation "'8S to be digit8li,~8d and the markers 
USQd to locate each s8yment. ,',nalysis could therefore, be "erformed on 
segments of the signal "ithout the period boundary problems. 
The method, IJ.lhi13t lL!or'<<3b18, has signi ficnnt disadv2ntag88 over 
the method fin311y chosen. The first is Gue to the frequency changes 
t:lhich occur especi::!ll~' during the onset of musical sounds. These changes,., .. 
whilst perhnps not producing serious er:rors, 8re not taken into account 
by this method. Secondly, more serious problems could arise from loss of 
part of the 3i£n21 due to the limitations of the operation of the A-D 
converter on the H.r. 54511~ Analyser. I f the sy~tem did happen to become 
overloaded, the resultant lack of information transferred could provide 
insurmountable problems and serious orrors. ,~method [vas sought which 
could sample the signal allowing only the segment required for analysis 
at that time to be presentee! to the ,1-:1 converter for analysis. 
Samolinn Dovice Joscri~tiQn 
The signal from the tape recorder is sampled cycle by cycle using 
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tho fundamental fraquency of the sound itself as a counting pulse. A 
gated amplifier cm8bles segments t.o be isolated and subsequently anl'!lysed. 
The sa"ples are chosen by setting initial and final co-ordinates on tw~ 
thumbc/heel switches. (Fig. 81) 
p, Ferranti 424 amplifiar is controlled by inhibiting the current 
normally present at the chip's gate. The schematic arrangement of the 
logic by which this switching is effected is shown in figure 82. The 
numbers selected for the beginning and end of the segment on the two 
digit hexadecimal switches establish the duration of the sample and how 
many cycles after the first are to be counted before the sample begins. 
The incoming signal is filtered to leave only the fundamental. This is 
applied to the operational amplifier type 5N 741 which produces a TTL 
compatible square wave output and enables the minimum signal level to be 
adjusted. TheSdvnitt-Triggsr, Sf'741 l " provides further wave shaoing. The 
signal is subsequently applied as the operating pulse to the SN7493 
counters. Since the numbor 3ntic"ipated to bo the largest needed lL18S 193 
and the counter chi~s contain 4-bits each, two are employed giving a total 
of a-bits and a maximum count of 512. The counter's outputs are compared 
hlith the settings on each of the thumbhlheel sh/itches by 8-bit comparitors, 
SN7485, relating to the switch. Each comparator's output is received by 
a r,SR gate, 5117402, and its signal, after suitable amplification and 
inversion, provides the necessary pulses for the 424's gate. 
The reset circuit sets the counter outputs at zero. ,~single u:o 
driven from the 4 least significant outputs of the counter monitors this 
and provices a useful assurance that the cDunter has in f3ct reset I"hen 
the button is pressed and, since the NANJ gate 7400 inhibits the counter 
whon ~ becomes greater than 3, the LED indicates that. the tcs~ has been 
completed. 
The period elapsing after the energising of the p3llet valve 
which allo~s wind into the pipe foot and the emergence of the first 
sounds to be analysed is monitored since the speed of the attac~ dften 
characterises instrument tones, not least the tone of particular organ 
pipes whose delay in speech can sometimes'be the principal characteristic. 
This pEriod enn provide an important feature for comparison 3no is 
co~~utcd 8S p8rt of tho 2nalysis procedure. It is measured using ~n 
e18ctronic Timer-counter set to measure the time-period el:Jpsing betl.:JDen 
signals n~oliDd to the in~utG A nn~ 3. Tll0 counter is triC~Gred an the 
"'3ve .• _I(on~l ~i8ult3neousl\1 r8cor~od !\fith"the Gignsl itself but on squ.:Jrc '" -;J'~ - I 
,' .. 
,-----------------------------,-,------------------------------------------------------- -
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counter t~2~et; ~2fir'ing ttl~ ~~=iDd from th3 moment at which the p~11et 
valve vue sn2:-;:'ssd (:1 useful constant befwre h,hich of course the pipe is 
uneblc to S~E2~) ~nd the first cyclo which, in the cc se of a developing 
sign81, rSBches t~e voltage p~8-S8t by the ~inimum voltage needed to 
produce en oU::J!J:, fr:J~ ths Op-2Dp. ThG period doduced by this will be 
shol-.'n on ths =2s~lt:::l GS the pre-onset time. rOllowing this will be a perioc 
relating to th9 segr:18nt length befoI'D the first dnta s:1:nple point. 
This C3~8 p=oCGdu:-s is also used to defil1e the duration of tho 
dec2y "l::;::::r.sien:. Its bEginilin~ is found by tho and of the sign81 on t,hG 
second ~=~c'< ~f ~h8 r8cor~er. This ~=r['s thg clQsing of the pollst valva. 
The cn~ J~ :~2 ~=snsisnt is f)u~d by ths cCGsation of the signll fr~:n 
out Jut .'. 
- - - ---- -------------------------------------
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Th" Selection of S"m~ling P~rGmeters 
The sampling device enablGs a visual representation of onset 
tr~nsicnts to be built up by analysis of short segments of the recorded 
signals (ft) the duration of which (tn) is relsted to the frequency of 
the signals' fundamental. Segments may contain any integer multiple 
of cycles of the fundamental. Analysis of the segments in terms of 
magnitude and phase for particular frequency components was possible 
using the 5451,~ fourier Analysis system. Frequency changes occurring 
between successive samples could be traced using this device by comparing 
the frequency .. channels of the strongest components with the channels in 
blhich associated harmonics occur. in proceeding and subsequent sample 
an8lysis. Therefore, the H.P. system is a tool capable of yielding the 
data required. However, the accuracy of phase and magnitude information 
is relnted to the 2ccuracy of Frequency data ond also of course computer 
timG Availoble and d8ta storago roquirements. The choice of analysis 
parnmeters involves careful consideration since the system produces more 
rigorous results in one area only at the expense of accuracy in enother. 
Together the sample recard length set an the A-D converter 
controls and the data bl~ck size N fix the number of data points in the 
frequency domain output, the maximum frequency analysed and the sampling 
of the signal presented for analysis. Clearly, the sample record length 
(T) must be longer than the sample duration (t
n
). The segment length is 
depenGent upon the frequency of the sign~l, the number of points 
required on the fin81 gr8phs and the dur"tion of the onset before a 
steady state is rCOlchec. This letter is determined from oscilbscope 
photogr2phs of the onset triggered by sign21.Q from the second tr2.c l( 
o 
of the tn~e. The photographs show c18~rly the length of the attnck part 
of the tr.nsient. The numbor of cycles involved in this divi~ed by the 
. f 'nto rn~u'r8d on the gr"phs cetermine tile number of numoer 0 po~ ~ .c; ~ . • . c. 
consecutive cycles "'hieh b'ill form a sample. 
~,n"lysis of singlo cycles would produce more rigorous information 
than taking two or three cycles, but the volume of data produced and 
amount of computer time this would involve, make it necessary to 
f 1 1 Some tests ~rero cnrried determine segments made up 0 severn eyc es. 
'h 1 ~~9m'~nts cont~~n8d fower cycles th~n lnter onos, out in wh1C en! y _c ~ ~ 
t to the D, ~rt of the s~onnl .~ero most r2pid £ivin~ gron or ~ccurncy .~ 
Th It O f M&~ -nd R&J2 use this m8thnd cho.nges lI!o-re ?ccurring. e r!?3U S t\ '...1 1 ~.' 
but it .'BS cocioeG, bocouse results sO prcsentad inherently give tho 
improssion of incronsod steadiness as the sound evolves and also 
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becnuse of the sampling error associated "Iith short duration samples, 
to abancon this method in f8vour of segments of eaual uuration. 
The sample durntian time alsn effects the frequency resolution 
( ~f) of the frequency cQI:18in data. This is the number of Hz between 
successivD frequency paints. Components of frequencies other than those 
represented will nDt be shown in the output data. 
thus: T > t n 
and J... = 6. f • T 
It is apparent therefore, that a greater degree of frequency 
resolutiDn is given by selecting fewer sample points since this will 
</ 
·enable T to be large and made . ~f small. However, the sample interval 
( ~t) is effected both by T and the block size N, thus: 
6.t = .I 
N 
Therefore, if T is large and the sample presented is short, althou~h 
the frequency donain information will be rich in frequency data, the 
analysis itself ",ill be based on a poor sampling of the signal and the 
data produced may thereforo be less ri£orous. 
The bloc l< size Cl, spart from its place as 3lready S110"ln in 
determining ~t, is chosen to en3ble the resolution of the highest 
fre~uency component required to figure in the results. Tho maximum 
frequency for resolution wc-s decided by steady state analysis of the 
signals using the Ubiqu:i!ausReal-Time analyser. The results sh""1 the 
number of harmonics i~portnnt in characterising the sound. These era 
fT1onitored during thG onset trnnsients. The grD::JIls also ennble the 
hiQhest froquency necded in the results to be calculated (f ). The 
. n 
block SiZ8 is detornined thUG: 
Sinco r-J == 2 f 
r.l:::!X 
N:>"2f 
n 
f 
f 
Clearly, tho chaieD 0 f' 3 high frequency r:l~ximum udl! 
nacessit8te the CilOicG of ~ 18r98r block siz8 2nd \~ill produce 
N corr8s~nndingly marc data-point~ nor cycle. (number of datapoints = ~ ). 
To clarify the method of choosing ~or~n8tors tho~8 adopted far 
pif)88 .J hllll J8 cisCUSGcd. Frol!1 tho 1 scopo ~icturos the totol tr.'JnsiE:nt 
dur.~ticn ltl3S M.p:"Jro>c~ .. rn,'1t81y 50ms. 24 !3cgmr-nt3 1.r?rO thoreforo pres::ntcd, 
eoch cant;,ining tua cycles of the sign,,!. The choice of s::1",ple lengths 
:"1nd tot31 s8!:101e timo for this 3nalysiD waG determined only after several 
. . 
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trial runs using different settings. The principal factors involved 
are frequency resolution, s8mpling and the time taken for the results 
to be printed. (see also later section on averaging) Initial runs 
using ~f of 5 or 10 Hz proved grossly unsatisfactory since the sampling 
per cycle was very poor. Using T = 50ms, 20 Hz resolution is achieved 
with a sarrpling of 4 per cycle of the signal. This too is poor. A 
further drawback is the large volume of data and the time involved in 
printing it. This is because many channels must be printed to ascertain 
the frequency ch3nges. Combined "11th the averaging (see later) which 
increases the print out, this forced the 20 Hz Af to·be rejected. It 
was finally decided that the· 20ms setting, with which 4f becomes 50 Hz 
d t 0.02 th b t i an 4. = -r:r-' was e es comprom se. 
The choice of the value for N began with the examination of the 
real-time analyser plot. It show~ the presence of 7 harmonics in the 
ste::ldy-stzte spectrum of pipe 3. HOIt!8ver, !Jreliminary analysis Df the 
onset of 3 1.1 showed that harmonics 5 and 7 h!ere so very const8ot that 
it ~'Duld be Clare exreuient to im:orove the frequency resolution 3nc 
:J.ccept more data then to resolve these harmonics. 
WDS therefore 900 Hz x 5 = 4500 Hz 
Since N> 2 f 
---'l 
f 
for T = 20ms ",f = 50 Hz 
then N > 160 
sinco N must be apot~ler Df 2, 
" ". is to be not less th8n 2S6. 
The frequency f 
n 
Inserting this value of ~ to find At and multiplying this 
to find the nUr.1bcr of times the si~n21 is r:amplad it is founc to be 
23 timos. HO\J18ver, incrodsing i',j to 512 incr8Rses this to G6 tir7l?s. 
The high(.:r rate is preferred therefore for analysis 3, t3king tt:.10 
cycles per sample, the block sizG is 512 and the tot:~l time is 20ms. 
f',n31ysis parametors for all the sign31s considered are shOlLln in t3ble 31. 
Problems of inst2bility ~nd rery8~tRbility of musicnl s~unds 
Initi~l t2StS of the method using 3idn~1 gcnor~tor9 prQvc~ 
entirely satisf~ctQry 3nd by setti119 the offset on the op 8mQ of the 
It I ~a'n ~ from 2irn~ls of 1~rg8 devico to zero, rcsu s were OD~ 1 D~ ~ :]_nd 
-- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------~-----------------------------------
Signnl i A 
F:r6t1uency 2,900 Hz 
Onset :'ur~tion 20 ms 
('10. of j-;<1I'Donics 
" fn 11,600 Ilz 
T 10 ms 
A f 100 Hz 
N 256 
F rn3X 12,800 Hz 
r~o • of cycles in onset 58 
iJo. cyclcs/s8£:ment 2 
" points' on gr8ph 30 1.0. 
tn 0.6896 ms 
T ,~nLE [] 1 lWJ.I\L YSI r; P M1I\r'~ETEfEi 
B C 
900 Hz 194 
50 ms 170 
5 3 
4,500 Hz 570 
10 ms 50 
100 Hz 20 
128 64 
6,400 Ilz 1,600 
45 33 
2 2 
25 25 
2.222 ms 10.31 
Hz 
ms 
Hz 
ms 
Hz 
Hz 
ms 
R&O 
526 
, 
50 
5 
2,630 
20 
50 
128 
3,200 
48 
3 
, 
I 20 
5.703 
, 
.. -; 
Hz 
ms 
Hz 
ms 
Hz 
ms 
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s~Bll voltage.. Subsequently, tests involving the recorded onsats 
from pipes ~tD1 8nd ~&D2 were carried out. For these the threshold 
was raised slightly zbove the level at which the background noise on 
the tape triggered the sampling device. Despite this, the method 
proved unsatisfactory as dissimilarities were found bete'een the "n"lysis 
of the same signals. The problem emerged in the analysis of R&D 2 and 
closer exnmination of the transient by making time domain graphs of the 
signals reveals a lack of similarity bet,,'een subsequent onsets of the 
same pipe. This is illustrated in figure 84. Clearly the problems 
"'ith tho sampling device "'ere due to the gate being opened by an early 
. pulse large enough to trigger the device. Once open many smaller 
amplitude cycles passed through before the counters registered the 
final pulse and effected the closing of the gate. 
The level et '"hich the sampling device triggers must therefore 
be raised to trigger on the earliest regular impulse. This can be 
monitored from output A on the sampling device. Of interest too, due 
to the unsimilarity of repetitions, is the real-time position of the 
first pulse. This is therefore measured using a timer-counter started 
by the pulse R 
• '"hich also triggers the storage 
I scoiJ e the trc.c8s 
0 
of which register the sampling ,., . ,-,ev~ce output,~ and the signal output 
fron the device. The first pulse from r, inhibits the timer. The 
equipment is set u;J cs shown in Fig. :3 5.1. The sampling device is 
set to allow only tilO first pulse through (setting 01 - 01) and, 
togeth~r with the timer-caunter and the 'scope, it is reset. The tapa 
is run end 8 trace 3p;JS2rs on the I scope. ,'In incorrect S,:=:lf71;Jle proGuccs 
the trccc shown in Fig. 8 5.2 An early pulse has triggered the 
counters. The multiturn pot is adjusted from the position which 
produced this situation until a continuous signal is produced on the 
upper trace and the signal on the second trace is triggered by the first 
cycle of this continuous signnl as sho~n in FiU_ S 5.3 • 
To assuro th2t this concition is correct several repotitions 
are made. Onco set, the gight rec~rding8 of tile signal 2re examinod 
similDrly and furtl,cr adjustment ~Q~O if n3cessnry until three big~cls 
C2.n be ChQ2l~n uhich ful ti1 the con:::itions of di2,gr:1r.1 2 and shol.(l sirnilnr 
durntions on the ti::lcr count or in:::icntinc; thnt the am;Jli tude of the 
first 8ign::::18 to bo 8~<8.nined in 311 threo Cases nre not only similnr 
in loVGl ~Jut ~lGO 1,o~pcn 2t n si~il~r tiOD. The isolo'tion of three 
si~ilnr 3ign~ls is in~or~~~t since ~ver~gino of sGgments I;rhich 8ro out 
of st-ep vith c:J.cil other could lc'3c to distorted or incanclu3ivo results. 
----------------------------------------------------~.~-------~-~ 
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Fig B4. Four Consecutive Onsets of Signal R+D2 
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:t is understood t/1~I;, omitting to 8X8r:1ine samples ttlith more 'divergent 
~nsets is to ign~rc possible information about the variety found in the 
onset of a particular musical in8tru~ont, but since it is the object of 
this work to describe the characteristics of a sounds onset, it i3 
reasonable to deal "Iith those signals which constitute a norm, th::lt they 
,:lay be compared c'ith others in order th3t conclusions can be drm,n about 
their diversity. 
Gra~hs finally produced are to show an average value far the 
magnitude of components and their frequencies. However, because of the 
natu~e of the presentation of data from the system, due to frequency 
information being gloQnsd from the channel number in which peal< 
2r.1plitudes 8re found, results can not be averaged for two reasons. firstly', 
.~ 
3veraging of magnitude d8ta tLlould also necessitate iJveraging of phase 
information makin£ the latter meaningless, and secondly, blocks are 
3veraged channGl by ch::mnol. Thus, if pea!< ms.;nitudes occurred in 
::iffcrent channels dUG to frsqu8ncy fluctu.gtions they ltJ'Juld not be 
:lvOr8ged tngetne!' but u.rith the v31u;.;s occurring in the relnted ch.3nncls of 
!?ther blocks. Thorofore, initi211}' the information must bo prosented for 
a:?:ch .'}n2:Jysod sound. For this t8cson, the time fo.ctor,· Dvoroging h8.~ be8n 
~a~en OVGr the mini~um thtOD sGmplcs. 
f)C:Ol{ nL:J.glli~uc8 Clnd ,'?!38ocintccl freQuency v:;.luGS ill the form of 
::h3nne.l nurnoGrs, t.r2ro trnnsfcrrGc to the Prirn3 1900 system who so Calcomp 
c.:r'Gb.rin;) f2cilitio6 uoro llsed to produce cr.sphe. Tho m8.gnitucc ,;}t'3phs, 
involvinc 03vor.:JgOG dr.:tn from the thr2.e, snmplos of ooch segmL3nt, sheJlJt 
sach hnrr,vJnic. 
The onolysis of music;::l sfJunds h.'3ving the form 
f(t) ~ t D, (t). Cos [iW < t .. 81] 
,,1.1 ... ~ 
by the periodic Faurier function 
f(t) = f J, [(n -})T] Cos [i ""J.< t.S L] !\ "-1 J.. 
l'~ll tand t~ pr8duco cort~in in3ccurocios dependent 011 th~ p8riodicity of 
the? siC·nryl. The u8ofuln83s of GOQf.lent:;l ::nnlysis of the) typo c8scri~od 
is ther3forc d:3[Jcnc!cnt on tr18 li:nit."}tians ir.1;Josed by th3 2nalysis t1f '1 
::u~si-;Jcrir)dic 8i:;,n,-.1 usin~ the ~u=i8r seriQs for c periodic '.l.1:1Ve, The 
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degree of error produced by this and also by two other factors, the 
determination of the beginning and cnd of the periods end numerical 
intorgrGtion, arc ii.1port:::mt aspects of this form of an3lysis hlhich must 
be taken into consideration when reviewing r8sults and also, since the 
extent of inaccuracy is found to be minimal, validiate this as an 
acceptable analysis method. "Examination of the implications of these 
errors is ~Iell docul,ontod. 1 A brief resume of the findings follows with 
referenco to the mthod and equipmerit used in these experiments. 
Severnl sourC8S of discrepnncy are inherent in the assumption 
that signals of the type under consideration can be approximated by a 
periodic function. "P,n amplitude ch3nge" in the component beLngevalua'ced 
or in th8 relntivD amplitudes of other components, for example, and also 
changGs in the poriod length due to frequency pe~turbations may all lead 
to inc!Jrrect cor.lputation of IT}ognitudes. HOu
'
8VGr, the orror produced by 
this is found to be si£nificant only in the early periods of very short 
onset trnnsients, otherwiso it is undetectab18 by humans - less than 
1 par cent in reD!. "Corm3. Tho level of inaccuracy caused by changing 
amplitudes depends on the relative changes between two components. This 
amounts to about 1 d3 for lower components, and about 2 dB for others. 
Fallacious data may be computed if the period beIng analysed coes 
not 8x{';ctly incorporGb:! Illhole cycles 0 f the signals' fund::Jmcntal. This 
tends to arise since the intervals betwoen successive positiv8-gQin~ ZGro 
crossings nCGd not ~a th3 88m2 25 the p~riod of the fundnrnental cOln~on8nt, 
but. signific''''.nc errors 1.1'111 occur' only l!.Ihon consocutiv2 hiGh ordor 
harmonics diff!".?!' L!ic8,1.y in smplituc!e 2t'the san18 time 88 1.lrgG err'JI'S in 
perirJd dctorrlin:JtirJn occur. For this I':l8GOn tho. durati'Jn of the sogmont 
is computod (Te). ~ 1 "t'"'T e" ...;.:;m;J os arc r~Jcc· ou J."I .- 1. 8 
C 
cent toler2nco. Cy co doinG, 8lthough some data may be lost, that which 
is producod shoulc lio ulithin n 3 par c,ent m3r9in of error. 
It is pruGont to mention ths errors IJ.lhich C:1ulc! occur in the cDr1::,utill~ 
r3tG3 inprovc 2ccur~cy Gut incr8~s8 co~putinJ tiDG ~nd stor3;n rD~uirornGn~s. 
~2rni11inc..: c:r!.':1:'s ~rc. rcc!ucccJ l:y the' f~ctoI'G ini10I'Dnt in tho syc.i:r:m us-:;d 
~~,30d IJIl ::;h::nnrjnr~ 38r;,pling thorJre~.l: in ord2r tn CJnl;11ctr;ly !';?C1Vc:r :-; 
rC::Jc=titi-Jn f:;:c:;;·-:uiJnr:;1 rJf tl18 3::':-1~,'.il1';; l'.~";V(") is r:'.uch th::1t ::~t. 1::~3t 'C:,t·lr1 
~8i-;'PJ.C-S ;1J:n c:-:.'<cn T: t:12 hij:11S.t si]nl;"ic,:lllt frcquGncy rJf thr; sign'!l. 
i.r::. 
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H' . of F /"2 ~ (1,'2 A t '"/( ',.','2,\ = 1,",'!At = 1,iT. ,0 t:.1t:VEl r" s~nC9 Wo =- max h _.. . 
sampling errors will not occur i~ the digitnlisation of the signal. 
Quantization arror will occur but .,ill mt effect the data seriously. 
Th" precision with which musical signals can be described using 
this method of analysis is shown by the small errors encountered. 
1<8eler defines the limitations of the system, stating that accurate 
results can -in genoral be produced for all components of waveforms whose 
transient portion is at least 12 periods long. Care is required however 
. when dealing with adjacent components that differ greatly in amplitude. 
------~---------------------
